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RESEARCH LABORATORIES FOR THE ENGINEERING SCIENCES

Members of the faculty who teach at the undergiaduate and graduate levels and a number of
professional engineers and scientists whose primary activity is research generate and conduct the
investigations that make up the school's research program. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
of the University of Virginia believes that research goes hand in hand with teaching. Early in the
development of its graduate training program, the School recognized that men and women engaged- in
research should be as free as possible of the administrative duties involved in sponsored researCh. In 1959,
therefore, the Research Laboratories for the Engineering Sciences (RL,ES) was established and assigned the
administrative responsibility for such research within the School.

The director of RLEShimself a faculty member and researchermaintains familiarity with the
support requirements of the research mfider way. He iS aided,by an Academic Advisory Co mittee made up
of a faculty representative from each academic department of the School. This Committed serves to inform
ALES of the needs and perspectives of the I ,cearch program. ". /

/
,

In addition to administrative support, ALES is charged with providing certain fachnical assistance.
Because it is not practical for each department to become selfsufficient in all phastys of the supporting
technology essential to present-day research, R LES makes services available through titie following support
groups: Machine Shop, Instrumentation,, Facilities Services, Publications (including phgtographic facilities),
and Computer Terminal Maintenanw,
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'A SOURCEBOOK.FOR THE DESIGN

OF A

REGIONAL ENVIRONMTNTAL LEARNING SYSTEM ;

VOLUME VI: CONTENT-ORIENTED RESOURCES

PREFACE
t.;

This is one of six Volumes of a report which, collectivAly,

is intended to be a Sourcebook for the Design of a Regional

Environmental Learning System. The report was prepared under

,Contract.300-700-4028 with the Office of TnVironmental Education.

This six-volume report peesumes soMe background concerning

N
the concept of a Regional Environmental Learning System, and

with environmental education as a whole. Considerable relevant

background was supplied in Volume 9 of the,4th Quarterly Report

(A Descriptive Analysis of Environmental Education) and in

the 5th Quarterly Retort (Conceptual Basis for the Design of

Regional Environmental Learning Systems), both of which are

available from the Office of Environmental Education.

Vol.ume 1 contains an Overview of the Sourcebook, with

short Summaries ofc,the other Volumes.

0
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A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE DESIGN
OF A

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

VOLUME 6: CONTENT-ORIENTED RESOURCES

fiECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Volume 6.of the Sourcebook for the Design of a Regional

Environmental Learning System_should be seen in the persOctive of

the larger-program of pe.Office Of Environmental Education.

The contract under which this Volume was developed was not

intended to focus upon the development of content materials for

environmental educatio. Other efforts sponsored by the Office

of Environmenldl Education were targeted toward the development

of content materials.

'What is presented in this Volume should be viewed as a modest

additional contLibut)on to the general thrust of\development of

content materials, along with a spectfic reference to a major

content-developmentactivity (in Appendix B).'

Early in our project, it was noted that there was considerable

public dissatisfaction with the problems accompanytng some of the

mathematics curriculaF. These problems tended to emphasize particular

foods that many believed were being promoted for child use by their

inclusion in the mathemaics curricula. Dr. Robert Waller of the- ,

University of Northern:Iowa felt that it vould'be.appropriate to

replace such problems-with problems that provided environmental

education. Accordingly he was authorized to explore the possibility

of 'developing a set of problems that could be used in tlie mathematics

curriculum. Dr. Wailer has a Strong personal interest in wood--
1:

burning stoves,,sincelinwhis Iowa situation he finds that wood-burnihg

stoves offer an alternative means of providinggheat in Winter.r

The problems that ife.has developed focus on wood. There is both

an advantage and a disadvantage here. The advantage is that many

different environmental ideas can be treated, with minimum

demands'on particular environmental areas, and this lends itself

to use in the mathematics(curriculum. The disadvantage, from a

broad environmental perspective is the narrowness of the subject.



On balance, it is fel4that the use of.' wood as a primary topit

for the problems.has. considerably more adVantaget than disadvantages.

Dr.,Waller. and his colleague have produced a set of prObleMs, )

centered around the Scott, Foresman and Company textbook series,

and designed for eighth graders. By tying the problems to a rather..

widely used textbook, teachers will be able to take advantage of

the sequence displayed therein to judge how to use the problems

in any other text that. they ay be using.

Most of the.problems arb quantitative. How-ever a fevyre

qualitative, involving the Togical structure of'issues. It is

felt that students at eighth grade level are ready to begin to

work with qualitative, logical structuring of issues.

All of the foregoing appears in Chapter 1 of the report,

which- has itsown table of contents.

In Chapter 2, the primary concern ts with how knowledge is

organized'for learning and for retrieval. In this Chapter,

attention is focused prtmarily on..the proposed core theme of

"human settlements". The science of human settlements, ekistics

is examined to see whether there is or can be formed a.suitable

typology for this subject, so that the organization and teaching

of the subject can eventually become more organized. A typology

is developed and presented in this Chapter. It is built largely.

around the Doxiadis ekistics grid. Also the organization and

classification of articles appearing in selected issues of the
A

Journal of Environmental Education ts discussed, from the perspective

:.Of how this jOurhal might-be useful in developing content materials.

for environmental educatton.
?

/

In Appendix A'there is7a technical paper showing some principles

of knowledge organization that were used in exploring the typology

.of how settlements.

' In Appendix B, there is a short description of a significant

development of content materials. These materials, developed around

the concept of energy, are intended to be used in both preservice and

inservice teacher training. The Appendix gives a descriptian of the

several volumes that are available, and.provides'ordering and

approximate'co4t information. This material was developed by the
'a

Far West Laboratory fOr Educational R&D, with support from DEE.
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CHAPTER 1

SYNTHESIZING ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
-VIII MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

i)

a

o

Pt+

.Robert J. Wallet

Wilmesmeier

I. tT

Subcontractor's report under "Developdient of
an InterpretiveStructural. Model and Strateg
for Implementation Based on a Descriptive a
Prescriptive Analysis of Resources for EmV
isental Education/Studies..".

August, 1979
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SYNTHESIZING ENVIRWHENTAL EDUCATION '
WITH .HAMOIATICS EDUCATION

.. V

Robert J. Walter-
James' M. Wilmesmeier

The overriding purpose of "Development of an Interpretive Stiuc-

tural Model and.Strategies lor ImOleMentation Based.oma Descriptive

and Prescriptive Analysis of,Rlsources for Environmental Education/

Studies"
/
is to'improve the.quality of environmental education in Amer-

ica. Those irrvolved.ifi this Project recognize, correctly, that environ-
,

mental education occurs in both formal settings- (educational instit4-

d
-..., c ..

.

.
.

ons)a, iid.informal settihgs (.community seminars, local and regional' ,

task forces; etc). This report focuses on the former =- enVironmental
.-

education in the Public school system.

Wore speCifically, the purpose 4re is to provide at least

partial a
115

wers to the following questions:
,

1. ;How can environmental education gain entry into
already overloaded public school systeMs?

How Can people be.helped to think clearly about
complex environmental problems? (This'dilemma,

is alsd-present in informal settings.).

'The response to the first.qUestion thus far has been to attempt

to integrate it (environmental education) into the natural sciehce

cUrricul The second question, to the best of the authors' knowledge,

has not even been addressed. It is our .contentiOn that the problell\

posed by each o'k these questions may be solved simultaneously. The

idea we propose will be called "piggybacking."'We discussthis idea
1

,

p

.
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in the nbxt section of the report.

tie

a.

S. PIGGYBACKING

Certain subject matters such as mathematics, music, art, and

English are not restricted to any particuiir content or context.
. ,

A.few simple examples, will mhke-this clear.. Basic dithematical ideas

Such as addition ilgebr4 and calculus are used An the diverse fields

of science, businessand 'engineering.: Even though the content beidg

handled differs, the mathetatics remains the same. For exiiple, an.

%
equation such as Y OX can be-used to solve .certain problems in. each

e

r

of theSe fields. The content and context.change, but the basic mathe-

atical structure does nqt. s,

Likewise, thousands of songs can be sung a C F G7 -,C chord

A

protression. These songs can encompass love, or war, orthe sea, or.

the'iand 'or the railroads* yet.the underlying chord structure remains,

the same: .It s uld be-Obvious that.the:visual arts. and Englisil also:
. 0 .

1
.

have,properfies
1
similai td mathematics and.music. All of itiese. subjects

'are,' in a.sense, languages. that can-be used.to "discuss" many contents.

In many. Contexts, just as*A metalsmith's'bkills can be used to build

sweras.or plowshares.
A

:Thus, anyof the subjects just mentioned could be used as the

focud of this re We have ohosen mathematics since, as teachers

Of appl mathematics, it is Oe'one with which we are most familiar. ,

if
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In brief, then, we believe the following to be both trde end

%

S.

r .

leasile: Environmental coneepts and ways of thinking_about environ-

system mathematics curriculuwwith.wo (or very little) net gain .

teacher ork.loads and' AS u il cost. The remainder of this

repor.t.*ill provide Some philosophy and iloldstrations of howthis

might,be accomplished. Before we turn to these tasks, however',

.1 0

two caveats are in order..

Fitst, we are not pu lic school teachers of mathematics. Hence,

we recognizejtir considera le ignorance of such issu'ea as' how mathema

taught at the elementary and secOndary.levelsandtics may best be

learner.readinessfor the various mathematical concepts. We have no

desire to:enter such arenas, and we will make every attempt not to do

so: Sigrid,' certain environmental issuee (e.g., energy).are politi-

:

cally explosive. Suai Sonsiderations also are pit our domain. We-

trust that textbook pdhlisherd and- authors know how io deatwith theSe
*.

-t

,sorteeof problems.

*Oit
In short', our purpOgwis to demonstrate the feasibility'of an

idea. Development and iMplementation must be.lefi to pfofessionals

in primfry'and secondary mathematics edublion4. To attempt more would.
,

exceed both. our competence .and our funding.

Our.discussion in the remainder of this report will foci's on -

. *mathematics, as it is taught in gradese4.. There ere two reasons :for.
fhis,restriction, First,. we.take it es axiomatic that students'should

,42

,P.
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'be exposed to environmental ideas early on. Second, most K-8

iathematics curricula are built around one of the several mathematics
rn

peries produced by various publishers. An attempt is made in each

of these series to athieve,some reasonable level of conceptual inte-

gration from kindergarten through the eighth grade. In terms'of

environmental education,.this series
approach4

'provides 4 rich oppor-

tunity for, key environmental concepts to make repeated appearances

year after year as the student.moves through the K-8 sequence. Our
..

focus on K-8 in this report is not meant to imply that environmental

educátion
-04

shoulistop at aighth grade. In fact, we would argue that

the increased intellecttial maturity of the high school student should
a

allow some of environmental ideas. .But,

becaUse all (or most) students in a given public school system

generally study the same texts, ii is the K-8 sequence where the

foundations of environmental'education can best be laid.

CURRENT TRENDS IN.MATHENATICS'EDUCATION

It isconvenient for our purposes to break down the totality.of

mathematical ideas into three somewhat overlapPing categoriess,

1. Quantitative or Numerical Mathemati,cs. Those'
'branches of mathematica dealing with space,
numbers and numerical'manipulation (computation)._

- 'Examples: Addition, 4ubtraction, multiplication,
division, decimals, fractions, measurement, algebra,
geometki, teigondmetry, calculus.

-
TheA4atheMatiCs of Uncertainty. Examples: ptatistics,

probability. -

-4-

a
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3. Qualitative or Non-Numerical Mathematics. Those
branches of mathematics dealing with situations
where questions of space and numerical magnitude
are either absent or irrelevant. Examples: sorting
and classifying objects, set theory in general,
orderingt relations.

*.

Even a,cursory examination of the various leading mathematics

textbook sieries discloses,that category one, numerical mathematics,

receives'the dominant emphasis in the elementary and-intermediate.

grades. Statistical concepts, such as measuring objects and using

Ographs are sprinkled throughout the concepts taughtin grades K-8, and

probability makes an appearance, in grades.7 or 8.. Qualitative Mathema-

tics is introduced as early as kindergarten in the form_of sorting

and classifYing, but overall receives little attention in grades K-8.

This current neglect of qualitative mathematics in the Ka8

curriculum a arently stems from two sources. First the emphasisr
on computatlox4i skilla is symptomatic of the "back to baqics" movement'

that.presently se Ms to perOde public,school systems in:ageneral.

Second, and more specific to-mathematics education, the Much-publicized

jailure of the "new math" has. generated a strodg counter movement. .

Since many of the key ideas iii qualitative mathematics were closely

associated with the new math enterprkge (e.g., set theory),,the result

otthe backlash has keen the virtual banishment;of qualitative mathematr

ice from public school curriculums.

We find ghe neglect of qualitative 'Mathematiesand the relatively

small amount of attention given to.the mathematics of Uncertainty in.

4
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K-8 distressing. Both of'these.areas of mathematics are invaluable

for dealing with problems involving complexity and uncertainty --

features that characterize most of our contemporary personal, social,

and environmental dilemmas. Moreover, the Environmental Education

Act itself is quite speciiic in its insistence that interrelationships

among various envirohmental systems and subeyetems be emphasized.
.

Hence, at the very time when abilities for dealing with complexity

uncertainty are most needed among our citizenry, the public sch 1

mathematics curriculums have moved.in the opOsite directio .

This.complicated our work considerably. _In fact, we were

confronted with the following' dilemma. Should we simply ignore urrent

tren(s in mathematics curricula and demonstrate the usefulne of all

three previously-mentioned categories of mathematics for conveying

environmental concepts,.or should we-attempt to liveAithin the struc-

tures iiposed by the current trends in mathematic education? The,

first approach,° we felt, wail& be mae interest ng and useful,.the

second more practical in terms of gaining acc ptence of the ideas

espoused here.

We decided upon the following appros We. would write a problem

sat involving environmental concepts us g only those-mathtmatical

ideas found in one .of the current math,,,tics textbook series. The

purpose-was to demonstrate that some e vironmental educatidn could be

piggybacked onto a mathematics curric lum.composed mostly of numerical

mathematics. This approach has the a vantage of not trying to crea a

-6-
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a/revolution in mathematics education at the same time we are trying

to demonstrate the feasibility of piggybacking.

/Beyond this, however, we also have developed a second shorter'

problem set-that makes use of some key ideas in qualitative mathematics

and the mathematics of qncertiinty. The purpose in doing this is to

demonstrate that if one is really interested in conveying the essential

nature °of environmental complexity, something beyond'siraight numerical

concepts are needed.

Problem Set #1

Background Information

The notion of a person's environment is a ri h lode of topics*that
;,

can be used to generate mathematics robleme. One can select a spe,

cific river basin-As a vehicle for writi g a series of.problems or

simply use river basins in general. Simi arly, fore ta, oceans, energy,

and-so forth can be treated at various levels of specificity. In addi-

tion, if environmental education is construed as.encompassing a Person's,

socio-economic environment which we think ie appropriate, the oppor-

tunities for dev loping.mathematical problems increase.substantially.

>: For our first oblem set, we chose the general topic of energy.

Out reatons for choosing energy were not complex.\ First of all, it is..

timely. Second, we felt this topic would provide many opportunities
\

for writing problems ln numerical mathematics.

.7-
, I*
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Within this very large topic of energy, we focused on home heating.

Specifically, we.decided to deal iwith one type of energy used in hum.

heating sytems; wood. The justification for this choice is discussed

next.

Tosome,.wood as aysource. of home heating probably.seems qUaint,

if not.doWnright barbaric'. .As onecof the authors of t s rePort.can
r

testify, howelmr, it is a per6c0.y practical way Adupplying all or

part of one's heating iequirements. As late as 1860,,wood.accounted

for 9,015ercent of the 9nergy consumed in. the United State. But, the

relative couvevience of electricity, oil, -end natural gas has resulted

,

in these forms of home heating' being

.canturY. 'This, however, is 4changing.
,

,

The'rapidly escalating costs of fossil:fuels cauSed a

,

resurgende in-the use of wood as a source of imine liesting. Some'
,

erred to wood-in the last

estimates indicate that.perhaps 25 percent of tHe homes in the North-.

r

eastern United 'states now have a woodburning unit supplying all di pait

of the home heating requirements. MorAver, the modern airtight high-
7-'

efficiency woodburning stoves and furnaces bear little resemblance to
es)

the old pot bellied itovep many people still associate with wood heat.

As a sdurce of problems to illustrate how environmental concepts

Can be conyeyed via,mathematics, the use of wood heat had many ad-
. ,

vantages for us. First;- it is a 'mall enough topic that'we could be

a
rather thorough in our coverage of it, even given,the relatively short

,time span we had to develop the Otoblem set. A second advantage is that

M14.6

1
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the ideas of trees, woodburning stoves, chimneys, and so forth are

fairly concrete. That is, students should be.able to grasp the espl-

1 features of a woOdburning'operation. The same cann t be said of

ilopics such as OPEC and, heat pumps Theselatter topics we emphasize,

caw.be grasped by students. But, for an introductory problem set, the

notions surrounding wood heat are somewhat more straightforward:'.

third ad antage is that iti.$ easy to conceptualize an entilie

s ries of trans ormations beginning with trees in a forestand end3Ing,

with the prod ction of heat. AlL eople who burn wood seriously elle

very, aware oI is.prOcess. Going out tot) the woodpileln the Middle

of a midwestern blizzard is just not the same-as turning up the

thermostat.
'

Finally, if you really think about- it you can see that a-rich

assortment of topiCs can be spun off from the simple idea.of heating.'
c.

with wood: These range all 'the way from woodlot management and forestry
.

to watersheds, to wildlife management, to comparison& with other

forms of energy in terms of cost and efficiency, to the economics of

family management. In this sense, wood heating is like almost any other
;

topic in environmental education: One starts with a small idea and a

universe of syStems.and subsystems can be built frowit. We are, it
,.

Should be noted, tot.touting wood heat as the Bestlmethodpr p1ggy.. .

backing environment,concepTs onto mathematics education. We eve simplI

saying that it seems to be a good one for our purpose's here. i9;11

:The problem set.that follows contains some 200 problems. Each ot
1

.9.
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these deals directly with the idea of heating.with wood. The problems

were_developed using Mathematics Around Us, a textbook series authored

cooperatively by 10 people and published by Scott, Foresman, and Com!-.

paw, (Copyright 1978 used by permission)., We chose to use this series

simply beciuse it is quite typical of such series and because it is the

text-vse&inth0 Cedar Falls, Iowa public schools, which made it easily.,

available to, us, since that is where we'resides.

We.elecied to use the book des4ned for grade eight In the K-8

sequence.4'Admittedly, this provided us with some nicelatitude,. since

. the student at this level.can be assumed to have some familiarity with

a faitly broad range of mathematical ideas. We would.conte10, hOwever,

that 80 percent of the problemi we developed are easily adaptable to.

lower grade levels witha minimum of reworking;

"Our approach was. simple. Me went thtough the text, and at-each

place where problems wete presented in a "theme" context, we rewrOte.

7these problems in terms of heating with wood. Thus, for example,1where

the book used the theme of postal services to illustrate "Multiplying

Whole Numb.ers", we used a problem involving computation of a utility

bill,
.

The text is lavishly illustrated, containing.notes and pictures

that, provide the student with enough written and. visual infinimation o

put the ptoblems into the theme context. A text* incorporating wood

heat in a number of fheme contexts would have pictures of stoves in-

tallations, chainsawse forest-9, and so forth. Obviously, we dd not

-106.4.
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ge:Xi4-4 these in our prAlem set. But the reader should be aware that

we assume they,would be provided if our problems were to appear in text-

book form.

The Problems

Multiplying Whole Numbers

Pages 4-11

1. Mr. Jones has just received his bill for natural gas frO the gas

company. Last month he used $127.00 worth of gas. If he s s this

much for five months, how much will he spend on gas for the five

months?

Estimating,

s 12-13

Tom's father owns 20 acres.of timber. If each acre has about 150

treeb.on it about how many trees does Tom's father own?

2. _About ten trees are destroyed by insects each month. How many:trees

will be destr6red imbne year?

3. There are about 30 animals per acre in the forest. How many animals

-live in Tom's father's. forest?

, A

7t,

t 4
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Division, Careers.

Pages 18-Ak
Page 22 Careers

1. Jim's mother owns a stofe where she sells equipment, for cutting
0

'fire wood. Last year she eold432 axes in 12 'months. How many axes

did she sell per month on the average?

Jim helps his mother sharpen chain saws.. A chain saw blade has 32 .

teeth., It takes Jim 10 minutes to sharpenone blade. How many

teeth:does he sharpen each minute on the average?

t
c

3. If jim can wait on a customer every 15 minutes how many customers

can JimWgilt on in three hours?

These are thevrices of some of the. items sold in the.storp:

Axe $'18

Chain Saw i $200

Gas Can $ 2 v
'Splitting Maul $ 20.
Safety Helmet $127

Ao.

4. If a customer wants to buy an axe and a splittiftrmaul, how much

should Jim chargeothe customer?

5. If another customer wants io buy a chain saw, a gas can and a

Safety helmet, how much should Jim charge the customer?

6. For-the chain saws to run properly, 32 ounces of gas must be mixed

vith due.punce of oil; If a gallon of gas weighs 128 ounCes, how ,

many ounces Of oil must be mixed with the ga1,71.on of gas?

\

.-12-
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Writing 'Addition and Subtraction Expressions

Pages 26-.17

Write a mathematical expression for each description%

1. -The price of i professional chain saw that.costs n dollars more than

a $100 regular chain saw.

-The weight of a r'egular chain saw if it weighs six pounds less than'

a-professional chain saw weighing g'pounds.

The sale, price of a professional chain saw if the regular price of

$312 has been reduced by. d dollars.

. The total length of a chain saw if the motor and handlemeasure 1$

inches and the bay measures n inches.

Solving. Addition And Subtraction Equaticihs

iPages.28-29

Jim's mother also _sells wood burning stoves in.her store.

1. One of the large stoves .she sells'is 14 inChe6 wider than a smaller

stove. If the large stove is.37 inche6 wide, how wiik is the small

seove?

2. The weight of a small stove is 128 pounds less than the weight of-a

(

large itovey. The small stove weighs 135 pounds. How much does the

large stove weigh?



0

Using Addition and- Subtraction Equations to Solve Problems.

Pages 30-31 4),

Part of the heat in Sue's house comes from a wood-burning stove. It is

Sue's job to help tend the stove.,

1. Before the stove was installed, it took 7000 kilowatt hours pa

Month to heat Sue'S house: 'Now it takes 1700 kilowatt hours.per

month. How many hours per month 'does the stove save.

Sue went to the woodhox in the basement and(brought 11 pieces of

wood Upstairs-for the stove. There-Tate 74 pieces left in the woo&-

box Holz many pieces were in the woodbox 'before Suttook.out the

11 pieces?

The stoVe in SUe's house takei pieces of woOd up to 24 inthesNin

length. One-piece in the.woodbox it01 inches'long. How-many inChes

must be Cut off before the piece of.wood,iwill fit. in the stove?

When the stove is full of wood,.it weighs 315 pounds.. It holds about

45 pounds of wood. How much does the stove'Weigh empty?
, .

Careers

.Pages 32-13 .

l.:-A wood supplier sells Wood to people who have woodburningstovet-.

The table shows his sales last winter. The priFe per pick-up load

,varies based on.the month of the year. Complete the table.
4,e'4

24



Month

Number of
Pick-up loads

October 30 .

November 35

December ,47

4

January . 54

February', 43'

March 24

Price per ': 'Total

Pick-up load SAles

835'

$40 .

$45

$48

$45

ss)- $30

Total,sales for the Winter

2. For every loactof fire woo'd delivered, it.costs the supplier $1.15

in gas and oil for his truck. How much did he spend delivering

,February's wood?
0

3. The supgier sometimes,hires a,junior high school student to help

him. He pays the sttpient $2.80 for each load be helps deliver.. If

the student helped deliver 15 loads in March, how much did he earn?

4. .If it takes the supplier an average of 40 minutes to deliver a load,

of wood, how many, loads can be delivered in an eight-hour day?.

>

5. /Ind the total cost of.equipment for the fire wood supplier (aside

from his truck).00

7



Number
of Itemi-

. 1

2; Sp1itting"Mauls .

3 Splitting Wedges .

2

1

3

-2

1

fr

Gas Cans

Safety Helmet

Sharpening Files,

Sharpening Gui

Axes

Hydraulic Splitter 600

18

7

2

27

18

Toial
Cost..

TotAl Cost.of:Equipment

Writin&Multiplication and.Division Expressions
. .

Tages 34-35

Write a mathematical'expression for each deicription. *

1. p.m beight.ofa fullgrown Oak tree if it is three.times'as tell'as

,a.partially-grown tree that is n..feet ta114.
, 4. . .

. The 41amet.O of .a full-grown Oak'tree if it,grows one inch in dia.-

.meter for each.of'the 35 years i; grows..
s,

The number of.trees cut for fire wood each year if n ,trees.ere cut

frok each acre df a 12 acre.parcel of timber.
-

".

1.

Ii
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Solving Multiplication and Division Equation%
4

08

Pages 312137,'

1. Bob. wants to be sure he replaces the wood ha burns in:his stove.

,He has 15 acres Of land and 75 young trees tolilant. How many.erees

will each.acre get if Bab wants to make aura each acre'gets the

.sams number?

2.
'16

Bob'sprinkles t4e fumes left fro" burning his wood on his garden,

11.

since the ashea make good fertilizer. He has onAdis of-ashes and

his 'garden. has 8 roWs. .How many pounds per r aboul&he use if each

raw isto receive the same amount?

Ii

,

k

Using MtiltOlfcation and Dividion Equa4ons to.Solve Problems'

Pages 38-39

1. Howr long does it take tb/burn 140 pounds of wood if it burns at a

rate of 5 poiinds per hoar in a certain wood itoire? #

2. If an acre of ground!contains'75 pick-up loadarai wood, how many

yearswill-the wood last if 15 pick-up loads a year aretakr /

4
'out of'the acre? I 0

3. If a man with a chain saw can cut four Aibk-up loads of wood per

4

day, hoW manir pick-up loads can he cue in 135 days?

If an acre of woods can shelter 45,an1*als, how many acres would,

it take to shelter 405 animals? 1

HOw much gaseis used.by a chain saw in an eight-hour day if it takes

two hOurs.eo Use_a gallon of Ass? ,

-17-
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Equations Invol7ing Matiplicption'and Addition

Pages 42-43

S.

1. tachhel is planting Young walnut trees on some land she owns. She

has planted 150 trees in three hours. At thia rate, how many hours(

will it tali, her to plant 1000 trees?

The 150 trees Rachael has planted cost her 4 per tree. How many

more trees will she have to plant to reach $20 worth of.planted.

,

0. trees?

. . Equations Involving Multiplication and Subtraction

Pages-44-45

'

1. Todd,helps.his neighbor cut Wood on Saturdays.N.He is paid $2.00 per
,

hoLq. In order.to get this job, Todd had to buy a.pafety helme,

.iloves, andsteel-toed'shoes. These three iteMs cost him $66. How

many hours mut Todd work to make a profit of $30.

If Todd earned $2.50 per hour, how long would he have to work to

4

make a profit *f $30.

Addingiand Subtracting Integers

Pages 50-54
--

L. Tom is helping a friend install a Wood stove. When they stopped.
*

work on Monday night, the chimney flue was two feet below the roof.
A

The next day they added six feet more of flue. How far above,the

roof is the'top of the flue.

2'6
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2. The temperature outside was 12 degrees below zero at 7:00 a.m. It

had risen 16 degreei by noon. Whatyas the teMperattire at noon?

3. When the wOodburning stove was fl:nally installed and operating, the

temperature in the roam rose from 55° to .78°. What was the rise in

temperature?

6

Comparing and Ordering Decimals

Pages

14 Here ar some times showing the length of time in houraiour wood-
-

burnidg tioves kept going Oh a fulljoad of wood.
*,

Stove A 14.68 hours

Stove II 13.52 hours
seo

Stove C ; 14.89 hours,

Stove D )14.48 hqurs -

List the stoves.an&their burning times in order starting, with the,

0**.4
lowest.

2. Different typs ofowoodburninustoves-begin to ave off heat'faster

than others once ttley have been started., Here are fi;.re stoves and-,.

the lime it takes for each of them to start iiv.ing off heat.

Stove A 4 2:14.08

Stove L, i 3:02.16

6
Stove C .2:12.14

Stove C 2:16.19

Stove D 2:48.22

-19-
4.
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f

List the stoves an& their times in order. Begin with the lowest..

3 Electricity is priced on the basis of cents per kilowatt_hour.
A

Here arn the prices of electricity in three citiesb
;

City A, $ .0430

City I $ .0436

City C $ .0429

List theselities in order. Start with the highesp-priced city.

4. Round the prices given'in problem 3 to the nearest. cent.
,

ts

Sciintific Notation: Large Numbers

Pages 80-81

Authors' note: The "theme" used here by? the text is power generation

by a power company. The problems given would fit nicely into our

scheme and, hence, no new problems are presented here.
4

. Adding and Subtracting Decimals

Pages 86-87

As wss true with the scientific notation, the problems presented here

center arodnd a them* (snowfall) that fits nicely with our scheme.

Hence,..no new problems are presented here.

Using Equations To Solve Problems

Pages 88-89

1. John's woodburning stove will take logs up to 60.96 centimeters in

-20-



length., .
One log in John's woodpile is 73,35 centimeters. long.

How'many centimeters must John cult off of this log in'order for it

to fit his stove?

2. One tree in John's woodlot is 15.2 metere high. . The distance from
a

the ground to the first limb is 5.8 meters. How far is it from the

first limb to the top of the tree?

3. One of the trees in John's woodlot is 13.3 meters high.. Last year

it was,12.82 meters high. HoW much did.the tree grow in one year?

4. John cut down a tree and sold it tor firewood. He..received $32
lot

*

'for it. He used $1.78 worth of gas and oil in cuttiv the tred.

What was John's profit? .

Estimating Sums

Pages 90-91

Tracy has bought some items at the local shop selling equApment'for7

woodcutting. While she waits for the salesperfion to.find the actual

coati she estimates the cost herself. -USing,rounding, estimate the.

cost of Tfacy's purchases.

Actual Cost Estimated Cost

3.41

6.12 #

.89

Actual
Tots1

l

Estimated
, 'Total

0



Using Multiplicatio'n

Page 93

1. A section of-stovepipe is 39 inches long. How many.inches of stove-

pine are needed if a partiqu1ar installation requires 12 sections?

2. In problem 1, what will the total cost of stovepipe be if eich sec-

k

tion costs $7.80?

Dividing a Decimal by a Whole Number

Page 96

S.

1., Five 30 inch. lengths'of insulated flue.pipe cost a total of $162.50.

Find the 'cost per inch.

2. 128 ounces of oil for Shchain saw bar cost $2.29. Find the cost

per ounce.
4

3. 6 gallons of gas purchased to fuel a chAinsaw cost $5.60. Find the

cost per4allon.

e-

Dividing Decimals by.Decimals

A stack of tiee leaves 68.945 leaVes in it. The Stack is 4.8 cen--

timeters thick. Find the thickness of one leaf.

2. The gas tank.on alcertaih chainsaw holds 20.58 fluid ounces of a

gas-oil mixture. A can contains 132.68 ounces of this mixture..

How many times can the tafik be fill'd using the contents onthe

can?

-22-
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Rounding Quotients

Page 98

P

1. 'Andy;aid $117 for three pickup loads of wood. Find the price per
\

pickup\ load. Round 6 the nearest dollar.

2., A "face cord" of woodtie a staa of wood four feet high, two feet,
4.1

wide, *Id eight feat long. Dave paid $137 for three Ace.cords.

Find the price.per face cord. Round to the nearest-dollar.

3. Lait winter, ;John used 26,321 total kilowatt 'hours of electricity, to'

beat his house during the months of November DecemberTanuary,
111

February, and March. Find the average use per month. Round to the

nearest kilowatt hour.

' FOrmulas Involving Decimals

Pages.100-101

A
1. 5000 kilowatt hour of electricity cost $234.45 in a midwestern

city last year. .Find,the dost per kilowatt hour. Round tO the

nearest cent.

'Metric Unittof Length.

Pages 108-109

. 1. 14, face,Cord:o .wdodeis 2.432 meter's long. Express thki; in centi-

meters:

2. The diameter of avareldular piece of stovepipe is 15;24 centimeters.

Exprese this in decimeters. :



rages 110-111

Metric Units of Area

a

1. The top surface of a.particular wood sitove is 55.

wide and 88.9,centimeters lonik. What is the area

this surface?

2. A second stove is 5588 millimeters wide and 8890

Find the 'area of the top surface of this stove.

in square centimeters.

Metric- Units of Volume

Pages 112-11j

88 centimeters

centimeters Of

millimeehrs long.

Give your answer

1... A cord'of.wood is g stack 1.216 metersiligh, 1.216 meters wide and

v2.432 meters long. What is thd volume of a cord of wood? Give your

answer in millimeters.

2. .A face cord of wood is a.siack 1:216 meters high, 608 meters wide,

and 2.432 meters leng.'' What isArvolume of a face cord ofwood.

Express your answer in millimeters:

kcertain woodstove is 9 decimeters V.1., 3.75,decimeters wide', and
1

6.75 decimeters high:. What is the volume Give your

.answer in millimeters.

YU

Page 114

1. A gallon of.gas is 3.785 liters. How many Milliliters is this?

Liter and Milliliter

a

of this stove?
.,

24-
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MetriwUnits of Masi'

Page 115

I. A certain woodstove weighs 148.7 kilograms.

it weigh?

Page 116

How'uany grams does

Relationship Among the Metric 'Units

1. When he is working in hie woodlot,

gasoil mixture with him; What is

kilograms?

?age 118

4

Frank carries 3.784 liters of

the weight of this mixture in

Careers (Chimney Sweep)

1. If a .chimney is 5.168 meters long,- how, many centimeters of ':'Spe
111

doep g sweep need to reach the entire' length of.the chimney?

2. (Lana's chimney sweeping service keeps her bus*. She se ices:

S.

a county that is 16.09 kilometers lOng and 12.87iteters wide.

44411111-10What is the area of the county. she)service"s?

Some of the tile chimneys Lana cleAns are recta gulsr,

particulAr chimney is 30,48 centimeters wide on one side,-

If a

is'

25.4 centimeters wide on the other,fand is 487.6 centimeters long

from top to bottom, what is the volume of this chimney?

Sometimes Lana uses a.powerful vacuudi sweeper to help'clean a.

chimneY. Her cleaner moves'air at the rate of 25485.3 cubic
,/

-25-
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44.

decimeters per minute. How many cubic centimeters is this?

Equal Fractions

1'1

Page 132

1. A certain piece of tinder measures 10/16 inches in diameter.

Reduce 10/16'to its lowest,terms.

Page 135

Note:

Mixed Numbers

This settion is described conceptuallf.here,.rather than in

terms of,specific problems.

4

0

Using the Tmleepictured below, give the length of each object in inches.

Use Mixed numbers. The "objects" pictured here would be all of the

different screws, bolts, and nails'needed for a, stove and chimney

installation.

Multiplying Fractions

Pages 140-141

A. Mr. Wilson reCntly purthased some land.

in trees. He. planted 314 of the planted

Wiat fraction of the whole piece of land

!4
;Oak trees?

B. Debby's garden covers 1 3. of an acre. She sprinkled wood asbes

He planted 2/3 of it

.land in White Oak trees..

did he plant in.White

' elk

t:

4



4(1

°

from her stove as a fertilizer ,on 1/2 oi her garden. What,.

fraction of ari acre did she sprinkle wood ash dn?

Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers

Pages 142-143

1. Mts. Williams owns a 160 acre faim. She NIS decided to leave 1/8

of this(in tiMber as a souice of wood for her wood burning stove.

How many acres did she leave.in timber?

2. John liv'es on a 15 acre "mini farm." Ten acres of this lam are ;

timber. Of the 10 acres, 1/3 is planted in Black Walndt trees,

an extremely valuable wood for furniture building. ;Twin decides

to save the Walnut for sale to lumber mills.' How many acres is

John saving for sale to ihe mills?

Multiplying Mixed Numbers

,

Pages 144-445

1. Phillip has drawn a scale model of his prOposed stove installatiOn.

,On the drawing, his chimney is shown as 6 1/2 inches long. Aztually,

his chimney is 24 times as long. How long is his chimney?

Dividing by Fraction6

Pages 146-147

1, Mr. Wilson.has a stack of extra nuts as spare parts for his chain

saw. The stack is 6 inches high. Each nut is 1/2 inch thick. Howl-



many.nuts does hi have?,

How.maAy hutalwould Mr. Wilson haVe if the nuts were 1/3 of an

ipch th.tck.?

Dividing by Mixed Numbers

'111fie 148

1. Tim sells and installs wood burning sioves. He fifids he can

install 1 1/2 stoves per day. .Howrmany-installations can he do

in 10 1/3 days?

2.' Mary helps her family by sharpening tbe chaih saw-used to,cut

their fire woad. She can sharpen 1 4/5 teeth eve'ry minute. How

many teeth

4 .

Pages 150,151

n she sharpen in-8 1/3 minutes?

Usin Eq6ations Ihvolving'Functions

1. erry:weighs4.30 p u

on.a Single trip in froM the wood pile. Ebw-many pounds can he

He can. carfy 1/3 of his-weight in wood

carry in,a single trip?'

o-

Mary can carry 1/3 of her weig t in wood on a single trip in from

the wood pile. She carries.35 p0 ds per. trip. Hoy much does

Mary weigh?

The amount.of increase of hardwood

about 10 billion cubic feet Of wood.

in U. S.. forest per year is-,

2/3 of the entire increase each year,

-28-

If ha dwoods account or

how many total cUbic

3'6

4

4
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feet are U. forests increasing each vier?

Using 'ForMulas Invo1viing4ractions

Pages 152-153

1. A certain wood stove has a top surface area of 480,square

-inches. The top sutfaCe is rectangle 1444h a length Of 301

inches. How wide.is the top surface?

2. The Johnsons are thinking.about Aow to install their new wood

burning stove. They live in an A-frame.type of home. the

aria of a triangular endwall of their house. is 22 1/2 square

yards, ,The base of 141.triangle is 7. 1/2.yards. long. Howlligh

is the wall? ,

3. Alberta paid $120 for 3 1/2 10 inch sections of insulated Chimney

flue. What. is the price per 30 inch section?
ft

4. The protective metal floor pad under Ellen's wood stove cost her
. .

$50. The pad61s 6 1/2 feet square. What AO the price per square

foot?

0

Adding Mixed Niimbers

Pages 160-161

1. The legs on a wood burning stove.are 6 3/8 inches,high. The

body of the stoveAs 38 1/8 inches high. Whit is the total

4
height of the stove? .4k

2. Sally has 8 1/2 inches of ashes 'in the bottom, of the bucket she

.s.i.uses to carry het wood ashes from her stove to her garden.
er.

-29-
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.She has room for another' 6 1/3 inchee of .ashes. Hoyt

many inches high Whet% bucket?,
-

Fsom the top of his stove to wheie his,insulated flue begins',
,,,_

4-./.!---

Don has installed 3 112 feet,t. sheet 'metal 'stove pipe. The,
.

insulated flue ii<fattached to the top of the Stove kpli.ead,

runs 7-4/5.feet:through-the ceiling to a point two feet'aboYe'' T

the roof. What 'is the total length of hie chimney. in'cluuding
. .

the itime piie and insulated flue?

yage8..1627163

-1

At tAe time when it wee settledt.in the mid-1860's, 'Iowa had

.
Subttacang Mixed,Mumbers

4.

'.71nillion.:acres of .woodlands. By 1954, '2 1/2 Millioirlecies*
t....

of, this had been converted to torn and. aoybeansv ...-How many

wooded acres remaindid.in Iowa in 1954?
1.

2. 1)y.1975, 11/2 Million-aCtes-in'jblia'remaind in WoOdland..
7

Hool.pany aC'res wocids were iemoved between 1954 and 197W

4uationOnyolVing Practions-.

Martha's woOd s Gwe As ,Aii .1/4 inches* tiigh, it ,J:ii, 240.1/.3.feches..,...,. , .
.<.'.4. to '.1,.

tiom her, floo to a..tioint two'feet 'above 1.0r. root, tow'lliady

,
lichee of chimney ',does she need?',y

4.
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; '

If Marta, in problem 1, places her wood stove on a Pild 1 1/8t

inches high', 'hovi many inched of chimney doekshe heed now?

;Plie teMperitutesin hoUse.wits 50-J/10 degrees one

winter morniag.s.The sfin andllio wood burning.ptoveAncreased

In his'hpuse to 67 9/10 bynoon. *much

.40g?

;:=7.

-''

(

.
Loca;ing points for 0rdpOpPairs.an4 Reading LineGraphs

'ehe temperature

4

the temperature

40. Pagei 168-171

.

1. Usesthe graph beloW.
,0

0

surface temperat4re of 6000?
.-

How many WIT's are generated by a stove:

Write 'the ordered pair.

.. How many.BTV's ire piiiigrated a stove surface temperature of
*-

15001 Write the ordered pair.' '

t

. P

oo.'
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4

-...1111.11.1.

S.

23100

15100

9370

5430

2850

1230

315

168

15

7

I.

Total Energy Transferred

(ETW'S Per Hdurs Per Square' Foot)

a

80° 100° 150° 200° 400 .6000 800° 10000 12000 1400!

Temperature of Surface (°P)

A

ff

a
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The graph below shows the relationship hoptween the approximate

'number of BTU's produced by ohe cord of wood and the type of wood%

Type of Wood

Apple

k -

RoCeElm

10°.
White Oak

' American Beech

Yellow Birch

0-

Black Walnut

19 19.5 20 20.5 21 21.5 .22 22.5 23 23.5 24

BTU's per cord



How many BTU's does a cord Apple produce? Writi thili as an

o

ordered Oair.
7

111

2. How many 8UT's doe's a cord Of Yellow Bir6 produce? Write this'as

an ordered pair.

Making Line Graphs for Equations

The amount of wood supplied by a firewood supplier ii related to ita
1.

price per cord. Use the'formula to coMplete the table.

4

Cords Supplied Pr Ace Cord

4'

S 2 P

4.

P.

`$ 0

50

60

70

80

90

100

111110011.

-347
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ft'

2. Hake a graph on a grid. Locate points for ordered pairs obtained

from your table and cOnnect the points.

Price

11

Writing Equations for Tablis and Graphs

Pages 176-177

=111111111110=M1,

Cords Supplied

,l. The grapb shows the relationship between kilowatt hours of electriG-

ity used and one person's monthly electric bill.
\

pairS for four points on the graph.

WhiCh equatiou). fits the data?

z.b m k 4 b 6k 'b m 4k

Write the ordered

A

-35-
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360

320

280

240

200

160

120

P 80

40
:)

Monthly Bill in Vs (b)gD

30 40 50 260, 70 80 90 .100

Hundreds,of Kilowatt Hours (k)

Reading Curved Graphs

Ihe graph below shows the relationship between, the total "burn"

a woolburning stove and the'surface temperature of the stove.

1. What was the temPerature ofthe stove after seven hours?

Z. When WA the4tempprature highest?

time of

g



3. Wit takes a stove temperature of at least 150 to keep you warm

on a certain day, how many hours will you be warm?

Stove Temperature

D.

1 2

4

6 1 10 11 12

Ca

.Hours

-37-
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Areas of Rectangle's an0 Parallelograms

,
4

Page 218 /

4

r,..:,
.

, ..,

1.' Frank has installed a sheet o/ quarter-inch asbestos \millboard to

.protept the wall behind his vilood stove. 'The sheet of \millboard is

'

55 inches-by 48 inches. What is its area?

The area of the rectangular 'top of Fianles wood stove, is 558:s are

inches. lf,.,the width is 18 inches, whal is the length?,

Atm ie going to plant trees on'. a 'rectangular plot -that is 220iYards

1

long and 180 yards wide: iHow Many trees can he plant if he allows 9

square yards per tree? I

4. Bob bought a rectangular :iece df plastic to cover his wood pile.

The piece is 'fifteen, feet long and twellie feet wide. Bob paid 40

per square foot. What was Cost.of the piece of plastic?

Areas. of TrapezOide and .Triangles

Page 221

1. Tom has placed a piece.of quarters-inch asbestos millboard. under his

stove, to protect the floor. The.piece is the shape of a trapezoid.

The bases are about 5 feet and 7 feet long. They are about 4 feet

apart. What is the approximate area of the. millboard?

Sandy*has decided to place her woodstor in a corner of here livin
c,

room. She mUst,buy a triakular piece, of asbestos millboard to p 'o-

tact the floor. The base Is 8 Aeet 'and the height is 4 feet. What

is the cost if the piece of millboard is $1.25, per^ squar



Surfaae Area of Polyhedrons

Page(22.2

1. Sarah wants to paint her stove: To determine how much paint'to buy

she needs to estimate the total surface area of the stove. Her

stove is roughly the shape,of a rectangular Prism measuring 30

inches by 24 inches by 36 inches. What is the total surface area pf

the stove in square feet?

Circumference of a Circle

-C/iige 227

1. Wayne plans tix make a sdk of passive.heat exchangers that attach to

the stove pi. He needs to know the circumference of the pipe.

1,

, What is the circumference of a stove pipe.that.is 6 inches in dia-

meter? ,What is'the circumferende of a pipe that is 8 inches in

diameter?

2. .Sus2n wants to extend ,the'height of her,stove pipe. She, needs to

.knowthe diameter of the pipe. 'She does not want to climb up on
1

the roof-to measurexhe diameter. jnstead sheimasures.the circum-

ference of the pipe inside the house. The.pipe is just.under 16

4 inches in circumference. ,What,is the:diameter to the nearest,inch2

4.

0.

-39.-
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Area of a Cirple

Page /28.

The maximum input capacity of a chimney depends on the area of the flue.

What is the cross sectional area of a flue that hds a radius of 3

_inches?

VOlume of a Gylinder

fage.230
. .

1. What is the volume of a stove pipe 15 feet long havfng a radius'of.

three inches?

Depending on where he placed his Wood stove, Steve will either use a

15 foot section of 6 inch diameter stove, pitie or 12 foot section of

8 inch diameter pipe. Which stove, pipe has the greater volume?

%
3. George is cutting up. a tree trunk for firewood. The log is cylind

cal in shape. It is 12 feet long and 16'inches in diameter. ow

many cubic feet of firewood are contained in the log?

5
'Surface'Areas of Cylinders

Page 232

Sarah wants to paint her stove.pipe. To deterininellow. much -painf to buy

she must know the surface area of the pipe.' The pipe is 4 inches in

diameter and, 22 feet Ionic What is the surface area of the pipe in'

square feet?



ing the Right-Triangle Relation

'Page 247

1, find the length of the straight section of the stove pipe.
-

4

*2. A wood stove chimney should be'at least 2 feet higher than the

highest point of the roof within 10 feet. Find the Ilinimum height

of the chimney.

il
or

.1

C.

-41-
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3. Bob is installing a wbod stove in an A-frame hpuse. How long la the
4

41,

.14

,.etove pipe frowthe stove to the ceilitie.

et

4. If the.stove iS placed 2 feet closer to Iê wall how long is the

stove pe?

A

N

4



Ted is going io build alcrossbuck.for sawing logs. How long are

.the legs?

Using Proportions

1. Don counted It dead Elm trees on a 1/2 acre section, of his wends .

He has 12.5 acres.of woods. About how many dead Elm trees are in

his woods.?

2. Don can cut 1/2 of a cord.of wood in 2 hours. At this rate how

such wood can he cut 1.0 5 hours?

Don can run his chain saw 40 minutes.on a full tank of gas. The

tank on his chain saw holds.3/4 quart of gas. ,How long can he run

his chain saw if he has"6 'quarts of gas on hand?

I.

t

,



DOn turns about 12 lbs. of wood in his itove everY 2 1/2 hours.
;,.
How long, will 486 lbS. .of wood last 'hiM?

Pep 268

Determine the,ratio of length to height for the models of wood stoves

listed below.

Model
Length' ,, Height,

(inches) (inches)

.11. Ashley 30 34'

Fisher 0 32 30
S

Jotul
1 21 1/4 30

. Winnwood ,36 28

Vermont 34r- 32

I

,

ft

,

.k
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tage. 270

1.

Similar Triangles.

Nv

X. Hof) naeds to estimate the 'height of the traa .he is cutting bdown to

sea if.lt will' clear nearby power linis. What is'the approlcimate

height of the treef
51Pt

30'.

.1

t
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0

2. George is-conitructing a.crossbuck. The end pieces are made'from
I.

hOards 48 inclies long. liow limp* a.log (diametsr) willhis

crossbuck hold?

32!'

(

(MY 01

IP Percents and Pxactions4'

2Page 83 '
. ,

l. 'A cord of-Oak contains about 30.8 mill,ion BTU's,. A woo stove gives

.

sik

.
. off about 15 llion BTU's per-cord of Oak. What percentage of the

. .

, heat value of w9od, is utilized?

15

100 30.8

f

-46-
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4

A gallon of fuel oil contains about 140,000 BTU's. The heating

'A
effect froi one gallon.of fuel oil burned in a Amaze is 91,000

BTU's. What percentage of the heat value of fuel oil is utilized?

4-21.022
100 140,000

0
e

A cubic foo of natural gas has aileat 'value of about 1000 BTU' .

gas furnace,generates about 780 BTU's of heat per cubic foot a gas.

What percentage of the heat value of natural gas is utilized0

c 780

100 1000

Finding.Percents

Page 291

k4

Bob's wood'pile ii 3 feet high and-24.fettong. The first 16 teet

is Oak. What percent of tA wood pile is Oe ?

Bob paid $64 for his wood. The load of Oak.cOst.$45. What 'perdent

k
of the total cost is the cost of Oak?

3. Bbb estimates that his wood pile should last about 45 days. Whst

percent of the wood ille is used after 10 days?

4. A Pick-up truck,load of wood-costs ;35 and $5 of that cost is for

staOking the wood. The.cost of stacking is what percent of the

total cost?

/4

-47- '41
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Finding a Number When.a Percent.is Known

Page 292

1. Frank purchased'a wood stove and had it installed. The total cost

wag $1200. The price of the stove was 40% of the total cost. What

was the price of the etove?

2. In Frank's veighborhood, 6.of.the hOmes have wood stoves. This is

302 of all homes. How many homes are in the neighborhood?

3. Frank's stove is 75%les wide as it is high. His:stove is 24 inches

wide. How hig4 is his stoveV

4. Frank's stove weighs 280 lbs. This is 87.5% as heavy as his neigh

bor's stove. How.much does his neighbor's stove weigh?

Using Percents

Page 299 ,

4

1. The fuel value of Klm wood is 21,4 million BTU's per cord. This is

about 672_9f-the fuel value.of Hickory. What 4's the fuel value of

Hickory4 ,

21.4 is '672 of what number?

A cord of Elm weighs about 3400 lbs. and a cord of Hickory.weighs

about 4400 lbs. The weight of a cord of Elm is what percent of the..

weight of a cord.of Hickory?

3400 is what perpent of 4400?

-4

+4.

C.



3k A cord of Oak weighs about 3400 lbs.,and a cord,of. Birch veighS

about 3400 lbs. The weight of a cord of Oak-is what percent4ge of

tie weight of a cord of Birch?

3400 is what";ercantage of 3400?

4. About 202 of the weight of seasoned wood is due to foisture. A cord

of seasoned Maple contains about 820 lbs. of mgisturcO*IVI..is the

e-

total weight of a cord of Maple?

6c, is 20Z,Of what number?

Page 302

4

Circle Graphs

Clean Stove

This circle graph shows how the time is'spent by one home owner who heats

with a wood stove.

-49-
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If the honurowner spends 450 hos a year 'in wood 'stove related activi-
,

tiro, how many hdura are spent

1. tending the stove?

2. cutting wood?

3. maintaining the chain saw?

4: cleaning the stove?

c

a

a

U



Pane 308

' Here is a flow chart *hawing how to start a fire in a woodstove.

Flow Charts . .1,*

Add more <
Tinder

.1

Start

Put tinder in firebox

Open secondary air
supply

1.

Open Thermostat

N,c

t Tinder

- -
Close firebox door,

A

Stove warm

Yes

---- -Add loge

Set Thermostat

Stop )

-51-
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Tall whether you would maks an exact count or try to-make a reasonable
,

Countidg: Guesfill 41Katimating/

-

N

estimate 15f yal want to know

1. Thi number of .deaCelm trees in'a'12 acre wood lot.

,2. The number of logs. burned in a wood stove in a month.

1/4

The number of logs burned in a wood.stove on a 'day in.Janudry.

;

,The numbwof logs in a.cord of wood...-.

5. The numbe; of houfs needed-to cqtrand sck a cord of-Wood.

6. -The number ol7iogs4teeded.tO Make a-wood pile 4.feet /sigh and 10

feet-long.

.7. The number of pints of gas used by a chain saw, in cutting up a cord

of wood.

Counting: Tree Diagrams

P4B41'326

Bob is going to-buy a chain saw.

it Sears chain saw has threi.different blade lengths available:, 12",.,

.

16", or 20".

4

There are three different sized engines. available: 2.0 cu in. 2.5 cu 4.

or 3.0 cu. in. A chain. saw with a 20" blade' requires an engine:Y.-

with at least 2.5 v.., In*: A .chainissw with a 12" blade comes with a:

11 %I

.2.0 cu. in, engine only. An'adtomatiC:.chainsoller-is stAnda0. equipment

on sawi with 3.0 cu in. engines and is not available.on 2.0 cu. in.

-52-
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engines. An eutomatic oiler or a minual oiler is available for 2 5 cu.

in. engines.

A tree :AiLcram shows lir many models o -chain ,saws are available.

'Blade,Length

'12"

20"

4 %

Page 327.

Engine, Size

2.0 cu. in.

20 cu. in..

.23 cu.

3.0,c. In.,

v7

Automatic Oiler

23 cu. an.

3.0 cu. i

Raw,thany models are available'with
.

1. an automatic chain oiler?

2. a 2.0.cu-..in. engine.,

3. an automatic oiler & 2.0 eu. in.

.4. 4 2.5 cu. in
4 4.

5. an automatic

engine

oiler & a

no

4

yes

no

yes

yes

,

no

Yes

engine?

a, 3.9.cu. in. engine?

16" blade?



4

Solve each problem. Usel'a tree diagram to 'help you.

6. Suppose an automatic oiler is optional on all models. How nny

different models wal then be available?

X If esch engine size is avaiiabp for each blade size, how many

models ijilibe available?

The Counting Principle

Page 328

Johnsonyaws stbcks chain saws with three different blade leThs and

two differeet engine sizes, Holopany different models are available?

A. Sally made a tree diagram.
0

Engine size

cu. in.

cu.

Blade Length Choices

,

12" 1 h.p., 12"
16" 1 h.p.,,16"

1 h.p..4, 20"

'

12" 2 hip:, li"

16" 2 h.p., 16"

20" 2 h.p., 20"

She found that there are six different models.

B. Nancy counted

Number of
Engine Sizes

Numberof
blade lengths

Number of
Choices

X 3 6

She also.found that therefare six moddas. Some,times it is easier to

multiply to find the total numbef of.choices.

54
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Using the Counting Priliciple

Page 330

Portland Stove Co. has several featurbs available for their sfloves.

Count the number of different models available using the counting

principle.
ES

,

number of number n of number of ..number

choices for choi s-for choices or choices for of

firebox size f e size flue loca on draft control m2dels
,

,

4 x 4 3 x 2

Independent Choices
. .

Page 332

Choices.are Said to be indePendent when they'hav no influence on each

other.

Independent choices often oocur in repeated trials.

.!..is,ordera a load Of firewood. She can place her order

96

gach month Sally/

with 'one of the

suppliers. There are 6-outcomes (choice of suppliers)* the first u6nth.
0

How maay'outcomes are possible the,second month?, :The third.month? How

. ,

.many outcoMes are possible for two months? -

choices for
lst month

-choices for
2nd month

6

possible
outcomes

for 2 months

36

/6

0.



Dependent doices

Page 334

Choices4are said to be dependent because they have some influence on

0
each other.

Each month Susan orders a load of firewood from ofie of six suppltfers.

She never places-an order with a supplier she has used before. How

many different ways could-she plate *dors the first three months?

number of number of number of number of
choices for. choices for choices for posaible
the 1st month the 2nd month the 3rd month clic:aces

6

Page 338

5'

:9

Using Diagrams

I

Mr. Lott collected this data.

there are 32 homes in his neighborhood

14 have wp d stoVes

16 halie heat jumps 0

4 420

r

12 have neither a. wood stove nor a heat pump.

He asked Barbara and Lillian to find out how manir homes have both a

wood stove and a heat pump..

-56-
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Barbara used dots to,

find the answer. Sha

marked 32 dots to rep-

resent ihe 32 homes.

fs se

I

.First ihe circled 12 dots

to represent those homei.

that-do not have a wood,

'stove or a heat pump.

Then. she _circled 14 of S.

the remaining dote to 5

.1

-represent homes with

wood stoves.

She.then circled 16

dots to repreSent

homes with heat

pumps.

f

The 10 dots inside both dotted circles represents homes with b th a

4

F

I.. I

7

F
el* ONO I

wood stove'and a hesepump.

%

6

S.
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,

.1

Lillian'computed.her Answer.

She subtracted'to ffnd the .number of hOuseallhaving a wood stove or

Homes 'in

Neighborhood. .

32

Homes with neither
a wood stove nor a
heat pump

12

She then added to find the number of.homes

or,a heat pump.

,Homes With.
.wood suive

4-

'Homes with
heat pump

16

Next.she subtracted io finA tOe number of

and a heat pump..both a wood stove

.Homes with
wood-scove or
heat pump,

30

1

'Homes with either
a wood stove or a
heat pump.

20

that have a wood stove

.r

Homes with 0
heat pump or. ,

wood Otove

30

Wiles that siust have

Homes with
wood stove.or
heat pump or both

20

Homes with
boih

10

There are,10 homes with both a wood stove and a heat pump. 4

7'58-
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, Page 319

or

et

C. Mr. Lott,map a Venn diagram to showthe data.

12

Circle W shows tprw Atany-homes have wood stoves.

10 + 4 14

LUmtle R shows.how many homes'hagWe heat pumps.

10 + 6 16

I

.

.The inier.iectie,Of the two circles (where they overlap) shoWS

how many hotes have bot, wood stove and a heat pump.

.'.The weber lioutside the circles shows how many homes have
,

neither a-wood stove nor a heat pump..,
40 vs.

Page,342

Laura has'ordered lOad of eiNrewt4r. It will be delivered .sometime
, . ./

during the next Week.

A. .LAMM11 woikS.Monday, Wednesday; and Friday. What are the chances

she wild be at.,WbriC othew the wood Is delivered?

-59"
'
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There, e seven days and seven outcomes: All are equally likely to

occur. There aie 3 days out of 7 that Laura will be at work. The

ptobability that, Laura will be at4work.whon the wood is delivered

,Il

341Ntmlber of favorable_out omes

7 <--Number .of possible out omes

What art.the chances that the wood will be delivered on Saturday

or Sunday?,

There.are 7 possible outcomes. All are equally likely:to occur.

Mere are'two favorable outcomes. The'probability that the wood

is delivered on Saturday or Sunday is 2/7-

2 <--Number Of 1fble outcomes
r---
74Number of possible outcomes

What is the probability.that the wood will be delivered on a.daY

beginning with the letter T?

whfie is the probability that the wood will be deliverellon a day

Contaihing the letter T?

-Page 344

The.local utilities company is going

e

to-study the reduction in heating *.

bills in homes u.aing wood stovee. ('Two such homes will be studied. Of

the 34 people whovolunteered for the-study, 18 have a heat pump

addition to a Wood stove.
a/

What is the probability.that the two homes eelecte4 for the stuily have

heat pumps? O..

-60-



First compute the number of ways to choose

,_41P
'Number of
choices for
.the lst ham

the two homes.

Number of Number

choices for of posaible

Oa 2nd home outcomes

,.

34 x 33 m 1122

There artd1122 possible outcomes.,

Then compute the number of ways.to choose the homei with heat pumps.

Number of
choices for
the .1st home

A

Number of
choites for
the ;ad home

op, Number of
favorable
(outcomes

;

18 x 17 . . 306

cp

Therefore, the prokability that both homes selected for the study have

heat pumps is 306/1122 or 3/11.

Using Probabilities to Make Predictions

Page 346

Alan wants to esiimate'the number of days out ofthe ne 30 days that

he will burn more than 100 lbs. of wood. dip"

He feels'that the chances are 4 out of 7 that he will burn more than ,

100 lbs. of wood any given day.

H. then multiplies to find the expetted number of favorable outcomes.

or/rot:ability of
Expected

burning more Number number

than 100 lbs. of days ' of days

4/7 30 17 1/7 4de

Alan estimates that he will burn at least 100 ibs.-of 0(dod on about 17

of the next 30 days.



Page 348

fiktrIt tpt "v#14ktAf., I ,

Frank selle and 'deliver), firewood. Last year he sold 214 pickFaup

truck loads. He made a table to show thenumber of orders for certain

types of firewood.

Type of'Wood i Oak Birch Elm 'Hickory . Mixed

Numbe of Orders 42 28 21 27 96

Ups hil table to give

1. Oak

2. Birch

3. Elm

4. Hickory

5. Mixed

the probability that an order will be placed for

I

Frank anticipates' abodt 300 orders for wood this year. Give the

expected nuMber of orders for

1. Oak

12. ,Birch

3. Elm

4. Hickory

5. . Mixed

't

74

t
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0

/tank has increased his,prices for his types of firewood. DUring the

first month after the price increase Prank\delivered 32 loads of wood.

H. again made.a

Type of Wood Oak Birch Elm Hickory Mixed

Number of Orders 5 3 4 3 17

Use his new table to give the ,probability that an order will be for.
- .

1. Oak

2. Birch

3. Elm

4. Mixed

If he received another/300 orders.this year, what is the expected

number of orders for

. 1. Oak

2. Birch

3. Elm

4.. Hiked

Copditional Probabilities

Page 356

Frank sells woi)d Stoves. He,is conducting a survey of his customers

mail o determine annwil,heating bill savings: About 2/3 of'those

,responding have reported savings of at least $200. Frank has noticOd

that 8/10 of the homes with heAt pumps report savings of over $200.

44" 63
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v.

r

Frank is about toigpen an envelope.containing a response. The

probability that it will report savingstorsatleast $200 is 2/3.

Frank observes from the return address that the response is from i'

customer with a heat pump. The probability that the response will,re-

port savings over $200 is now 8/10.

Using the additional information ,Frank coMputed a conditional prob-

ability. How did h do it?

Picturing $eatistical Data

Page 360

Graphs are used to picture statidtical data. The graph below shows the

net growth in hard woods available per-year measured in millions of

cubic feet.

174,egion

N;rtheast,

Southeast

North Central

South Central

West

al500 1000 1500 2000

Millions of Cubic Feet

-64--
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1. In what;region is there a net growth of about 1100 million cubic

feet of hard woods per year?

2. The annual increase in hard woods available

'the same as in what other region?

in the West is about

3. In 1970,.there was an estimated net growth of 5300 million cubic

feet-of hard woods. What percent of the growth occured in the
a.

Noi'th Central region of. the United States?

Sample Statistics

Page 365

In Lakeville, a city w1th125,000 homes, A reseal team interviewed 500

people.to find out what types of heating systems they had in their

homes.

Heating Systems in Lakeville

Heating system Percent of sample

Gas Furnace

Oil Furnace

Electric Heat

Fiaplace

Wood Stove

Solar

Heat Plps

58

18

19

8

1

12

-65-



1. Add the percents.' Ierihe sum grlater than 100%? Wha reasons

might there be for this?

Estimate haw many 'home.) in LakeVille have a gas furnace. (Find 58%

of 25,000)

Estimate how many homes in Lakeville have a !

3. fireplace.

4. electric heat.

5. wood stove.

6. oil furnace

7. Of the 500 people interitiewed, 22 had a he4 pump and a Wood stove,
!

What percent was Alle?

8, Estimate how many homes in Lakeville.have A heat pump and.a wood

stove..

9

Statistids

Fuel Values of Some Common ?odds

. 7

.

Wood
I

,

Fuel value/cord
(millions of BTU's) \

1

A'l

-

Red Oak .
27.3

,

Shagbark Hickory 30.8'

White Oak 36.8-
,

'White Ash ,25.9i

Elm

Mapit, 29.7



The Mean

'Page 366.

1. Compute the mean (average) fuel value per cord for the woods'

'listed.

Page 367

"1

The Median

1. Compute the median fuel value per cord. for the woods listed.

% Range and Mean-Variation

Page 3gt

1. Compute the range of'the fuel values per cord for the woods listed.

2. Compute the mean variation of the fuel value per cord for the

woods listed.

,yage 372

Alhich-kind of correlation woad you expect in'scattergrams showing,

Scattergrams and Correlation

.points,f r thepe ordered pairs?

1. (outside temperature, cost of heating a home)

2,t, (weight of wood stove, height of chimney)

3.\ (moisture,content of wood, fuel value of wood)

4. (weight per cord, moisture cOntent of wood)

5.: (engine size of chain saw, cost of chain sSw)

-67-
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PROBLEM SET 02

Our purpose here is not to present a reasonably complete probler,

sst as we did in Problem Set 01 Rather, we want to discuss the imr-

portance' of qualitatile mathematics and the mathematics of uncertainty.

Aa part of this discussion, we provide some'sample prOblems.daaling

'with environmental concepts.
4

As we.mentioned previously, we find it distressing that such mea-
.

ger attention is given to qualitative Mathematics and the mathematics

of uncertainty in grades K78 (and beyond). As teachers of applied

mathematics in a university, the content of oui courses is virtually

the exact opposite of the conten found in the K-8 mathematics cur-
.;

ricula. ThaOS, ws.teiVto emphasife qualitative. mathematl.cs and the

mathematicw.of uncertainVp, \
\

Our:reasons for sudh au eiiphasis have very little to do with dif-
,

ferences between university-404.education -and pre-university educe-

tIon. Instead, our approach stems' from our experiences as consultants
,

to government and industry, as.well' as the opportunit es we find for

applying mathematicd in our pe?sdnal lives. Pleise un erstand, we are

not denigrating the usefulness of geometry, calculus, the "basic facts,

and so'on. What we are tryini'to point out is the importance of cur-
(

rentltilnderemphaSized subject mattersf,

Complexity and uncertainty arOtedominant features of an or-

gani.sm s'existence, regardless of whether this organisM is 4 person, a

'government, or a business. Thus, it is vital that humans be equipped'

-68-1



with skills for makin g. sense of complexity and for making dedisions

under conditions of unceitainty and conflicting object.ves.

Qualitative Mathematics

Consider complexity first. The key ingredients in all complex

situations are (1) elements, and (2) relations among the elements. To-

gether, elements and theirelations among them comprise the structure

of a situation. Before any sort.of numerical comAitation can be car-

ried out,in a problem-solving, effort-, it is

-, I

,,sense of the problem siluation's structure.

imperative that one have a

.It is the structufe that

guides data acquisition, and it is the data-that provide the grist for

4
=medical computation.

. In attempting,to discern the structlitre of a situation., one first '

identifies elements fe.g., factors in t/I energy crisis) and then re-

lates these to qne another in order to.produce a structural pottrait of

fhe problem situation. This id where the adroit jse of qualitative
%

mathematics becomes a virtual necessity. .4

For example, consider the problem of land use in Ame4ca, parti-

cularly the dilemma of using prime agricultural land fot'purposes other

than farming. This problem situation is becoming acutely important to

all Americans, and it certainly should be a Crucial topic,in,environ-
o

mantil education. Some ideas invSkved in the land use issue.appear in

the paragraph below.

n

0



b

The increasing use of marginal land requires a ,

much higher usage of.energy and fertilizer. In '

addii.tion, such land is more susceptible to erosion
than is prime land. Buy why must we use this mar-

. to re sures from developers and other interests that

l'of thetisappe
p

arance of good farmland. This is due

ginal land? The answer seems clear.
. it is because

have caused policy makers to make zoning and other
decisions that have resulted in prime farm land being
.used for parking lots and similar ;pats. The long-
term effect would seem to be food shortages brought
about bir our decreased ability.to produce food from .

food drops. The result will be, as.we might eXpect,
higher. food prices-for all of us.

While the'preceding.paragraph may noi;be the zenith pf good. writ-

tog, it is fairly typical of the sort.of thing one hears on television

news, reads in newspapers,, or hears in 'casual conversation.. It is,fur7

thermore, the tyise,of idea mixture we continually are keing asked to

evaluate, cpmment on, and cast votes on. And, note, numbers appear

nowhere in thts paragraph. In situations like this, training in numer-

ical computation helps only to the extent it has developed general

capacities to think, agd,arganize.

cc:iselit that no special mechanism exists in the human head that

Automatically receivei.such.input ana preserkts a clear picture Of it to

the human being asked tq'think about it. How, then, does one go about

making sense of such issues? One*way is tq use qualitative mathematics.

The questions below-will help to il attate how qualitative mathematics

may be used in,such situations.
#
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QuestiOn 1: Identify phe element set, p, that contains
.

vent 3deea for making sense of the land-use issues presented,

paragraOh.

Answer:

energy,' higher

the rele-

in the ,

[increasing use of marginal land, higher use of

use of fertilizer, increased susceptibilit to erosion

disappearance cipri. arilland,, pressures from developers and other

interests, policiHYcerning land use, prime farmland converted to

. nonfarm uses, fog(' shortages, ability tit produce food from food crops,

higher food price].

Question #2: Worm the Cartesian product.of u with itself.

Aqswerd The Cartesian product would contain 121 Wered pairs of
, 4

the form x

Marginal land), (increaSing use ofmarginal land., higher use of energy),

. ., (higher food prices., ,higher food prices)]. The Cartesian product

= [(increasing use ormarginal land increasing:0e oe

can be more convelgently,portrayed

mime the 0's.:2nd l's in tile matrix

in matrix form, as shown below (ig-

foi now). EaCh cell in'the matrix

represents one ordefed pair of the_Cartesian product.

t.
Question #3: Use a contextual relation, such as "leads to" and

fill'in the matrix according to the following rules: _place a 1 in the

cell it the row element-leads to the column element. For example if

:food shortages lead.to higber food prices, place a 1 in the 9th row,
.

1..Itth column.

Answer: See. matrix.

*
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truly the cause Of all this misery. The discussion then turns

to the reasons for the developers' desires.,11he.student will quickly

ee it is not such a simple world after all.

desires for profit, there are other factors

Aside fam developers'

that., in turn, are pushing

the developers. FOr example:increases in population and tfie American

dream of owning one's own.home escalate the demand for building eites

. in pteasant areas, which creates the opportunitiee for development in.

the first place.

1.
These issues go beyond what normally would be discussed in K-8

11

mathematicg4classes. But, the student Cane retain their structural

models for social science class, at which time dip socio-economic

issues can be discussed. 'The models can again be taken out in a

natural science class to aid in a discussion of soil erosion or energy

4

upe,,,and carried with them.on a field trip to observe development

"activities or to look atrevidence of soil erosion. What an exciting 01 -

world such integration would be for most tudents!

A third,objection that might be raised is the question of teacher

preparation to handle such ideas and techniques. We admit this is a

bit sticky. We do point out, lAowever, that incredible effort is put

intO the teacherrs manuals that accompany current mathematics texts. A.

similar'Offort to aid the teacher in areas of quiliktative mathematics
.1

should make these concepis manageable to the harried classroom teachetr.

We turn now to some examplesof the mathematics of uncertainty.

-75-
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'The .1Athemetics of Uncertainty

41, .
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.

The maehematics of uncertainty provides a framework for dealing with

.
1

Decialons madeloOdady are offen based-Oh--

projections of what will happen in the future. A gcrd decision maker is

not merely lucky, but rather is someone who undeis4nds the relation-

\
ships between the uncertainties of the future and the\options available

.

today.

The key to-good decision making.lies in the ability 'fo structure the-

proglem.- Making gOtid decisions-requires.an understalding'Wthe problem.

Thisoin turn requires that-the relationships between the eldiller4s of the

problem be'identified.

The mathematics of uncertainty, as a framework for struCturing

problems th elements of uncertainty, is illustrated in the discussion
.

mof ale fo lowing situation: .

41,0

19

.14

Frank and Mary Simmons are.concerned with .their ever increasing

heating bills. When they built their hame

no choice but to use electric heat..

six years ago, they had;

Frank and Mary are.considering ways of conserving energy and

their heating bills. One-possibi4ty ts heating withmood.

are trying to decide whether or not to install a wood stove.

-76-
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Tbe problem appears relatively simple, particularly since it

requires i yes or no answer. However, the issue is4Complex since there.
. x

,

are several elements in this problem. (A good, decision maker has

learned to identify the key elements of the problem.)

Y)
Some of these elements can be contro ed by Frank and Mary', such as

4
type of wood stove, cost .of wood stove and installation and thermostat

etting.

However, there are also elements of uncertainty that complicaie the.

problem. In considering heating costs, they must deal with such uncer-

tainties as futuA increases in the price of electricity, future in-

A
creases in the cost of firewood and the severity of future winters.

.,

The discussion below will help illustrate how elements of uncertain-

ty can be incorporated into, the structure of the probleM.

Step 1: Define the problem and identify the goal of the decision maker.

Answer: Frank and Mary want to reduce the size bf their heating bills.

Step 2: Define t4e options (acn.ons) available for solving the problem.

Answer: There are several actions that may be considered, However, to

keep the discussion simple, only two actions will be considered:

1) install a wood stove: to'furnish'all or port of their heating needs,
4).

12) do not install a wood stove.

. y
'Step 3: Define tile elements Of uncertainty in the problem that affect

the ections being considered.

4,..

'.

.1

I

4

, , ''

.
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Answer: Again there are several areas of uncertainty. Some were men-
.

tioned in the discussion above. For simplicity, consider only one area

of uncertainty: future increases in the price of electricity. Assume

that the price will incrdase at an annual rate of either 10Z or 20%.
0

Step Itefine the relationships between the options considered, and

the elements of uncertainty. (These relationships are called conse-

quences. They are the Cartesian product of the set of opiions with

the set of uncertainties.) .

9 % *f

Answer: One way of identifying these consequences is to draw, a picture

'called a tree diagram. A tree diagram is a picture of ale structure of

the problem. Refer to the diagram below.

Step 5: In "order to compare consequences, and later compare'options),

.assess the value of each consequence.

Answer: In vievi of the Simmons' goal to reduce their heating bills, it

is convenient to evaluate the consequences in terms,of heating costs in

dollars. For example, if Frank and Mai, ue a wood stove agd the cost

of electricity increases at an annual rate of 20%, they might estimate_

an average.heating bill of $800 per heating season. Refer to the tree.

diagram for the remaining assessments.

The tree diagram pictures the structure of this simplified problem..

,

Viewing the tree from a do llar value point of view, it ip obvious that

the best consequence is no stove and a lbw rate of price increases.

If Frank' and Mary :khew for sure what would h'appen,in the future,*it

would be easy to makeva decision. However, they must deal with the
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Tres Diagram of the iloodstove Problem

10%
$700,

Install 20% $800
WoodstoVe

4

Do not
Install

'4*

Options

10%
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,

uncertain rate of price increas4 of electricity.

Step 6:

-values.

4

Assess ;he value of each option: Compare options by comparing

Pick the best opIlion.

Answei: The tree'diagram indicates that the cost of installing a wood-
,

stoveshould be assessed at between $700 and $800., The cost.of the
a

option of not installing sho ld be between $600,and $1000. Thlre are

several techniquTs for making these assessments. Most reluire a proba-

bility assessment for the chances'of each of the two rates of price

increases.

We have not solved the above woodsttove problem in the sense of

finding the best Option. This was not our goal. The purpose was to-

demonstrate the importance of the mathematics of uncertainty. The key

to makin sense of complexity and for making decisions under uncertain-

ty lies i the'understanding of the structure of the problem. Ybis

requires the identification of the relationships between the elements of

the'problem. The mathematics of uncertainty'provi&es thl fraiework.fora

)

constructing the structure and the relationshits-. 4101

The objectioni anticipated in the previous section (Qualitative

Mathematics) apply here. The reaponses given in that section am

appropriate for this one.

-80-
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THE STRATEGY.

I/ )
Refore a:*tudent can begin to handle complex relationships among
v

v,

eiVronMental coilcepts, the student must first have-familiarity with

the conceptbthemselves. That is, in terms of the elemetts-and rttla-

,

tions comprising the sttucture:of a situation, the student must under-
, .

, .; ..
..

, ,

. , 0 .

,

stand.WhatAtie elementa mean hefoe the elements:can be related.to one

0, v

anbthermiil.aripty-with important environmental concepts can easily

be developi&by repetitiVe uee of.these concepts throughout a student's
..

early yearsof-expvsure tormathematics curriculdms.

.

. In fatt;'.a mathematics series cOuld be designed in such a Way
. .- . . .

,

'that familiariivith'eVironmentil. concepts gradually emerges simply
.. 1:,,. -,:

as a byproduceof-6SinCE4fte Concepts over and over again in "theme"
, .

n 6.'
.'

cottexts, )mUch ,Ak.we did-with wOqdburning stoves inol)roblem Set Ia.

ay the.time'a-cstudent'ohas pragresavd through several grades, the

familiarity,:with environtental.'conceits gained from this approach woOld

.

allow.the:introdUction.and,.*nalysis of fairly complex Situations in-,

volving thebe :concepts.' Then these situations could be interrelated

4
-1with other-situatIqns, VUilding in the student's.mind an eveNlarger

portrait ofshis or her environment.

As We have stated before, we believe such a piggybackitg of en-
. .

vironmental,education onto mathematici education to be,feasible,. D e

eoriectly, withIdelicacy sild intelligence, environmental educatio can

ride on'mathematics eduCation With ho additional cOsts incurred by
,

or.the teaching profession, or public School systems.
4

_al_
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CONCLUSION

In the preceding sections of this report we have argued that

mathematics educaeion can easily serve ae a vehicle for dnviionmental ,

education, and we have presented numeroUs illustrations f how this

very basic maxim.underlying our proposia is "Nevermight be done. rOne

. do just one thing. Though' auch.efficiency considerations are Irani--

tant,in a busy world, our belief that a marriage between mathematics

education and,environmental edUcation is appropriate rests n some-

thing more than just matters of efficiendy.

First of all, there is the fundamental -problem of gaining len

for environmental education into already overloaded school sys,ems. If

it can be demonstrated that environmental ideas can be piggybacked onto

existing subject matters, and we ehink this is demonstrable, the dif-

ficulty of putting environmental education into place in the public

school systems will be considerably essened,

Beyond the question of how to get environmental education into the

school systems lies a dilemma.central to mathematics education itself.
0

. The dilemma ii\this: Most students'are. alienated from mathematics,

.We have only our 20 od4 years of teaching mathetatics at tv1-1 University

level to offer as evidence in support of this contention; nonetheless,

we believe it to be true., The sodrce of this alignAtion is ehat stu-

dents 'somehow miss the central idea thal (among other things) mathe-

*Mica is 4 language -- a highiy Lieful language for, clarifying and 1

II



solvLg the problems they confront as hdOin beings. Environmental

issues are seriodi, significant, 4nd real. It has been our experience

that, when students see the usefulness of mathematics as a language for

dialing with the uncertainty and complexity inherent in Beach's, real,

and significant issues, their alienatidn declines. S.

linally, the real excitement in all of this is the promise that

.environmental education holds bar serving as a linapin that bipdi

together and integratis'gmany subject matters. To speak of a person's

environment, the socio-economic as well as the naEural nvironment, is '
k

to speak of all that affects the person. A careful synthesis of sub-.

ject matters using.a person's environment as the guiding theme is

possible; What a grand and glorious edutational experience it would be

to see.the same concepts approached thriough literature', mathematicS, the

visual arts, music, social science, natural science, and so. on. It
/.

would become apparent to the student that, as someo
I.

touch a flower is to disturb a star." And, that's

education is all.about.

-83-
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CHAPTER I

THE NATURE OF THE TASK

INTRODUCTION 4

According to the Envi.ronmental Education Act of 1970, "enviftnmenta?

educatio0.means the educational process dealing with man's relationship

ft ,

with his natural and man-made.surroundings. The Environmental Educatipn

(EE) process has been perceived from the outset as beiffg multifaceted,

multi- and interdisciplinary, and issue.- or problem-oriented. It

should be designed to help the learner.bothvto perceive and understand the

concepts of "environment", environmental'principles, and to identify and

assess alternative solutions'to-environmental problems'.

. As a result of inventory and analyses of existing EE programs 4,

conducted for the Office of Education by the Arizona State University/

Association of American Geogrs in 1975, the following primary

t^ecommendation was miade:(1)

To devetop.cote thema and a conceptuat .45tAuctuke'in'

\
envinonmentat education that 4ynthaize4 and integAate4,

peAtinent.Atiect mattek acito.64 and between a voqtiety

126 tkaditionA diaciptina.

Two supporting recommendations from the same report are listed

below because they are particularly relevant to the scope and nature of the

task reported here.. These are:



a

1 , Supporting RecoTmendatiOn_l: En ouragement should be giVen

to those project's that demon9t te aft/understan,ding of:the

intexrelationships of'local, ational, and-intennatonal

issues and problems and the r linkage.

Supporting Recommendation 4: Support should be allocated

for the development of teacher competency programs to

optimize the/articulation of 'core themes.

The Arizona Project selected five core themes as critical tififtlie proper

integrated implementation of enVironmental education:.

(1) Gener'al System Theory

(2) Environmental Unity

(3) Energetics

(4) Economics

(5) Human Sett ements.

Following the commendations 9f the Arizona Project, the Offit'e of

Enviro mental Educ tifon has supportecinumeras studies that haVe made contr17

butio s in the de elopmept '()f e6re theme materials for EE.* 19 particular

The ar West LaboratoryfrforiEducational Development recently/tompleted

a s ries of Environmental Education Teacher Training Models (EETTM). concen-

tr ting on the theme4f Energetics, for the 'secondary leVel.

One cifthe major problems faced by educators at a11 levels with regard

t the study .c.)f ,hvitonmental phenomena is the aMorphous nature of the

ubjectmOter itself. Because of this, and after, reviewinrand analyzing.
/

arlrious studies funded by the Office of Envirotntal Education,(0EE), we

ee Appendig A :tor
4

a Bibliographrshowing
his area. ,

,of the key documents in

J



believe that the study of human settlements by means of the Science of

Ekistics can contribute to the organization of this complex subject matter.

The intent of our report is to concentrate os the core theme of human'

settlements in an effort to achieve the following objectives:.

To a rti cul ate._ the:importance_ of luman. settlement

subject matter at*the'secondary level..as one of the

core themes of EE.

op To demonstrate the feasibility of developing,materials

that can bp.used in the secondary classroom for organiz-

ing and understanding problems relating to'human settle-

menti. (/

v5,

To link content materials with process methods
0

in order
- t

to build a user-oriented "system of inquiry" relating to

the subject of human settlements. P.

To integrate inCihe--14.ngle document ideas and materials

that have been prodUced by a number of DEE gponsored

projects (see Appendix A) sq thlit the EE communityytill

yegin to appreciate the role of systemic thinking in,the

practice of EE.

To develop a typolbgy for organizing knoWledge relevant to EE.

RELEVANT STUDIES

II

As we have already mentioned, considerable work has alreidy been carried

out that is relevant to the subject-of-human-settlements% The Athens-

Center of .Ekistics'.(ACE) has been doing research on the phenomenology of

haw settlements for more than twenty years, and has produced nuberous

It,



, reports on this subject. However:the m jority of the ACE work did

not have an oWientation towards edUeati n either in the formal or non-
,'

formal sectors.

/ f5
The'California State Department of Ed5cation produced in 1973 ato

publication'titled Ekistics - &Guide for the Developmentosf an Inter-

doisciplinary Environmental Education Curriculum.
(2)

e tntent of this

publication is to, extend the stidy of conservation andenvironmental

'Iantection beyond thegpotions of nature study, by helping children under7

stand thejr interdependence with the natural world and providing them
I.

witli-the knowledge and the skills neceisarif to understand and solve

environmental prableMs. The State of California's work represents the

first Attempt- to introduc0'.Ekistics into theiclas%room. However, although

the authors of the repor acknowledge the work of C.A. Doxiadis, the

originator of,the seience of hiiman settlements, they do 'not adhere *some
/

of the basic principles of Ekistics,.t6e most important being the role of

'human agent (anthropos) in the design and utilization 'of human settements.

This deficiency is/very)critical from the standpoint of an Ekistics curricu-
I.

lum,tharwlktOntribute to the apprpciation'by the high school stUdents

of theirtmole in terms of human settlemeht problem-solving.

'The Far West LabOratory Studies

,/
r A

As We mentioned earlier, The Far West Laboratory recently completed a
)

series of teacher training models for the secondary level relevant to the.
.0... ,-

dy

study qf urban growth and the quality of life.*

w5ee775-610TE1517171-ist of the relevant documents.
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'The Far West Latoratory.studies emphasize that the approach to the'
*

A

-study Of urban,growth and the quality of life should be holistic in nature
,

and should foeu.s on:

1. analyzing enWonmental problems,

I.

2. examiningthe pro.and con arguments of a variety of public'

and private interest groups, labour; business and g oternment-

organizations,

3. expforing possible side effects Of various envitonmental

problem solutions,

4. predicting both short term and long term implications of lOCal,

state, an'd national environmental programs,

5. articulating personal goals, desires, an4 life style needs

in terms of their aggregate (regidnal national, or global)

implications 4-or energy,use and resdurce allocation, and . .

1
6. making long term life style decisions which maintain a.proper

balance between natural system and.human system'functions.
.

Such capabpities according to the Far West Laboratories can only be

achieved through a curAculum which has the followfing characteristics:

Environmentil education should be holistic and integrated.

ToCusing on and clarifying the'complex relationshiOsewhich

exfst beIween human systeT and natural system and eXamining.

: the cOmponenn and reciproCal functions of both,.

Environmental4education should be tranidiscip)inary..

-irformation-fronr -a-variety-of

/sciences, social scieriCes,' and humanities.

0

,

4

G.;



Environmental education should be *"roblem-focused and decision-

taki s oriented,

Involving learners in real environmental problems or issues which

are broad ellough in scope to hOlye regional, national, or global

significance. It should engage learners in values clarification;

,problem-solving, planning and decision-making processes which

.prepdv,them for dealing with envtrbnmental proplems affecting

both individual life styles and societal goals.

Essentially, Far West believes that the objeOtives of EE can be achieved

through a model of instruction that is based on a general ,systemS appebach

which-can display the many interactions that exist within our natural environ-

# ,

ment. Furthers they.wigh to develop coee themes and a conceptuai structure

in ehvironmental education that synthestzes and integrateS pertinent subject

matter across and between a vartety oftraditional disciplines,

The work completed by The Far West Laboratory, in'the development of

the EETTMs is very systematic and comprehensive.. 'They recogntze In their

work the important role that jearner-oriented tools and strategfes can play

,in the problem,solving and choice-making mode of EE. In their'report they

'indicate the need for process-oriented techniques-fdr the discoverY,and

integration of knowledge mlevant to EE. Two such integi-atige techniques

are identified in their report:

1. Inforndtion organization #rameworks, designed to zolledt,

A

organize, and store information; and

Metalanguages which develop a language that can incorporate

the elements of various disciplines.

tot,
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The critical role thoie teiliniques can play in the practice of EE has

been fully-develOped in the context of the EETTM approach..

....311:Hillsimolg±2212,2112.2ject

. The Association 0 American ,Geographers prepared a series of materials

far the introduction of the subject af-Geography'into the classroom. The
\

subject matter is very relevant o the human settlement core'thdme, so it
_

will be useful to dissuss briefly the nature and approach ot this project.
4

Due to the nature-of the subject matter, the geography materials-weee

separated into different areas of concentration such as:

. geography of the cities*

2. manufapturing and geography

3. cultural 'geography

4. political ,geography

5. habitat and resources

6, a look at the.country of Japan

Each of these majdr areas was presented tn separate 11 soft-

coveredtbooks (readers). It would appear that those who designed this -

approaCh felt that.the students could handlebthe broad subject area of

O'

geography iflit were broken down into more manageable components.

Each of the readers contains content material's which relate to'the specific
4

area that is under study. For example, the reader which dealt with Habitat and

Resources contained content material (batkground information) .which related to
v

that particular area of study: Further, once the initial content material was

et



(1 ))resented, a problem was tntroduced whiCh related.to the new material

presented and students were asked to discuss ajld recOmmend different
. , v S

approaches that could be utilized to solve the probTem.

s* A

THE RELS 4bEA

(7:41idea of a RigionaT Environmental Learniv System (RELS).,was

first discussed, from 0 design standpoint in the Fifth Quarterly Report-
0 LI 0 t

of the Universityof Virginia contract.,(3) Thii report presents a basis

, f6r the design of a RELS,^and.attempts to jndicate.the basis for doing

Ple destgn as _well. One of themost interesting asPects of the RELS-
.

o Aesfgn ApOoach.:is'the utilzation of the ."options profile" technique.
.

1,

discuss'be;low Vie relationship of approaCb .6 the
. ,

study of the human-settlement-core-themel.

s.

Options Prdfile Technique'

Opt,

I.

Figure I-1, a modified verSion of a Figure taken.from the Fifth

Quarterly.Report,'shoWs an exagpfe of an optials profile for envfronmental

!

education at the skondary level.*' This example appears to- be relevant,t6

the intrbduction of-the human settlement theme at. the 'secondary lever class-

room. The.dim4ons of the profie that will *be emphasized in Our currefft

effort are'the follot4ing:
(

o Dimension Learnihg resources

o Dimension H: Mediator.model
,

11.

For a detailed descriptton of the rationale and use4of the opt:isqns profile

fipproaoh.to the practice Of EE the reader s referred to (3].
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The usefulness, of the Opt:ions profite approach, as shown in the example

of Figurel-r, 4 that it 'sets. forlh,tile options available to the users in

designing.a system.. The designershiers can make choices alone the dimen-

Sions of the profilerand generate a set of desirable combinations for the
s

pllactice.ofE.. 4 is conceivable, however,..that some of the selecttons

might nat peimplementable because of the existence df certain bai-riers or

constraints. Fore mole,: suPpose a destgner/user.wants to introduce at
4.

Ahe secondary educ tion levelfthe holistic EE theme of human settlements.

'GiYen the Compl ity of the sublect matter it mill be exceedinlly difficult,

for the user implement a profile siMi1A- to the one Shown in Figure I-1

unless the ollowtng two conditions areomet:

7-(l) he user'has at his disposal process-orienteWmethods for

g p discussion and inquiry. These methods Oust be made

avail bl etto the-user in a.simple and easily ?omprehensible

mode; and ,.

(2) The user must,have some.matertals relating to the content,of

the science of humah,settlemeats in order, to engage*: group,'

mean gfully and.producti,vely in a collective inquiry session., !

Two point need to be stressed by means of the discussion of the

'above example:

4

kr

The opions profile a very powerful technique in two re-
,

4
spects, namely: (a) in terms of identifying interest

.

and techwically feasible combinations in' the.implementatian

of a Regional Environmental Learning System (RELS)*.end
,

k
* In the cOntext-Of thiSAiscussion the'implementation of a RELS is etiliy-
alent to the practice of EE as edifiSioned in the, Environmental Educatio) Act. .

,

# . '



# (b)An terms of identifying'iMportant R&D gaps to

be addressed throughothe grants,And contracts agenda bf,
%

the,Office of Environwtal Education.

TRANSDrSCIPLIVARY EDUCATION

In.hls seminal paper on Toward the Inter- anti Trans-disciplinary

University
(4)

, Erich Jantsch developed an interesting schema for ocganizing
de.

knowledge. The schema is reproduced as figure 1-2.
yc

In accordance with the Jantsch'muiti ielon hierarchical 'system, the

P

4

human settlement,core theme belongs at the normative level where the concept
'11

,of social systems design isointroduced. According to this schema the

discipline of planning is the appropriate organizing language for the norma-

tive'l

A
miln terms of our interest to introduce in the classroom'human Settlement-

I

oriented thinking, by mean of the RELS design approach, we can use the
. .

Jantsch schema to make the following relevantobservations:

(1) The majority of the curriculum materials that haveybeen

produced so far fa'il to recognize the'distinctive character
61

of social system design as a result of its belonging to the

normative level of the hierarchical system for knowledge

organization.

(2) On account of the'dominance of the physical sciences paradigm,

which accord.ing 6 Figure belongs to the empirical level,

'there has been a bias to emphasize this particular level in

the production of, EE corriculum materials.

1

r

1.6,)

.P

-o .
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1 3

It is very desirable to try to transcend the logical positiviit

apprbach when dealing with,the social system design level. The

utilization .of the RELS -betign approach for EE can do juttice .

to the distinctive character of the normative level of the

organization of knowledge schema.

SCOPE OF THIS REPOT

41$

This report is'p'rodticed primarily in order to link the RELS conceptualir:

0 zation to a particular core theme, namely the study of human settlemepts at

the.high chool le/el.

On the basis of our review of existing materials relevant to the study

Of human settlements we havecome to he following conclusions:

(1) Ekistics is a very appropriate subject for integrating lop

and introducing in the classroom the majority of

the concepts and materials that have been produced

by the EE community to.date;

(2) The RELS design concepts are very helpful in

identifying desirable outcomes for EE'and

determining the appropriate combination of

options that can lead to the achievement of

those outcomes;

(3) The coupling of Ekisttics with the doncept of the

RELS can fuilitate the teac'hing at the high school

level of a complex subject filter, sucli as the study

of human settlements..

t 1 1

.
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We believe that the above conclusions are coMpatible and complementary

to..the findings and recommendations cif the ArizA project, some of'which we

reviewed previously. Our aib in the following Chapters of this report is to
A

lend credibility.to our ocinclusions by means of elaborating on in approach

, for the productive and meaningful ttudy of the human settlement core t1reme.:4

The approachsand the materials are of an illustrative character and are pre-

sented in a format and, style whtch Will'eventually render them (after elabora-
, ,

tion, simplification end field testing) useful to teachers and students 'at ther

highschool level. We feel, how6er; the need to field test our recomMended,
/ /./

approach ,by exposinggit to a group of experienced teachers and/or curtritulum

developers.

Chapter II of the report sets up the stage for the development'of,specific

applications by explaining our approach for the study.of4human settlements.'

Chapter III discusses two illustrative process-oriented learning too

have been conceptualized as being integral components of the RELS depi
f

Chapter IV presents tWo examples of how some,of our overall app ach to t

. -

study of human settlements can be,introduced intoNee higOschool lassroom.

. Chapter V examines the ekistics typology, using a sYstemic pprbach,

and makes some suggestions for the improvement of the typorog 'It also

proposes a typology for\organizing knowledge relevant to,En ironmental.

/

Education and tests the applicability of this.typology b; analyzing the %

content of a sample of papers Oblished ln the Journal f 5nvironmental

Education.

4a0divk
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The.interdisciOlinark cooperation ich is widely regai.ded is

fundamental to Envi\ronmental Educati (EE) is diffi

ti

lt to practice'

kin the.classeoom not only because the strong disc line-ohiented
1

nature of our school systems, bu ecause the subjeci'matter of EE is

A FRAMEWORK FOR
THE STUDY OF HUMAN SET

"/ /
EMENTS

not easily "teachable". Too b en school systems seem to initiate EE
b

el

prograMs which lend themselve tó a ditOplinaty approach. Most

environmeritat eduCation pro9e8ms tend to emphasize nature and the
ji

physical aspects of the ptosyste0i.e., ttlose areas which are, most

"teachable 'along tradttional discipline lines, while' ignoring man-made

environments and the design. Of social systems s s human settlements.

This chapter examines an approach to the study of human settlements

based oncthe introduction of what we call an "inquiry system". ;We believe

that the study of human settlements :an help to eliminate many of4the

methodological and ubject.rnatter problems confeonting interdisc1plinW7

environmental ,e4c4tion.

PEDAGOGICAL' APPROACH
b. /

.

.P.

.

.T
.

The purposele any organized-instructional rivironment is to facilitate

Ill

learning for theljntended learner. In.such a situation it is,usually the

teacher, a groUd of teichers, 'dr. 4 curriculUm director who.creates the

QP

V
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I

learningoexperience/for the student. In this case the.student usualry

Jiaslimited

,

partiCipation in the learniny experience. Thts type Of ,,

N.
Jearning sitidation 1 illustkited Figure'II-1,and is. referred to as

Ihe archive approach.

J1GURE.II-1. ARCHIVE APPROACH

The above diagram represents a'closed approach of instruction where

the teacher is the conveyor of knowledge. ;Underlying this pedagogy is
1

the assumption that the teachers are.the 5tchive of knowledge andlheir
sl

job is to pas) knowledge on to their students. In return,,the students

memorize what is conveyed and through.examinations the teacher is capablt

of-observing the student's expected behavior, i.e., answering questions

on a test,thus feeding back what the teacher originallY conveyed.

There is-another approach of instruction that we feel is more appropriate

to the study of,social systems. It is an open approach which attempts to'

take advantage of the'resources in the comm,untty as'well as the *ability

of the teachers and students to work together in creating a productive

.learntng environment. It.can be schematically illustrated by means of the

diagram shown in Figure 11-2.

With this,approach experience feeds knowledge and knowledge feeds

experience. As the students gain more khowledge they will be mottvated

by the catalyst of the unknown to keep open their desire to learn

more. In Figure I4-2, the teacher aCts as a

4"

A

4
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SYSTEM FOR

EXPERLENCE
GROWTH' IN KNOWLEDGE

'STUDENT AND UNDERSTANDING OF
HUMAN *SETTLEMENTS

TEACHER GUIDED BY
THE STUDENTS CONDUCTS
A*SYSTEM FOR INQUIRY :

So

.4

FIGURi 11-2.. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING

u
4s
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.'guide and a faiilitator for-the studY Of human settlements, instead of 0

the teacher belpg perceived as the archive.of knowledge. Rather,

through-an open approach 4) learning the students are guided by.the

teacher through a 'system for ingdiry" which gradually.leads-to.a greater

.0 understanding and appreciation of a complex set of phenomena.

In such a pedagogical approach students can and should learn inkall

ways - *the presentation of content material background informa-
,

tion) by means of books or audio visual equipment, through the r wn
. ,

, t investigotion, 'and 4y example. Nevertheless, we'recognize the key role

the teacher must play in this process. Without the teacher playing a
*

central role all the instructional a.i.ds would be useless.
f$4

Essentially through the 'study of human settlements We hope 0 110
,

10
.

change the behavior andvattitude of student towards environmentlear4ting

in several .ways, such as:

Recognition,that hUrTiar are interdependent-with their.

natural,
t

Appreciatio the importance o a heAlthy and safe built

environmer,

re

p reciation of systems thinking

Understandimt of the need for futures,-oriented thinking and

research.'
VS

Increased awareness of the holistic hature of the ecosystem.

Greater ability to understand, organize, and resolve complex
z

problems.

A

41.
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The.major objectives of the Pedagogical approach of,this rppbrt

are:

1/41,..o To ,encourage a change"in behavior of the learner.

'To focus learning-& the response of the learner.

o 'To encourage.the change of instructional practice.

To look at.the coMplexity othuman settlements 64 means of

an ovanized system for inquiry.

A SYSTEM,FOR INQUIRY
.

In order to. implement the pedagogical apprOach discussed So far for

the study of human settlements, we need a system of 4ncluirywhich is
.9-holistic, foeus'ing on clarifying the complex relationships whfch exist

between human systems and.hatural systems, is interdisciplinary,.utilizing.

information from a variety of disciplines, anps focused on identifying

problems and opportunities by involving learners in real prOblems or

issue's which are broad'enough in scdpe to4have.l9cal, regional, national,

or global significance.

'In preparinl materials for the ptud,/ of human settlements in the class-
.

roon it is useful to think in terms of the framework shown in Figure 11-3.

We ean identify two distinct domains within our system for inquiry.
,

The,inner domain as shown in Figure 11-3, is what, we call content-specific'

informatipn. For the study ofhuman settlements the content-specific infor-
m

Illation should include ideas from : Wiener-el systems theory, (2) futures

researOand3) EkistiCs, or the science of human.settlements.' these
e
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FIGURE 11-3 : A . GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM FOR INQUIRY FOR THE STUDY
OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
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. fields of,knowledge WillAive the high school students the necessary

.backgrond,information which, together withlieuristic techniques.tor expibrins
^

-.complexmstems.,'will allow them to organize,the complex phenomena

relating to human settlements. The secorid'domain of FigureAI-3 displays
. ,

. the Tole of educationalvheuristic tools stich'ass Interpretive Structural

Modeling (ISM) and Nominal Group Techniqpe (NGT), in deriving models

(or representations) displaying theif perception Of the relationship ,

between different aspects of. human settlements. ,Ely linking together these

two domains,the classroom teacher has at hq dispotaj a sg4sem for

.inquiry" or a learning system. The class can ths generate structural
6 II

models that contribute to greater understanding of the complexity of
,

phenomena relating to human habitation.

Recogn. izing that human settlements ire very complex syste we "want

0

to stress three things: (1) that in the unders,tanding of the environmental

phenomena "systems thinking" is absblUtely essential, (2) that system
.

thinking fNepresented.by means of the content-specific informtion.of

che framework.shown in Fiqure'II-33' and (3) that in order,to better under-
,

stand the co4Texity of human settlements we have to 'use educaticmal

heuristics technology as represented by such techniques as.ISM and4NGT.

CONTENT-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

4

The effective presentation of content-specific information is essential

if we are to successfully fulfill the,objectives ideniified in our pedagogical

approach tci 'of human settlements.

4



Ekisticf is a term inventedty.an Architect Planner by ihe name

of-C.A.'Doxiadis, to describe the science of human settlements. (1)

Recognizing that the study of human settlements is.an intirdisciplinary

topic involving such disciplines as biology, psychology, economics,

sociology; architecture, etc., Doxfadis advanced the notion that a new

science was neede-dior the systematic understandi.ng of phenomena relating
. A

to settlements. 'For eicample:

In the.U.S.- the phenoMenon of urbanization has been an

ever increasing trend for the last forty years;

The .U.S. was-transformed from a country that was

60% ruralei 1900.to. one that was 70% urban in

1970;

Large urban areas (megai opol ises ) experi ence k-obl enls,

of congestion, pollution, poor quality ,public serlvices.

etc.; and

Empirical evidence,seems to indi,cate that the publi.

policy mechanisms being used f9r..revitalizi,ng the

,

American cities ye not working.

Phenomena

IL

4.

like Ithe ones mentioned above prompted the inveat1ion of the science
.

V
.of human settl ements

- rs,.
1 e

Ekistics Organizes all knowl ge relevant to human settl ments according=".
-.. . -

to fi ve basi t 61 ements : Mature AJbIropos (man), Soci ety , S el 1 s , and NetWorkis'.,.,

The6 five broad categories, together with a categgry corresponding to the

tb

A



synthesis of the five elements, forMhe ba0s.f6r understanding,

exp4inin9, and predicting human. settiemen:t Phenomena. The'linkages

among the five Ekistic.elements are graphically represented *n.the

following diagram:

N-AtURE

A description of each qne of the elements follows:

(1) Nature: Th4 category represent& natural rbsource.

ecosystems and their structure and behavic4.7. jncluded

here are such things as land resources air resources,

water resources, and plant and animal life. 4

, (2) Anthropos: This-categorY represents humanity, As a system,
0

with an emphasis on those aspects which make up the

individual and group image about a setting. This

,imagb, can be:vieweid in direct interactIon with natural

systems on physiological and psichological le)els.

(3) Society: /hi'sategory represents the territorial

organization.of human settleants. based on the daily

movements of people. ;,This moVement can be viewel in

4"



terms of, the interactions of human lastitutions (economic,

polliti cal , and social ). vii th natural systems , wi th an empha,si s

on the treation of laws arid regulations.!'

Shells: This category represents those structures built

humanity to satisfy the various n6eds of indiViduals and
,

society.

Networks: Thts final category represents those dynamic elements

,which connect any or all of the' above categories, through the

movement of energy, materials, fiand i rmatton.

W4thin each one of the lements, Ekjstics assu the' following subcategoriers..
f

.

ii

Nature (No)

1, EnvirOnMental anarYsis

- 2. :Resource utilitatipn

3. liondf use, landscape

4. Recreational areas

'Anthropos (M)

1. Physiological needs

2. Safety, secunitY
,

I -

3. Affecti on , bel ongi ng , esteem .

4. ..Self-reall2ation, knowledgf

Society (S)

1. Public administrattion, participation, and law

2. N"6Ci al relations , populati on tr6hOs cul tural, patterns

3, .Urgan systems and urban change

aes/heti cs .

e.triff

4. Economies
4,

9

.eak

, 46,

a
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'Shell (Sh) i

1. Housing /

2. Servi.ce facilities: hospitals, fire,stations, etc.

3. Shops,_offités, factories
P* '

4., Cultural and educational units'

Networks (Ne)

1. Public.utility systems: water, power, etc.

2. Transportation systems: road, ra41, air

.1. 1
3: Personarand mass,communication systems

4. Computer and information technology

. Synthes-ts-:----iluman -Settlements- (-HSI--
<

A

1. .Physical planning

2. Ekistic theory It 0
,

In addition to the five basic elements,.EkisticS introduces an organiza-
,

fion of-the geographic space by means of twelve'communities extending from

the scale of the dwelling group to Ecumenopolis, 'fie universal-city. The ,

five plements And thetwelé communities are graphically represented by meTs of

the modifted ekiAttc grid, as shown in Figure II-4*. At each...community scale

an assignment lies been made of,an approximate population.size. The pppulation

:size-hasteen estimated according.to the ekistic logarithmic scale whtch

corresponds'approximately to powers'of seven (7). That in a .mAll neighborhood

contains approximately; a population-of 250, wflile adMegalopolis, such as the

one exteriding froM Boston to Washington, D.C., is limated to dontain 100 million

people. These magnitudes are meant.to be indicative of the size of the twellie

generic type communities assumed inthe taxon04 adopted by the science of

040
Ekistics. -These 12 entities, or communities,will.te shown to be:very useful in

our attempt to organize.and study'the complexity of Muman settlements.
)

chapter.1/ of ais report we analyze the unmoditied ekistic grid and relate

o thd organizatioA of knowledge relevant to Environmental Education.

12,4,

t
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Futures e earch

Another important component of our s
1

stem of inquiry centers around the

concept of time. In vieW of the fact th14 most contemporary educators were
. I

reared'and trained in natural and conceptUal wgrlds which.are,constantly

changing, it is not surpristng.to find thit most high school curriculums are

geared more to the past than to the-future. Unfortunately, this emphasis ow.
4

the past has cultivated an educational environme6 that is mainly concerned ,

. (

with ex sing students to outdated concepts rather than teaChing students .

11how to agine alternative futures.

Prior to the 1960's the rate of change in society

an environment it was understandable for teacherscto a

s very slow. In such

ume that the future

.' would beua simple extensionkoPthe past. With a world that was essentially'

*static and experienced very little change, a well developed memory system

seemed to be the most importaq product of a high school education.

However, with the shift from local 'to global perspectives, from a world
.1

which was relatively static to one which is dynamic, from independence to

interdependence, and from unrestrained growth to restrained growth concerned

with the.quality of life factng all humankind, the secondary education curri-

culum can no longer afford to remain "stuck" in the past. Rather, if students

are to-successfully cope with the problems of tomorrow, schools must initiate "

cOurses in the study of alternattve futures and encourage futures-oriented

er

thinking. Instead of relying mainly on memory, something a computer cah do

better: tne high school curriculum should be,incorporated with a philosophy

.that accentuates how the past and present wiil be different from tomorrow.
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"4 Today the schobls must develop students that are self-propelled, self--
/

4 .f

directed,'flexible and imaginative,.capable and prepared to engage in the

Oynami6, intektependent, andjcomplex world of the future.

To be sumwe are not sugggting that .schools stop educating about the

past and present. We recogniie the importance ofkhow a thorough understanding

bf the pastand present can help to develop a greater sensitivity to tomorrolo

Essentially, our intent should'be to encourage students'and teachers to

develop a futures-directed timeframe, through a sharing of their various

beliefs and views of what the future may be like.

Systems Theory /1"
Vely

General systems theory is essential in the studye human settlements 'since

. it 'can be used for integrating the knowledge from the various discip ines as

they relate to the five basic ekistic elements. Systems prin s and

methods have the distinct advantage of being highly transferab e from discipline

to discipline. In addition to beit% transferable horizontally, i.e., between

disciplines, they can also be applied vertically, with differing degrees of

difficulty, through the various grade levels of schools.

. According to the science of ekistics there are two systeM concepts that

are particularly relevant to the study of settlements.

The first principle relates to the observation that human settlements

are considered to be complex hierarchical systems. This means that a human

settlement isfassumed to be° composed of many interrelated subsjtstems each of

wHich is in turn hierarchical in structure. For example, a NtrOPolitan area



like WashIngton i.C. is osed of many small towns whia.in tutil ar4

composed of ne41$orhoods; and on. /
,

\ ,

t
Furtherm9re1n such systems he whole is more than the sum of the parts

0..

in the sense thal?, given the pro erties and the laws governing the operation
s P

of the parts, it,1% not e trivial atter to infer the properties or operating

laws of the whole. This Iparticular Oaracteristic of human settlements' Is,

is xritical in the practice of the system of inquiry advocated(by our

approach to social system,design and study. There is clearly a lot ofiknow-

ledge that needt.to be discovered by the student through his or her personal

and experiential investigation of a specific human settlement and_its sub-

systems. A

The tecond principle is that human settlements are purpoSeful systems.

According to C.A. Doxiadis, the purpose.of a settlement is to make its

inhabitants safe and to help their human development.

Policy PersRective

Another principal component of the system of inquiry is that of a'

policy perspective.

There are.numerous,definitions of policy. All'of the definttions

imply some form of human intervention in the behavior of a system in order to

enhave the probability of,achieving desirable ends. Since, as we stated
.

previously; human settlements are purposeful systems, the exploration and

assessment of alternative policy interventions is obviously very important:
,

**

41.
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According"to H.D.(Lasswell,, the tan who is credited as the'inventor of

policy sciences, there are three dimensions that need.to'be considered in

a policy-orienied study of human settliments, namely: (a) contextuality,

(b) problem-orientation, and (d) diversity of methods.(2)

1

Contextuality means that the students visualize their choices in the

light,of a larger social contextflthat gQes5 beyond their individual needs.

or
This dimension basiCally captures the systemic nature of societal problem-

solving% Depending on the problem situhtion the participants/studentS

will have to explore.9n a-lystematic manner vari'ous aspects, such as values,

intuitionresources, space, and time.

S.

The second dimension that enters the study of humanipttlements from the

policy, perspective is therequirement for a problem-orientation. The student

must try to deal with the compiex nature of interdependent problems by

recognizing that: (a) most problems of polici-relevance have ramifications

across many disciplines and social sectors, and (b) societal problem i4enti-

fication and resolution *demands a sensitivity to Ulf particular cultural

situation.

The five important steps involved/in the problem-orientation dimension
4

are:

Step 1: Goal clarification: What are the desirable future

states of the entity under study? What are the ideals and

aspirations of the participants to the social process model?

Step 2:' Trend extrapolation: What are the probaltle future states

on the basis, of measurable, identifiable trends?

p.



.
Ste 3: 1)roblemcidentif1cation: To what extent have Oast and

,,i,

pr6ent rends and events approximated the desirable att:Ornative .

.,*.

futures spelled.out under,Step 1? Note that problem(s) are defined
. .

as'the iscrepancies.between.the desirable futures and the probable

f6turest.
,

Step 4: Analysis Of conditions: What causal factors have conditioned

the direction and magnitude of the tre ds described above?

tery5: Invention, evaluationk and seleCtion of alternatives: If

currentvolicies are continued, what is the, probability of goal

achifvement? What'alternative strategies and programs will increase

the likelihood for the realizatiOn of the deSirable futures?

,The third dimension of theLpolicy perspective that needs to be built into

A curriculum for the study of hUman settlements is the need for a diversity of

methods 'oriented towards collective inquiry. Depending on the classroOm

situation and needs,differtnt methods might need to(be emplOyed. For example,

such methods as ISM and NGT will be described in ChapterIII. However,
4

theee are other methods such as scenario constrvtion, computer simulation,

and the like th* can be very useful.in the study of human settlements.

Figure 11-5 represents an attempt to integrate in one framework some 'If

the main steps of a policy planniny situation based on: perception, thought,
1

intuition, vaTues, and feelings, A probilem situation, depicted in Figure 11-5

as a discrellancy,between a "probable future" and a "desirable future' 'becomes
a

interesting/for study only if the difference between these two futures generates"

a'state of dissatisfaction (a feeling) for a student or observer within the

conte;(t of a particular reality percePtion. , DifferaaS 4servets may, And

,usually db, perceive a situation differently. The role of perception is to

4
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SETTLEMENT FUTURES AND SELECTION OF A DFSTRABLE FUTURE
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provide the information:on which tlp base the derivation of probabce and

desirable futures. -A sqlution,to the problem situktion is a course of

action defined by,means of,policies and Instruments for implenentation.

The. selected course of action is based on intuition, thinking over the

alternative choices, and preferences (values) about the most desired,

outcome. Finally, pladning.aneanticipating the consequences of actions,

is a continuous process with each choice of action feeding back and
-

generating a new planning situation in a continuous stream.

or

A

4.

A
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CHAPTER

TECHNIQUES FOR GROUP
.,DISCUSSION AND INQUIRY

In this chapter we will present,some of the essential ideas relevant to

the use of techniques for collective discussiól and inquiry in the clIssroot for

the.purpose of teaching the scienceVhuman settlements. Before we

embark on oureli;Cb6sion of these techniques it is appropriate to consider.
4

what we mean by.a model and how the techniques can be implemented in the

classroom for the .construction of models.

A Model

M6DELS

s an image or a simplified representation of something in the

real world. .Me tal models dre.formed through our experience, knowledge.and

intuition. The friation of models helps us to: (1),understand our perceptions

about certain things round us, thatOis, about its parts or features and1)) /

Or beliefs abnut how th prts are related.

It .is important tqrealize that a model is a simplified version.of.s

something. It does not inclt; all the details about a pakicular area we

might be studying. Rather, it in ludes those elements or parts that we deem

essential for,our particular purpose. Therefore, a model makes it easier

*Most of the material dealineWith the ex anation of the Interpretive

Structural Modeling technique has been extr cted from Using Computer Modelin

in the Classroom to Examine Environmental Is es; Univers ty of 1aytç(n,

e purposeo ncung por onsotenve sity of'Dayton effort is to

demonstrate the feasibility of developing a com ehentive user-orien ed reader

for the study of human settlements in the classro

1.34



to thiok"about and work lith complicatedti,tuations or.in our case a highly

interdependent and complex subct-matteir;.such as human settlements.

Throughthe use of modelso-relatively less important/c47cteriSt1cS

of a situation or object can be set aside While le teacher and students

examinw the more'vital aspects of their inquiry. OnCe the initial aspects
0 '

have been grasped a more complex or realistic model.may be developed:
'404

The reaso wO,progress from mentalipodels to.models built through

or diagrams is that:

Mental models may'be 'inaccurate or-incaiplete;

Mental models may be ihconsistent;

words,

Mental models may contain too many elements., or'pipces.

of-information to keep-straight; and

It is-difficult for persons to communicate accurately

'their mental model to other people.

Finally, it is, important that-we appreciate.the difference between

Auantitative and qualitati:/e models. Sometimes this difference is referred

to as the distinctioh between arithmetic and geometric models. tssentially

a'quantitative model (arithmetic) is a mathematical model which often ,uses a

computer program or'a formula that can use measurements or numerical data as;

certain variables to mike numerical predictions or 4recasts for future

situations. J.W. Forrester's systems dynamics modelirig is a good example of

a mathematical model.
(1)

This method was adopted and used in'a Club of Rome t4

project studying population and growth46, which was published in a book entitled
0

The Limits to 6Owth.(2) This controversial study examined data on world

ftpulation, growth rates, food supplies, polluVon growth, anVpredicted a

4ep
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rather. darkened picture forthe future of mankind within the'next 100

years.

However, the computer model 'used in one.of the techniquestfor inquiey,

described here does not require quantitative data,-and it does not ,produce .

a numerical model. wIt can produce a qualitative (geometric) Nodel that

reflects the accuracy of the modelers oerceptions,.and can be used to
4

des,cribe, and interpret,a ,present or future situation.

INTERPRETIVE STRUOTURAL MODELING

The finalproduct Of a class exercise condixted with the use of the

Interpretive Structural Modeling Xechnique is a geometric model It

graphically represents the views of its creators (in this case, the teacher,and

the students), it helps to look at the.partt of:a problem and themaOn

which those parts .are-related, and.draws .a diagram toirepresent the geometric

structure that results from the relationship amcAlg the parts. It is an .

.;

interpretive structural model because it reflects its creator's interpreta-
°

Aion of reality. Thus the process by which one creates such a model is called . l'

, A
,

.

4,44 kileririttKelfructural_Modeling, or ISM for short.

For instance, the,stud, ents could write out everYthing they think is
,

1

. a cause,or result of the energy crisis, alitl everY
0

WaY Oat they think our

lives will change Is a. result of it, and everyt!hing:the:students'hink shoulthbe

done about it llpf each, student were .then to.draw arrOws from one cause to all
,

its effects, a small part might look.likeAhl,s::.

t

3 u

0

e
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Increased .

conservation measures

Decreasing
supply of oil*

. : A

4

4

Increased reliance
on,solaryenergy

Increased
..cost af fuel

° 4

_where the arrows representkcausality,
and_lo-and behold::,, they would have'

creaied an interpretiw styuctural Todel;Without even knowing it./

jo create this inteiikitive structural Model..of.the energy, crisis,

girthe students had to rely**,Jacts at their command and their escent-/0

understandfng of world econibmiei"-, government interieniion, con umer attitucles,

'etc.. the.important point here is that through the ISM process.students and

pg

tea, chers are able toishare their particUlar knowledge about a.particular

subject; while at the same time, thelk-lear.n from one another.

5hat is where model building, ard tn particular Interpretive 'Structural

-Modeling, comes into play. When plople build a msodel together, they,have a

chance to:

or share their ideas

icmprolie their understanding o the,situation being modeled 1
correct false'impressions.

V A good model improves our understandi4.0)f a'sltuation an elps us communi-,

cate ihat knowledge'to cthers.

Interpretive Structural Modeling can best be'utilized when the subject,

.matter or issueAinder studcan be broken-down.fpta its component Oartsw. When. ,

..s,,-.4----7-.,. . . , --

theclass sAtemWcally examfnes how:these parts, or' "elements" as we will,
.

trefer to iheril, are-related to one another', then the essential elements of the-( ..

..1 . -

issue. become Clearer and the relationshipS am6ng themcare more,explfcit;

A
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The 0se of a Coipdter

A computer will need to be employed to help thlteacher help the ,

class.with the process of constructing a model. Computers cad btmade

to do very complex things; however, it is important to recognize that

they 'cannot do anything that a human has-not instrutted 'OrogrammedY4
0

''them to do.. c

To,help with our discussion let's stick with the 4erg3%crisis as an

examplekof how the computer can ald us in outwork. If you want your Class
,

,

to study.the,energy crisis, you,might well consider the problem from the

,standpoint of cause and.effect. If the class were then to list ali the -

causes and effects of the energy crisis that they Could think of, they

would produce what is called-an "element list" ln the language of.Interpre-

tive Structu'ral Modeling. Later on.in this chapter we will di cuss another

tbchnique which is very suitable for generating-a list of ele dts,,namely

the Nominal Group Technique (NGT).

The next step Would"be to consider how.each of the elepents is r lated

to,each other,element.-'Thit-is done by-selecting a relationship by wh ch

to'examine them. Since the class is considering causality, the teather might well

choose the relationship (which 4s always posed as a question):' "Does Element

A cause Element 1191 In our imaginary situation, the symbols A and B might be

replaced by the Element 1, decrease supply of oil, /And Element'2, increased

conservation. The Oestion then would read:" "Does decreased supply of oil

Cause inreased cohservation?",

The answer to each.question must'be "yes" or."no", depending on.what the

cliss decides by majority 4../ote'. All:possibie pairs of elements.re compared

f

q
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by this method,,and this is where the computer comes in. The-computer is

programmed so that, iffan element list and a relatiodship in the form of,a

question _are fed into it, it will then substitute eachpossible pair of

elements into the question and'print the question on paper or on a TV

monitor. So the first reason forolusing the coniputer is that it'writes out

each quesiiom for you, and saves yCu from having to put each pair of

elements on the blackboard.'

The second reason is that the computer reduces the number of questions

that the class must answer. For example, if the class decides that "A .

relates to B" and that "B relates to C", the coMputer, by,a principle)

Aeknowmas "inferential logic", has already been programmed to infer tpat "A

relates'to C", and it will not ask that ques&lon. The manner in %fifth it is

,.4

programmed to do this is somewhat complex and does not really concern us at

this time.

nanning and Conducting an Interpretive
illalsjltral_Modeling Exercise .

4

Preparing a Lesson Plan

The first significant activity that the teacher must un.derfhke for an ISM
4

exercise is to draw up lesson plan, Table III.l_shows a.sample leson plan that

has been developed by a group of researchers at the tyersity( of Dayton .

in order to be used in a four week high school, (grades 11 and 12) World

Problems class. The topic for this lesson *as the effects of world

population on the global environment, with an ov alf goal of,>4fping the

cla§s to underitand the enyironmental aspects of orld population growth,

qh,

1
*
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ifi. 11
IfIn termi of the-ek1ttics grid described in Chapter II this lesson plan

corresponds to 4 problem structuring exercise at the level ol Ecumenopolis,

__i.e., the Universal city. Table III-1 is intendedto demonstrat4 how,ISM

* planningoay be done. Pla4ing the lesson simply means that the teacher
0

'determi.nes:

What is to be accomplished

how to,achieve it; and'

how to know when one is successful.

The yariouraspects of Table II1-1 are discussed in what follows.

Objectives

Essentially in the objective phase ofithe ISM exercise the teacher.is

z

striving for the students to:

obtain'information on particular aspects'of world population

become fargiliar wi4-modeing-in general

identify the elements of the problem situation

examine relationships among the elements

create a structural model based on that relationship.

''This means that the'studentsluld move beyond specific knowledge of'facts
k

and trends, which should enable them to anaize the elements and the

irrelationships between the elements.

Activities

\11

Tlhe actiyities column lists the specific Classroom and homeWork activities

that would prepare., !tudents for modeling and take them through the exercise.

,
0,Tne,lesson woulid end with ql examination of the model's ioplications. This

portion of ourioxercise refers tp both physical activities involving the

t)



TABLE 11I-1: Lesson Plan for Modeling Ekercise at the Ecumenopolis Level.
*

EVALUATION
'OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Student will correctly
answer X% of questions
on knowledge and
comprehension of

,

required reading.

, , .

Students will be Assigned
to read articles in
Neasweek.

Written test on content
of required- reading.

' .

.

. _
<

2. Student will be able
to write a definitiOn
of "model" in his
own words

Teacher will i troduce
class to mod in

general and ISM in
particular through a
trivial example, '

,

Test 'question requesting
student to wrtte a
definition of "model" and
to name some examples.

. >

3. Student will be able
.

to answer yes (/Y)
or no (/N) to video.:-

screen question.
'

Students will enter
class consepus on
terrninal, as.ipstructed
by computer technician.

Teacher's observation of
students at terminal.

4. Given a trivial example,
student(will draw a
digraph without computer
assistance. _

.

,

.

\

Class will construct a
digraph for the example
used in class, using -

computer output.

s*

Givema simplistic example,
similar, but.not identi-
cal, to that Aemonstrated
in class, the student.will
draw_a digraph illustrating
the,givenrelationship.

5. Given a current world
problem or c rrent event,

,

Discussion of Third'
World growth and
development (initiated
and led by the teacher)
will.give students
practice in identifying
elements and eXamining
their influence on the
problem of growth and A
the envirohment.

In answer to a written
test question giving a
similar but diffforent

world problem, student. ...

will.list in his owb
words X% of the elements
described:

.

.

student wi iden fy
parts elements) of
the w ole.(problem)

for further study.
,

,

.

6.
,

Student will re'cognize a

relationship among
elements as distinct
from the elements,

themselves

I ,

Teacher will guide
class in s,election of

appropriate elements,
by discusSiq of ele-
ments in gen ral,
evmples of various S

elements thaticould
.be used, etc:.

Given a -codtextual explanation.
Of a real or hypothetical
problem and a list of possible
eltments to model, student
will select X% of correct
(appropriate) elements,
rejecOfg the irrelevant
ones.

7.

,

,

,Student will recogn)ze
different kinds of re--
lationsilips among a ,

' group of elements./

.

,

Teacher will guide
class in selecting

appropriate relationship,
by discussing relation-

ship in general, examples
of various relatilonships

that' could be used', etc:

.

Given a tontextual explanation
of world problem, including
two or more relationshtps

amongelements,tudent will
pick out X% of the relittion-.
ships. #

.
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TitlE III-I continued)

OBJECTIVE
Based on what'be knows
already and new facts
and opinions put forth
during class discussion,
student will evaluate

. elements two at a
time with respect to
a given relationship.

44

ACTIVITIES

ttudent will answer yes '
or no to questiob posed
by computer, and defend
his choice when challdn-
ged by claSsmates or
teacher.

EVALUATION
Student.wtit.sorrectly
answer yes or no. to X%
of questions on test
similar to those 'that ,

the computer would pose. a

Given,individual or
groupsactions in one
country, student will
identify potential
environmental conse-
quences outside of that
-country.

During,ISM modeling
seision, students will
discuts such topics.
If they do not arise
spontaneously as a
result of caputer-
prompted qattions,
teacher will interject
them as appropriate.

Student will correctly . .

answer X% of wfitten
test questions on local
activities and their
globAl effects.

10. Given a model Such as
, those developed and

discussed in class,
student will pick
out key elements nd"
discuss possible kourses
of action.

At completion of ISM
session when class has
structured model,
teacher will lead

1 discussion regarding ,

*the relativeAmpor-
tance of the elements,
And class will determine
one or more possible
courses 7f action.

In answer to a written
test question giving an
Interpretive Structural
Model, student will
select X% of key elements
for implementing change
and defend those chosen.

a
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Iscomputer and its output, end the type of discussion thatshould occurduring

,this phase. As the teecher is Able to adept the ISMexerctse to fit.the class-

room needs, he/she will developyariations of these ectivtties.. However, the

procedure to be.followed in conducting the ISM exercise remains fairly Constant:

research, specifying elements- and a relationship:structuring the model, NA. ,

. P

examining the results.

Evaluation

The third column in our lesson plan format refers to the evaluatlb

procedures the teacher should.tollow to determine whether the objectives had

been Ichieved. For each objective, we have specified how the eviluation was

to be conducted, e.g., wriXten test, observation, or type of question.

, NOMINACGROUP TECHNWE

/

The NomInal.Group Technique can be used in a cla room setting for the
A \

purpose of generating ideas relevant to a partifular problem or issue. The

technique is particultrly helpful in identifying problems, establishing

priorities, and exploring Actions to be taken for resolving problems: It

works,particularly well in smal.l group meetings, usually involving up to ten

participants and in situatiOns'where,thete'is uncprfainty concerning the ,

nature of a propem. In these situation§ it is very desirable to generate

ideas from, many different points of view and to try, through abstematic

process, to neutralize the,effeCt of certain participants 4rinat1ng.the

-grpup discussion.

The principal results of the epplfCetion of the NGT process in a, classroom;

Otting will be:

4

0
s;

(
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*A list ofoideaS relevant to a proble)Csituation;

4 more thorough understanding of the i4as generated

by the group thro40 discussion.and clarificat

$ A preliminary prtoritization of these 9'04 according

to a specific relatiOn; and
I

4 An opportunity for l'ach member Of the class t9 relate to

the group generation of ideas and to feel asbeing part
1

of the output.
.

, Application of Technique

/
The first requirement for applying the techniques is that'the group

# '

must recogng,the need to generate a'set of items, or ideas, concerning

a articular issue or p7blem. s.The teacher should act as group leader

and must Make sure that the ideas are generated according to the specifica-
.

tions of the technique. TM/major process requirements are: 46

Silent generation of ideas in writing by individuals

in response to a carefully prepared trigggr,mpuestion..

Round-robin recording of ideas in which individuals

present one idea at a time.

s

Serial discussion of the resulting list of ideas for ,

clarification.

Voting on thd priority of generated ideas.

A diagram depicting the various s4eps of the pracess i4s shown in Figure III-
" .

1. The diagram depActs tpe sequence of operations from the inittal statement

of the issue or problem to'the final list of the prioritized set of ideas.

k

.V

4



C4U IS FOENAE0;
LEADiR SELECTED

Ir

TRINGER QUESTION
IS EGAMULATED

Figure III-1: NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIQUE

Faced with a need t9 generate Ideas related to an
issbe or probteM, facilitleil are obtained, a group *der
selected, and a group familiar with the issue chosen.. A
simple trigger question is carefully phrased by the
group to stimulate the formation of individual' lists of
ideas. One by one, each individual presents 4n Idea for
discussion until ; all ideas are presented. Individuals
rank ideas according to relevance or usefulness and
these rankings are combined by a 'voting, scheme to
produce a final list of ideas ranked in order, of
importance. ift 4

1. IDEA r)
2 IDEA 01
3 IDEA RIO
4. IDEA 16

a

roNAl
IS CIIIONLED

.
<=3

RI 102

I. IDEA RI 1, IDEA
7. IDEA all 2. 10EA RIO
3, IDEA 14 I. IDEA 014
4.

I NUA I
IDEA I

I IDEA le10
4

k4

I. IDEA r10
2. IDFA .3
3. IDEA R4

eNporIDOAL EIANAINti.a
AA( romouLAtEo

L.; TS 01
IDEAS ARE OENE4A110
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As mentioned in the previmis section the Nominal Group Techniq 'Cin be
. 91

lused in the classroom together.with ISM primarify for the purpose 0 engaging0

the studentstin an ldea generation sesicm. FolloWing this session, the

teachbr with the help ef a trained.computer tec4nician'can facilitate the.
, .

development of a structural Model byy the clas% through the utilization of the

ISM technique.

qv,

'0

14,
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*TER IV

ft

THE INQUIRY SYSTEM APPROA1CH TO THE 4

,STUDY OF HUMAN SETTLEMENT PHENOMENA

In this chapter we will present two cases of how
4r

the learning

system we have discussed'can'be introduced into the high school classroom.

Our first case will demonstrate ho4 the teacher and students could
.

initiate their first exposure to an application of the policy perspective

for lad' %Ise planning at the regional level. The second case will

demonstrOt how the teacher and stu
c

ents can study a problem situation

t4
at the level of a large metropofitan area like Waipington, D.C.. or

Cleveland, Ohio.
4

These two cases are being presented rt because they shed great

light on the complexity surrounding the study of human settlements, but .

primarily because they will illdninate how.the learning system apprciach
,

. ,

we have presented is applicable to the present high school currlculum.
,

CASE NE: THE EGYPTIAIhELTA REGION

k

Before any significant activities could take place in the classroom,
A

the teacher or team of,teachers would draw uva lesson plan for the implementa-

tion of the policy perspective process. The lessOn:plan (see Table IV-1) is

s divided into les'on objectives,,activities for students to undertake, and

ways to evaluate the different activities that take place in the classroom.

The overall objectiV\e ofithis particular lesson iclan ts to demonstrate how

modification of land-use p tternsi/ can lead to unanticipated environmental

A

problems.

J 14 0

,



TABLE IV-1:

gPJECTIVE

EXAMINING UNANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES 43F LAND USE
RODIFICATIONS

ACTIVITY

1. Students will become
familiar with Aand
use problems id the
Delta region of
Egypt.

Read p. 13-17
article entitled

--TweRivers.

EVALUATION

Individual presentations

reviewing perceptions
of land use problems.

Students will deter-
mine what human settle-

Anent element is under
study.

3.-3Students will Cleter-
,

mine the appropriate
"community scale"
being investi,gated.

4. Students will develop
a list of problem
elements contribyting

. to the decline Of
' agricultural production,

Review 5 major
ekistic elements.

Review modified
we;peEkistic Grid.

At
AT led by

/ techer to help
, groups identify ,

important elements
contributing to th0
problem sitLiation.

Groups discuss what
primary ekiStic elements
are being examined, and
why. ..:

Each g up selects the
ekistic ntity they feel
is most a opriate for
study.

Gi'ven reading materials
similar to Iwo Rivers,
students wiTrgenerate
the important elements
of thg problem situation.

5a. Students will under-
stand the dimensions

- of policy science and
begin the 5 step
problem-orientation

. process.

Review materials which
introduce the varipus
dimensions of policy
sciences.

,Groups will present their
' interpretation of policy
dimensions and be able to
list the 5 steps of
problem-orientation.

5b. Goal clarification, Based on the list of',

problems, or the
student's perception
of reality, each group
will list desirable
futures for entity
uvder study. .

Teacher will dtscuss with,
each group why they
selected their particular
liSt ofgoals.

5 . Trend 'extrapolation. Each group will extra-
polate potential

0 'econdmic, social, and
political trend 10 to

,20 years int9 the
future.

0

Instructor could present a
similar case to determine
if the students have ldarned
how to extrapola;e trends
for this case.

t

4

r
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TABLE IV-1: EXAMINATING UNANTICIPATED CONSEQUENCES OF LAND USE
MODIFICATIONS (Contintigt) es

'OBJECTIVE

t0.

ACTIVITY

5d; Problem Wentification, Each group will review
problem list and

. develop a refined
list of problems wNich
are inhibiting the
achievement of goals.

Each group will use
their refined list
of problems to,

construct an ISM of a
rel ationship. between

elpments.

5e. Analysis of conditions.

EVALUATION

The teacher,wiila
group to defend 01
list eof prdmst
developed.

k each
refinld

.0)

The t acher wtll V aTuate`
4/thp Isms produced y the

various groups, ,

5f Invention, evaluation,
and selection of
.a 1 ternati vies .

Each group would
initiate policy.
recommendations for
achieving goals deve-4
loped in Objective 5b,

Teacher-led class discussiol
will evaluate each groupo,s
policy recommendatips.

130
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In:the followflig discUssione' will elaborate on he objectives and

activities'iOntified ih Table IV-1.

#

Objective 1: Become Familia With
Land-Use Pa_tterns

4

Eich student in the class would be'expected to read a portion of 'the
. 0

article entitled Two Rivers. 'This article is taken from the Association
*/mio

7
of Mericap.Geographers high school . project and is suitable for the study

of land-use'patterns at the high school level. .The students would read

Oges.l3:17 and be expected to Answer questions orally'
I.

'the articfe

(whith has 'been reprodvd and included in the following pages).

'

009P

:# 4
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Two Rivers

4

In:this activity you will study two. very similar
habitatsthe lower Nile River and Delia, area in Egypt
(United Arab Republic) .and. 'the Salton Sea area in

'southeastern California. Both are dry regions that would
be deserts if a rivet did not provide water-to make them'
places Where man could liv,e.

Yet these two areas are used differently by nian.'
Why? ,

Some of the. answers. to this perplexing question are
given in the two- readings that 41}ow. And yok have
learned 'some of the reasons in the other unas of
Geography In an Urban Age.

As you read, keep. in mind the possible answers td
the question, for you will be asked.to discuss them later.

4
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II1Li Nil 1 114131) Al . c.)

:rho Nile, With a low:th of 11,I Oil onles, is the stony-.
c.si, met Oil 0,111h .111d the only major liver that flows
from south lc, noilh.' Imaginative people have compared
it to a flower. The. I isei is the long. slender 'stein and
the &Int is the lootk. blossom., 1 hoe is even a hod. It
1% an area which lies well below sea level west of the
river not 'lam bum the delta and is called Al l'ayyum.

.1 he Nile's ihrhic-ipal smrce,:, ncm olc etio101,1q zi

pcak of I, ,i'.) 111)1)4 ill rains fopn 1\la1ell to September.
liy July thi peak of water flowing nal di has eonverred
on the main .ehannels of. the Tiver as they eloss Sudan.
and the I. hiiied Ai ah Republic.

Ile, ause il:, whim,: or \(1101 w;)\ inuell gleater al this
time of 1 0,11 di:111 1110 c'11111101N l'OtIld ludd, llie liver- al
\,\ '''. (Pcd I" "vel-11"" il' l''.ifil".s. Thc flood stave would
1.1,4 until 0, whet, Until 1111'11 bee.111 (1) 10111(dd 1110 land,
scap.'', the Nile Valley was Wide!' a sheet of water with'
onl) ridges of higher rlsolld !king above t ic nood. Since
Fri)! reccike, almost no rainfall, the valley of the lower
Noe pcts lonwq ill of its water for Ihe entire year from
the Nile din iii,. tho few. months of ils high water flow.

kothem than tning a natin;11 disaster, the onmial
flood peininted the iiserof one of the liehest, most zkl
voiieckl ,of aw lent civili/ations by 3000 n.c. The yearly
11.(0,l helped tho. people to grow food in support a hire

inpulation ,III,1 to hey iptm for building, Icaining, and
alt. IlerotlOttr,,,a ( ;leek In1)'raphor liktolian of the filth
eennnv ii.c wioto that UpApt wits the "gilt of the Nile."

.1 he flood Valcl:S Of 110' NI10 cal vied soil polliclos nom'
iiimlicom and Ilytio\ited them ,oet Ow ,Ilookl plain The
II ood plain of a ii\ ei is all the land it.. floo( wateis cov'or

I then IiiHic1 ,,tapo. If the !Wel' itilh lino iv.li i nairow
yank') v, ill, ,.,1,..1, \\ all, on both sid,,,, it \kill li,m. "%el y
11111e flood pl.un Hut ii il iltm C !humph ii spin Mi.al

.bloader valley, --as does"the krWer Nile---its flood plain
may be syyeral miles wide,

.--

ror thousands of years IIIC ilt depositod:each year by
the flood partly renewed'the fertility of the 1;pyptian.lickls
akmg the banks of the Nile. Man had to elf.) little except
plant ahci the water receded.

Dollas, like flood plains,: ae formed by soil deposits.
M the Nde reached sea level it flowed too slowly to kecp
the particles ID 1110 water movipg. So, as the river emptied
nil() the Meditei i ;mean Sca,ythe soil particles droppid kfut
of the water and eventually built up into land. Ta Nile
Della happens to have the triangular shape.of the Greek
letter delta, which is written A. At the point' the Nilo
River'. reaches the della it breaks up into 0 number of
smallei channels that cut through the flat.soil deposits.

Man 13egin6 to Hemedel the Landscape

rtvhk and the villages built on stretches of high
ground that seldom were Hooded or on the dewr.t.nuirgiif
of the flood Were. 1fle Inajor changes ancient man
mado in the landscape of the valley and tlij delta. After
the watel rek-'eded iti the fall', fields were Phwled.
gicw dorior, the. wain) dry winte'r and were havestekl in
the spring..

On either side of the fertile Hood plain and della MIN,
and still is, Ole (1..sert, As of today, nineteen of e\ dry
twenty Er,yptians livo either On the Hood plain or on the
river's tlelta, which together are. illy 31/4, per cent of the
conntry:s. area.

NO Olher inajil. modifications ere made in the Nile
habitat billifrabotit 3100 n.c, when a gloat technological
revoldlIff EV.yphan hunters learned tolls(' plows
instead or pkimilir, mTli in the Ilium al funows hilt by

parlill Hood watei. Al...), man to de65k: ways
to'tnallage the flow of the water, l'auth embankments

p.
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IIABITAT AND RESOURCES

built to contror the movement of flood waters so that
water could be le ro more of the shallow natural basins
dtwithin .the flood lain; and therefory. Myer more land.
Basin irrigation thus, gradually evolved./ Lake Moeris
(presentday Ilirkat.barun) in Al Fayyum was another
curly water-control device. Excessive.floods could be di-
verted there and in years of, deficient flood, water could
be fel back num the ivalky.

Winter crops were grown: wheat and barley, also
vegetables and .11ax. At the time of Nero, about 60 A.D.,

.Egypt provided Rome with wheat for four months of the
)

year.
In a few places where water could he secured ail year

.round. more and. varied crops could be grown. Thus,
a little. year-round irrigation began. ;Perhaps the idea
came from the times' when ponds of water were left behind
in low area's after :the Ilood receded. Water then could
be carried in, buckets to other fields. Lifting machtines,
first the, pole and bucket. type, later the water wheel, were
brought into use. In some places; water from under-
ground wells could supplement the flood supply and also
help to make year-10n2 cultivation of the land possible.

On lands w hiZuh had year-round irrigation, more than

one crop could he grow n each year, and the food suptily
increased. By the time these changes" haa taken place,

.,ancient Egypt had 6 million acres under cultivation and

upported a population that may have been more than
7 million. Grain was Egy`pt's chief export.

Decline ot Egyptian Agriculture

But Egyptian agriculture.tegan to decline. Tfie rea-

sons for the decline were many. The' country's farms lost
much of_ their power. to produce. When land is irrigated
year after year hut not drained, the water evaporates,

;leaving behind salts that destroy soil fertility and thc salts
eventually'ruin thc sgil for farming,

his happened to many Egyptian farms in the delta
and flood plain. Besides, in Onegreat apisaster a million
and on4-half acres in the delta were ruined by. sea water
sometime in the'late Roman or early Arab periods.

As farms failed, embankments and irrigation works

fell into disrepair. Plagues and epidemics. followed. By

tfie time (tithe Arab conqu'est in:the 600's, the population

4 had dwindled considerably. In the Middle Ages the pro-
ductivity of the land continued to drop.

But beginning about '1820, changes .which greatly
lengthened.the growing season were made..First, irriga-

tion canals were dug deeper so that even low water in
summer before the floods came could be diverted into
Many fields. But the canals had ta be dugAout every year
after the receding floods silted them, work requiring hun-
dreds of thousands of men. So instead of deepening ca-
nals, Egyptians built earth barriers or small dams to
raise the sunper water level 'at intervals all 'along the
river, forcing the water to spill over into shallow canals.

By 1890 this system had lifted the general.summer level
of water more than tWelve feet. In the delta of the Nile
it became possible to grow craps throughout the year.
More summer crops could be grown; they commanded a
better world. market. Other crops could then he planted

after' the floods.
Egypt turned to growing cOtton in a. big wa . Until

sununer irrigation, becatne possible on a large se, lc, cot-
ton had been a minor crop because flax fared better 'as a
winter crop. So much 'and was.used far cotton that Egypt
had difficulty in growing enough food for its people.
Indian corn, or maize, which is a summer crop, also be7

gan to replace wheat as the staple food of Egyptian
peasants.

Early in the twentiethntUry, moie ambitious water
control started with the building of the Dist. Aswan Dam

in 1902. The system of small barriers in the Nilc used
the water inefficiently. The dam was designed in part to
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store some orthe Nik' flood waters. The previous bar-
riers constructed along the river had not -stored any
flood water for later .use, but only raised the leva of river
water so thm water Auld flow into intake canals. The
Aswan Ilam was heightened in 1912 an'd again in 1931.
Now a new dam, the Aswan .High Dam; Inis been con-
structed, big enough to hold back an entire annual flow of
the Nile. It will ako provide powir to' make cheap
fertilizers. badly nee.led. by the ritfensively cultivated
farms that it'oe no hmi:er eoverevPby s..ty ....e water which
pseviknisly had renew d soil fertility.

Good and Bad Effects

At present four fifths of Egypt's farms.are irrigated
for summer crops and the appearance of thc flood plain

-has been greatly altered.. NeVer does a sheet of water cover
it. That once life-giving aspect of the Nile would -be a
major disaster. destroyMg the summer crops which are
the most valuable of all. The flood's mud and silt, once
believed to he a necessity for recharginglthe fertility of
the hind. are now considered, a nuisance by many because
they fill up the camds.

'Hie river itself is kept in its channel by artificial high
banks pierced by hundreds.of canals which, take the water:
to the fields, Giadually the amount of 'land farmed in !
creased, until today it is hack to the 6 million acres of
ancient times. Furthermore, because so much land is

cropped twice and even three times a year cip effect is
as if Egypt had more than 10 milli()

)
sing crop acres

under cultivation. .
.

Cotton is still the biggest cash crop. It is suited ,to
larger fields so it is popular with largerjolowners. Re
ccntly, as the cities grew IfIrger, Wheat acreage has- in-
Creased again heeauSeturban people prefer wheat to cord.

Irrigation and multiple cropping have brought their
'own prOblems. When year:round irrigation is practiced,

4"-
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the soil becomes waterlogged. Without proper drainage,
so much water remains near the surface that It ,can keep
the toots' of plantil from "breathing." The salt contcnt
also has increaseff since salts can be removed only by
flushing water through the soil und then draining ofT the
water. Bret:also lelif tilde conditions, some authorities be-
lieve that good drainage for delta farms is as important to
the future'of Egypt as is the Aswan High Dam.

Insects, almost unl nown in the dry Egyptian climate
a century or so ago, now seriously damage some crops.
The increased moisture in the soil and air has created a
favorable habitat for such pests as the boll weevil.

Recent Changes

The most recent haws in 11LR1 and water use in
the Nile Valley are rel ed to changes in Egypt's political
organization. In 1952 it aci ali st form of governmht re-
placed the old monarchy, Land reform laws -limited the
amount any man coult1 own and large land holdings were
broken up and sold to peasants. By Americaytandards,
most of the farms are extremely, small, and Moist of the
farmers conie .to the fields from nearby villages just as
they have for cinturies. The government undertook the
new Aswan project, a dam Iiirge c(n9ugh to store more

r

than 100 million acre-feet 'of wate , three times the ca-
pacity of Lake Mead behind FIodvr , Dam on the Col-
orado River/The aim is to make pos 'ble. at reasonable
cost the year-round irrigation of Many areas that still lack
it, 'and bring. to 2 million new acres under cultivation.

(

SALT6N SEA AFIEA

The Colorado River flows 1,400 miles isonthwest-

fward through mountains and de rt from its source in thee

Colorado Rockies before it emp les,into the Gulf of Cal-
ifornia. It is the largest river in the American SouthWest.

I.



THE COLORADO RIVER AND SALTON SEA

Area covered on map at right

Like the.Nile, ibis an internation0 river.
Most of the upper and middle.portions. of the dikes,

basin is rough mountainous muntry into which the river
has Cut an immens'e gorge. The most spectacul# portion
of the gorge is the (rancl Qaoon. South of Iloover Gram
the landscape-becomes more subdued, and the Colorado
has built a flood Win 'and a large delta upon which agri-
culture was developed. Today, ;he California-Mexico
border passes through the delta.

Indians living along the lower Colorado developed a
form of agriculture similar Co that of the arly Egyptidhs
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.
long before white men ever satv the arca. 'Jut because the

Colorado flooded in late spring, the/crops were planted
and grown in the hot summer months. Corn, beans, and
squash weir startle items. .1

A part of theleolorado River water is used in a hot,
dry depression, or basin, towttrd the center of which is

the. Salton Sea: Although thb Lima dOpears to be similar
to the Nile Valley, the' developMent here has been very
unlike that of Egypt. The .Americans began to Modify the
babitat in a region of sparse Population thousands of years
later than dal the Egyptians. In addition, the'Americans
have )1arger capital resources than the 'Egyptians, use



,many- more machines, farm larger .fitlds, and =ploy
laborers who work in the fields by day and go' home to
nearby towns at night. There are no large citids. Yet, like
Eg)pt, the economy of the whole areii is dependent on
the row of one .riverthe Colorado.°

1.ong before Americans' settled in this region, the
riser emptied its .water from time to time into a depression
about ,eirhty miles west of its channel. A body of water,
Lake Cahuilla, existed there until several hundred years
3V1). de

The Salton Sea basin is an elongated vallt:Y, an ex-
---t-e,nsion of the trough that. forms the Gulf of California.

The part of the-basin that is north of the Salton Sea is
called the Coachella Valley, whik e. that part south of the
Salton Sea is called. the Imperial -Valley. Much of the
basin lies below sea level, the lowest point 277,feet below
the ynrface ol the (ulf of. California. A low ridge, a
pwtion of the delta f4n'of.theo Colorado, separates the
basin from the gulf. MountaiN rise abruptly above the
sides of the klsin iill.,Other directions:

.Farly Spanish yettlers.of the 1700's avoided this d/gert
as no sea., or lake existed 'there. 'Only a few exiiligrers
crossed it. Americans seeking gold tried this route ihto
Californid, but many lives were lost in the blazing desert.
Only after. railroads' were built in the 1870-1880's
throudt tlie region did men begin to think of .turning thd
desert nito farms.

The hottoiti of the basin lay below sea level, but only
a few miles to the southeast the Colorado Riverflowed
across it% delta more than fifty feet aboVe sea level. It
seemed to be.a shnple Matter to construct canals.to bring
Colorado River water, into the basin and, hopeful , to
turn the dry desert int6 green farm land.

The first canal was cut through (he river. bank near
the Mexican border in 1901. The valley was renamed the

4

porial Valley to "'change its image to attract farmers
Ohl settlers. ;

The new canal was not trouble-free, for the tremen-
dous amount of zilt carried by the Colorado began to fill
up the canal intake. New openings were made. Butinature
had another card to play. Although most people.did not
realize- it,. the entire Colorado giver basiln had been in
a period of drought sine.: the 11890's. In 1905 an excep-
tionally high. Colorado flOod poured into the valley along
this cangl and created the Salton Sea.

After many attempts over a period of .years, the break
in the river bank was closed and irrigation of tilwarn,Inipdtial
Valley resumed. Still, there existed mahy problems with
the lpndowners, water companies,.railroad,.and fvfican
government...Besides, the river was stilt not fully regulated
and in periods of low water, fields were dry. The threat
of another flood remained, too.

The building of Hoover -Dam and other large dams
alongfthe Colorado ended both these dangers. A systein
of canals has been constructed to carrywater to the fields.

,

'Underground drOns have been Installvd to 'carry away
'excess water. This mean% thai much of. the area can be
farmed without the danger of waterlogging or salting that
the Nile Valley has suffered. The main intake canal hasa
series of settling basins in which the river silt is taken
out before it gets to the fields.

r

Farming as Big Businns%

The typical Imperial Valley ranch is an, industrial
)arm of several hundreil Acres which a farmer may lease
fron.lisomeone else. Ma4 belong to corpOrations, so a
farm may be run by the owner or may belong to absentee
stockhohJers. Few people live' on the farms. Owners and
workers live in small towns and cities of the valley.
Most settlements arc shipping points and market centers
located .n rail lines cornecting them to eastern markets.

The imperial Vallsy farms are highly mechanizfd.,
Many operations arefcarried out by huge custom outfits

16 *
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HABITAT AND RESOURCES

moving from ,farm to farm., These farms no longer em-
ploy hand labor, needing. only the men who run the ma-:
chines.

. Produetion per acre is 'high. On some land two or
three crops per year are geown, such as cotion, lettuce,
sugar beets, tomatoes, cantaloupes, watermelons, and
carrots. A rather important livestock feeding industry is
also located in the valley. Beef cattle and lambs are
fattened on alfalfa, sugar beet pulp, cotton seed meal, and Oa
molasses.

The Coachella Valley ta. the northwest 'of, the Salton.
Sea has a different type of soil.. Fruit is grown here. Ninety
per cent of United States dates arc grown therc, as well as
seedless graPes and citrus fruits. The Coachella Valley
was originally irrigatcd from artesian wells. Later a
branch of the canal from the Colorado was built around
the Salton Sea to' bring additional water to. this valley's
farms.

.

A rather important recreational industry has grown
up araund the Salt9n 8ca since it was created. ManY
beach (1:ottages' and homes have been built along its

shores. When the Imperial Valley farmers irrigate their
crops, surplus water eventually flows into the Salton Sea.

The farm drainage system also carries salts flushed
from the soil to help preserve the fertility of the land.
Some sewage from the towns and cities also empties into
the man-made sea.

The farmers of the valley still have problems, HI('
the boll weevil which often damages the cotton crop. B
the change the Americans have made in theiarea's Ian
scapc is even greater and took place in a fahhorter lime
than that the Egyptians have madq in the Nile Valley.
The change was from ap almost tminhabited desert to a
highly productive farmifig region:'While faT, from being

' as densely populated as the Nile/flood plain, its 500,000
*ores support thousands of peogie prosperously.
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a.

,1 c
2jective 2:' petermining Ekistic Elements ir

4.

)IAccording to the science ofekistics, the study f human settlement

must be broken down into,five major elements to help the teach r and students

organize their perceptions and understanding of the relevant phenolliena.

Thestudents would have had a prior introdaction to the study of human settle-
%

Ments and they should be able to re .!nize the.ekistic element's particularly

relevant to the case,study. We are leAking at land-use patterrd, hence the

ekistic element under.study wItild be Nature. However, the students must be
)

reminded4that the other four elements making up the study of human settlements

are also interacti4with Nature,

Objective 3: Identification of Community Sdle

The third objective wotAld 'follow very closely*wqh o r second inthat the

students, through the use of the' modified ekistic grid ( e Figure 11-4),

are to determine what cothmunity scale they are investigatthg. After

reviewing the modified ekistic grid and following a class[discussion

about lhe relevant social, political, and economic factors of tOe Egyptian

delta.region,,the students would be asked to select what 4propriate community

scale is being investigated. In this insWice, it appears that the class
\

should identify the appropriate community scale as being a conurbbtion.

The outcome from the implementation of the first three objectives

of the recommended lesson plan is to have-students:

become familiar with the content material of the

case study; vt ,

. select the relevant human settlement elements; and

determine the appropriate community ale according

to the taxonomy ofathe codified e istic grid.

S.
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6

0

-The intent of the remeining objectives of tIble IV4 is to focUs the
.

.

. )

students' attention on the "Decline of..ggyptian'Agriculture", using the
k

policy sciences Perspective. ..We believe this apprOach Is. important because

it'allows students and teachem.to share their perceptions aboUt a complex

problem and to discuss alternative ,courses of act ons that could contribute

to the achievement of the most desirable outcome. the student become '

familiar with the poliTperspective, thdy can graduallY,be exposed to more"

iltcomplex prolems. Since this case represe s.efirst attempt to perform
#

a policy analysis on a human settlement entity, it .might"be preferable to

ihave the students work out their perceptions in groups of 3-5, depending on

the size of the class. As the'students become more adept.with the policy. ,

ki perspective approach, they could be allowed to work'individually.

Objective 4: List of Problemllements

During the element.identification phase of our lesson each group in

the class will develop a list of elements which they perceive as inter-

(

acting with one another and contributing to the overall problem situation,. t.e.,

to'a decline in agricultural production within Egypt. Each class group,

through discussion and consensus, might produce a problem element list

,tha' looks like the one shown in Table 4V-2. '

V

fit



TABLE IV-2: IDENTIFICATION dV PROBLEM ELEMENTS

Pl. Irrigation canals are dug deever 'to catch more water.

P2. Construction of earth barriers. ,

P3.
More summgr_crops are grown:

P4. Increase in cotton production as a cash crop.

Fewer acres Of staple crops, are planted.
P
6. Construction of Aswan Dam Project.

P7. Entire flow of Nile River under control bf dam system.

P8. Increased use of fertilizers.

9. Less natural silt deposit on land.

P10. Flooding of silt delta lands from the Nile has ceased.

P11. Year-round irrigation practiced.

P12. s'oil becomes "waterlogged."

P13. Poor drainage of irrigated land in-delta region.

P14. Salt content of soil increases.

P15. Increase of pests and boll weevil's.

P16. Lack of. "breathing" for)roots of crops planted.

P17. Weather and climate codditions require-extensive
L irrigation for farming. :

r18. Drop in crop 0.oduct1on per acre.

P.1
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When the groups develop their different element lists, they will reflect

on many of the various elements which can contribute.to the los? of agricul

tunal production.
A .

Since ttgis is the students' first attempt at this a tivity, the te er

would have each group present their findings,so.far4 Thi would allow for an

open discussion and provide a useful mechanism for checking°each #oup's

individual progress. Further, as we have noted in our' lesson plan, the teacher

,

could give other re4ding material similar to the Two Rivers article to determine

v.
if the students.are able to develop a list of problem elements. After' the

completion of the different lesson objectives, it is importanit that the
4

teacher monitors each group's progress tO be sure that Vey have successfully

completed the original objective. As the students gain additional,perience

uti4zing the policy, perspective approach., such closeponitoring maY not be

necessary.

e*,

.4p
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Object14 5a: Understanding Goals of Policy Science

WiftJ the compleiion of.each group's set of elements the different

groups would begin the!leart of the policy process. The intent of Objective

5a is for the teacher to review with the groups the dimensions of'policy

sclences before they apply the five step problem-orientation sequence. The

various groups would be reminded that policy science is represented by some
A

form of human intervention it the operation-6f a .system in order t6' aghieve

the desired goals .of that system. In this instance, the students would

realize that they are going to recommend certain policy initiatives which

will help to stop the continued decline in agricultural production in the

Egyptian delta region.

Durihg the five step problem:6rientation analysis, the students would

also be using the "framework for the Conceptualization of Settlement Futures

and the Selection of A Desirable Future" (see Figure 11-5).

Objgctive 5b: Goals Clarification

By means of Objective 4 each group has identified a lomber of problem

elements.(see Table IV-2), and they essentially have gained a'greater apprecia-

tion of the complexity of the problem situation they arg studying. Based on

their perception of the problem each group can list same desirable futures

concerning land-use patterns tn the delta regiOn of Egypt. By examining their

particular problem list each grouplcpuld devise the following exemplary list

of goals for this region:
k

,

G
. 1-: Better soil drainage'for the delta area;

G
2.' Increased crop prVuction.

G
Martin() of moee acres of staple crops

.11

t":1-.0
I '

,14



Reduction in the failure of smallifamily larqs.

Others.

Objective 5 : Trend Extrapolation

This step 0 the process allows the different groups to project) the

probable futures of agricultural production, if current land-use patterns

are allowed to continue as they have in the past. During this step students

'could ask questions like: Nhat will the Apcial, political, and economic

consequences be in 10 to 20 years if certain liolicy initiatives are not

.impleAlented?"

Once the groups havggenerated anSwers to some of their questions, they

could list likely events which might occur iflocal offici ls fail to attempt

1
to alter present land-use trends, as,shown ln Table IV-3.

TABLE IV-3: TRENDS WITHOUT ANY POLICY INTERVENTION

1. Soil will become completely "waierlogged."
7
2. Salt concentrations and the.number of insects rise to

a leverwhich all but prohibits farming.

After continued use of fertilizer, crop yields begin
to decline.

'

-40 Unemployment begins to r1sev416 fariners are forced to
stop farming.

.15. .Already overcrowded cities must absorb those farmers
who lpave their lands.

14,
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9

"With the utilization of this particular exercise, students have

now become increasingly sensitized to the ne7d of some form of pqlicy

intervention to prevent these probable tremds from occurring.

Objective 5d: Problem Identification,

At this.point each group can now focus on the primary elements which

are contributing to land-use problems in the Egyptian delta region. By

referring to their origlinal list of problem elements (see.Table.IV-2), dhch

group ca now refine their list to focus on the problem elements which are

interfering with the achievement of regional goals described in Objective

5b. The groupould be reminded that as they develop the problem lists,

they have an oppprtunity ta focus on the,difference betWeen their desirable

futures as described in 'Objective 5b and the probable futures as developed

in Objective 5c.. Theldiscrepancies between the desirable and probable
(0 1

futures represent the real problems that regional policy initiatives must

attempt to resolve.,

Table IV-4 4rOresen1s tIe major problem elements interfering with the
#

attainment of regional goali as listed under Objective 5b.

TABLE I1-4: PROBLEM ELEMENTS INTERFERING WITH ACHIEVEMENT OF GOALS

Pl. Increase of cotton production as a cash crop.

2. Fewer acres of staple crops planted. ,

P3. Construction of Aswan Dam.

P4. Increasej use of fertilizer.

P5. Floclding of farm land has ceased.

P6. Year-round irrigation practiced.

t 1.6J
9
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P12: Reduction in crop production.

69 ,

P7. Soil is becoming increasingly "waterlogged."

P8. Poor drainage or irrigation land inx4elta region.

P9. Continued build-up in salt content of the soil.

P10. Increased problem of insects.

Pll. Lack of "breathing" capabilities for rdots of crops planted.

Objective 5e: Analysis of Conditions

At this point in the process each group could review the work they have

, completed so far, The intenwould be for the different groups to analyze

the list of problem elements developed in Objective 5d.'". Thetudents would

try to determine how these elements interact with one another. One way the

different groups could explore the'relationship among the elements is 4,
4

applying the Interpretive Structural Modeling technique. Each grott, with

help of the teacher serving as a facilitator, could engage in an ISM exercise,

as described in Chapter III. By utilizing ISM each group might produce a

structure similar to .the one shown in Figure IV-1.. Thdstructure demonstrates

- the linkages between problems through a "cause or affects" relationship.

By carefully analyzing the structural model shown in Figure IV-1 the

students can appreciate the causal linkages that exist among the problem
*--

elements and how each problem contributes to the'fundamental Problem appearing

at the top of the hierarchical 'structure, namely "Reduction in Crqp Production"
(1.

in the Egyptian delta region.

it, 414
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12 Reduction Production

9 Continued Build u
in Salt Content
of the Soil

10 Increased Prdblem of Insects 11 Lack of "Breathing"
Capabilities for
Roots of Crops

8 Poor Drainage of Irrigation
Land in Delta Region

P6 Year Round
Irrigation Practiced

1

P5 Flooding of Farmland
has Ceased -

I

3 Construction of
Aswan Dam

wif

r11

FIGURE IV-1: A PERCEPTION OF LINKAGES AMONG PROBLEMS, THROUGH A "CAUSES OR

AFFECTS"-RELATIONSHIP.

The question th1)t tpe group must address now is what kind of intervention

11g-' ht lmeliorate the problem situation depicted by the ISM model. One of tthe

.ma'lor regional goals identified earlier ty the grouvof students was "Increased

\ .

CroVroduction". They are now ready to explore what alternative actions could

/be adopted by region policy-makers to achieve the desired regional.goal.

0
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Invention, EmAluationi and ,

lefectiir of Alternatives

In this final step each group would explore alternativolicy actions

1

to achieve theit desired regional goals.

During the process each group of students could utilize the ISM model

they developed during Objective 5e. In this case the group of students

that developed the ISM model shown in Figure IV-1 would examine the

ISM model to determine what policy options might exist pertaining to each

particular problem element.

For example, the group would determine that P3, "Construction of6swan

Dam", represents a problem element for which no policy option exists because

nothing can be done to alter the fact that the dam exist. Further, since

1
the dam will continue to prevent flooding to the delta farmlands, year-round

irrigation would still have to be practiced. Thus, after examining P3, P5,

and P6 the group would move to problem element P8, "Poor Drainage of Irrigation

Land in the Delta Region". It is at this level that the group of students

would conclude that the essential policy recommendation is the improvvent

of drainage for the irrigated lands in the Egyptian
f

delta region. The'

initiation of this policy option would have a positive affect on all the other

problem elements contained within the problem situatiop they have been study-
%

ing. Figure tV-2 representl how the group of students can reconstruct the

linkages among the elements of Figure IV-1 by introducing a policy in4rvention

that will contrikute-to the attainment of the regional goal, "Increased Crop

Production".

4
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Essentially with the completion of this final lesson objeaive the,

students have concluded the policy analysis process iring these various

steps the student groups have examined a complex probfem, broken it downkinto

its -9problemelements", and deVeloped an ISM model to iielp analyze linkages

among the various "problem elements". ',Idith the utilization. of.the policy.
0

process students will tie able to'inkient and recommend polici, .initiatives'to

help achieve-regionai goals.:

Increase in Crop Prdduction

Decrease in In ects

irre. WORM NOM. 1111111111110 OMNI OMB GOMM MEM MI,

I Improved drainage of Irrigated L4__[ olicy Inter- ]

I Lands in Delta Region Evention EleMent
01110 41110 1111111 41401.1.0 ONIMIP " NOM Wale OM% IMO

Year Round Irrigation Practicea

IFlooding oflFarmiand has Ceased .1

Construction of Aswan Dam

FIGURE IV-2: :A PERCEPTION OF LINKAGE AMONG'ELEMENTS FOR THE ATT INMENT
OF TH,E REGIONAL GOAL. THE RELATfONSHIP "CAUSES OR AFF/CTS"

1'

I

4 -
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CASE TWO: A METROPOLITAN ffGION

The second application example focuses on a metropolitan area corresponding
4

to community scale No. 7 on the ekistic grid, i.e., an approximate population

of two million people.

In this application the class will utilize the two ,techniques presented

ip Chapter II in order to generate and structure ideas relating to the particular

meteopolitan area in which their high school is located. The role of the

'teacher is that of a discussion leader. The role of the students is primarily
r-

to enga0 in a dialogue and to generate ideas relevant to the goals and

problems of their metropolitan region.

In this case, the.ekistic entity for study has been defined by the

glop from the outset. Hence, they can immediately proceed to the applica-

tion of the policy perspective in the framework of the system for inquiry

-Spproach.

;7

Step 1: Goal Clarification

With the teacher acting as a discussion leader the class will conduct

a Nominal Group Technique to generate a set of metropolitan goals. The

application of NGT will most likely take.from two to three hours and might

lead to a set of goals similar to the one shown in Table V-5.

At\
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TABLE IV-5: A SET OF METROPOLITAN SETTLEMENT GOALS

G
1. T0 enhance the quality of human life in all its dimensions.

G
2. To*preserve the quality of the natural environment.

G
3, To maximize recycling of depletable resources.

G
4. To enhance the quality of renewable, resources.

G
5. To achieve a.balance between population and resource utilization.

G
6. To provide recreational activit ies and open spaces.

G
7. To satisfy Man's physiological needs.

G
B. To provide for the safety and security of 01 citizens.

9. To provide cultural and aesthetic opportunities-for human
development and self actualization.

G
10. To provide an environment supporting diversity and

variety of individual choices.
G
11. To provide a system of 1 and justice for all citizens.

G
To'providelle socia and educat1Or41 needs of the
poptqAtion::.

-N 40

13. To. supply hde4U4a2einployment and economic opportunities.

614. To provide adequate sold diversified housing.

G1.5. To provide hospital and emergency services.
G
10. To provide shopping and manufacturing opportunities.

G
17. To provide educational dnekicultural centers (opera,

-stadium, zoo, etc.)

G18_ To provide water, energy,.and waste-disposal letworks:

G19 To provide private and,public transit networks!
G
20. Td provide communication networks.

G
21, To prdvide computer and info6mation serviCe networks.

,



After discussing and clarifying the meaning of each ome of the goals

displayed in Table IV-5, the teacher will engage the class in an ISM proces

as described in Chapter III.

Given the number:.of goals displayed'in Table IV-5, it will take

apOroximately three hours of classroom time to generate'a nietropolitan
A

goals structure similar to the one shown in Figure IV-3.

After the strUcture

I.
the class should engage in a discussion in order to comprehend how the

2

been generated by the use of the ISM process,

lower-level goals are,instrumental to the achievement of the higher,level

S* Igoals. Also it will be useful for the remaining steps of the policy science

-

I {

process to attempt to cluster the goals into main sectors for analysis. 410

For example in the case of Figure IV-3, it is interesting to nbtice that the

goals structure can be subdivided into three separate and interrelated
.4

)

sectors, namely: (a) the ecological(sector which is relevant primarily to

the ekistic element corresponding to )0tUre, (b) the land-use/transportation

settor which is linked to the ekistic elements of Nature and Networks, and

lc) the socio-economic sector corresponding to Society. The clast might

choose to look at each one df those elements o1 Ekistics more carefully

during their study of the metropolitan region Or.they/might chitose to'.

divide into three groups, each one concentrating and anialyzing one of the,

three sectors identified in Figure IV-3.

, Step 2: Trend Extrapolation;

During this step of the policy process the teacher might engage the

s'udents in ide"ntifying present trends wIthin the metropolitan area and trying

to extrapolate them i.nto the future in order to derive* probable future states

of the metropolis. Example?of-such trends might be:

If

e

4



1. To enhance the quality
of human Iffe 4n all its
dimensions,

.------71
7. To satisfy man's physio-
logical

10. To provide au environment

upporting diversity and
variety of individual-choice.

A
2.. To prtsr.,rve tLe

qualityof the afitoEsil

CM/troll:tient,
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I.

S. T'e ac liove

balatIce between
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resource utilization.
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.depletahle re.inurces.
41.
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11.
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20. To provide
communication

networks.

21. .To provide

cm.puter and_

inforvAtion

.service networks.

---, 1
18. To provido
w.iti'r., rgY and

ECOIAR.M4i. SYCTOR

.14. To provide

L+1.adequate and

diveraified.housing.

F.
16. To provide
shopping and

manufacturing
opportunities.

l. To provide

ivate and public

tkansit networks.
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needs,

9
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13. To aupply
adequate employ-

ment and econoimic

opportunities.

12. To ptovide all-

the social and
educational needs

of the P opulation.

18 .

9. To provide

cultural mid
'esthetic

oppor1unitie5 for

human.devlopment
and self-

actualizstiono.
.\

17. lo provide

educational and

cultural centers.

11. ,To provide a
system.of law:and

Justice for all

citizens.

6. To provide for

the safety and

security of all

citizens.

0

15. To provide 6. To provide
hospital and recreational
emergency services. acOvities and

open spaces

.1Figve. IV-3: A.METROPOLITAN GOALS SIRUei1JR6 (LOWER LEiEL .60ALS .. ARE CONSIDERED TO RE NST,R ,IROTAL 1 .KffigEmE6IF HIGHER LEVEL csia . _ N. 01.0,

SOCIOECONOMIC
SECTOR
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or:.

411 '

1

1. Unemployment tn the central city to increase to \
approximately 12% by.1980;

2, An increasing neea for an improved public
- transportation systeM;

T
3. Increask air pollution in the central city;

T
4. Increased density n downtowfts area due to high
- rise construction;

etc.

41:1'1

sod

Iktp.

The class should engage in a discusSion of these foreseeable trends and

determine the exient to which they are compatible with the metropolitan
e:

goali identified in Step 1 of the process.

Step 3: Problem fdentification

`iAM.

.The focus of this step is to develop a deeper understanding of. the

meaning of a sPecified set of problem statements and to establish a pattern

for their interaction.

"%,,

1

Th teacher 0ou1d use theiNGT technique.to generate list or problems
1

/ -

in the Tight if Steps 1\and 2/of the policy prooess discussed previously. An

exemplary set of prob

.

is shown in Table IV-6.

11P

,
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TABLE4V-6: STEP 3: PROBLEM IDEVTIFICATION, A METROPOLITAN PROBLEM S T

Misuse-of aghcultural and urban land.

Urban.. sprawl.

P3. Destruction of natural and recreational land.

.Lack of adequate.401.1,spaces and parks.

P5. Air pollution.

P6. Water pbllution.

P7. Inadequate water supply facilities.

P8. Low income housing'shortage.
P
9. Racial and economic segregation.

P10. Inadequate community facilities.

Pll. Slums.

a

P12.: Ugliness of visual 'and noisiness of auditory environment.-

P13.. Discri4nination, unequal opportunfties.

P14. Inadequate schools dnd education.

P15. Civil order breakdown.. 614

P16. Lack of concern for human liyes in the city.

P17.t. Policy-action 4mpotence caused by diffusion of political power.

P18. Lack of effective control of resourcbs for protection. of public interes

P19. Flight to suburbs of midclie class.

P2O. Urban.renewal/relocation problems.

P21. Unemployment and poverty: 016nderprivilpged, unskilled, uneducated, ,
racial discrimination.

P22, Bankruptcy f Cities.

P23. Property tax revenue base of 19cal government.

P24. Econorgc dependence of communities on industries,.

P2'5. Inadequate solid waste disposal. .

P26. Lack of adequate intra-,city transportation modes.'

. P27. Traffic noise and fumes.

P28. Neighborhood destruction by freeways.
4

P29. A1ienat101, diserientation.J

O. Difficultr.of coping with conStant change.

.4
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G4ven...thepro614m set, of-Table- Btiweri-kttre. teacher-should-tad an BM

exercise to construct a structure similar to the one shown in Figure IV-4.

'A usefirrelation for generating a problem structUre is-the relatiou
1

"aggravates." Thit structuril essentially portrays graphically how a problem

a

4 aggravates other problems of the metropolitan set. It primarily helps in

identifying those problems that are more critical in the sense that they

)
represent a source of aggravation. It also portrays by means of ,11cycles"

0
.the subset of problem i. that are clustered together in a strongly interconnected'
-

system of problems. In this particular example, there appears to be a cycle

401

containing the twenty-o4 problem s atemenis shown'in Table-IV-7. This

table colledts those problem stat ents which were perceived in this case as

being involved in a complex substOructure involving feedback loops in such a
1

4

manner that each component problem was seen as aggravating everyother problem

in the subset. _The problem statement P9, RacialN and Economic Segregation,

is 'identified as the "principal generating element" because it was selected

As the problem statement-upon which to base the pair-wisp tomparison of elements
I

as required by the ISM technique.
I

TP5Z,Iy.77: A PERCEPTIONeff URBAN PROBLEM LINKAGES USING
THE VLATION "AGGRAVATES": CYCLIC COMPONENTS

Princtpal Generating Element:

P9. Racial and economic segregation. #

Remainiqg elements:'

1. Misuse of agricultural and urba.n land.

P2. Urban tprawl.

4

N

)4, 1 u
I.

4
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TABLE IV-7 (continued)

4

P4, Lack of adequate open sgaces and parks.

Low income housing shortage.

P10. Inadiquate community-fatilities.

P8.

Pll . SI ums .

P12. Ugliness of visual ind noisiness of auditory environment.

13. Discrimination, unequal opportunities.

P14. Inadequate schools and education.,

P15. Civil Order treakdown.

P16. Lack of concern for humap lives.in the city.

P18. Lack of effective contr91 of resources for.protection of the
public interest

P19. Flight to suburbs f middle class.
P
20. Urban renewal/relotation problems.

P
21. Unemployment and poverty: underprivileged, unskilled,

uneducated, racial discrimination. .

P22. BankruptCy of cities.

P23. Property tax lvenue base of lotal government.

P26. Lack of adequate intra-cilty transportation-modes.

.29. Alienation, disorientation.

P30. Difficulty of coping, with constant change.,

gi
/

"4'1'144?

6.4.
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\\,Step 4: A alysis of Cond1t1o6

The intent of this-step is to analyze the causal ftictors that.have

)00tonditioned the direCtion and magnitudd of the trends descrilbed in Step 3.

Because we identifild in Step 1 three ekistic elements as being of pri-

mary importance in the metropolitan case, thePteacher can focus on these three

elements. The students.might be asked Io do some independent reading on the

kind of metropolitan growth planning being practiced by various agencies in

their particular region. After cop1eting their independent work the class

could use the Nominal Group Technique to generate a!list of elements relevant .

to each one of the three primary sectors, as shown in Table IV-B.

Following a discussion of the element set, the class can perform an ISM

exercise to deve16p a structure of the causal linkages among the elements.

An exemplatcy strUcture is shown in Figure IV-5. The structure of Figure IV-5

contains three separateicycles; the elements belonging to these cycles are

shown in Table IV-9. rt is interesting to note that fn addition to the

hierarchical relationship displayed in figure IV-5, the two major cycles,

C1 4nd C2, display two important clusters among variables. Cycle C1, for

example, collects variables from the elements corresponding to Society and

Networks and groups them topther into what might be called a subs/stem

corresponding to the "ecoiromic base" of the metropolfs. To the extent that

the economic health of the region creates more leisure time for the citizens,

,they may be able to devote time and energy-to civic activities in response

to perceived and measured indicators-of community. viabilitx. This type of

a,etivity is captured in Cycle,C2, which might be termed a "Metropolitan

Consciousness Subsystem." The third cycle is 0 conceptually trivial one,

consisting of only Iwo elements.

4
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TABLE IV-8: ELEMfNTS CONTRIBUTING TO PRESENT TRENDS (IDENTIFIED BY SECTOR)

Socioeconomic Sector (Society):

R
1. Population (P).

R
2. Basic employment (number of manufacturing jobs)..

R
3. Service employment (number of service-related jobs).

R
4. Gross regional product (GRP) (or per capittOncome).

R
5. Social commitment or identification with the metropolis

(cormunity spirit).
R
6. TechAlogical factors (IF).

R
7. Leisure time (LT)

Land Use/Transportation Sector (Networks)

8. Average travd1 time from home to work trip (minutes).
R
9. Average travel time from home:ta shop trip (minutes)':.,I,7'

10. Quality of rapid transit
R
11 . Average residential de sities (people/square mile).

R
12. Number and location of power plants.

R
13. Percent of metropolitan area assigned to public open space.

R
14. Number of vehicles on he road/working day.

R
15. Extent of telecommuntcation-based services.

.16. Per capita travel (PCT) (Intercity travel miles/person/year).

Ecological Sector (Nature)

R
17. Total air pollutant emissions (EE).

R
18. Air pollution index (API).

111P

R19. Industrial water discharges (ID).

R20. Sewage discharges (SD).
R
21. Extent of use of disposal containers (DC).N

R
22. Extent of recycling of materials (R).

R
234 Water pollution index (WPI).

R
24. Solid wastes index (SWI).

R
25. Noise pollution index (NPI).

26. Invir.onmental quality index (EQI).

crr

,

.16



R : Sewage

Dischare (SD)

R
19:

Ir.Justrial

Water Discharges

(T.D)
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1 R17'
pollutaat Emissions

Tctal Air

R Average Resi-
11'

dential Densities

'I LiJ : oCycl,S

Extent ot Recycling

1.....L.--......

IC,: Cycle 2---1;R :

5

Identitication with /

, the `Z.etropolis"

R. : Leisure
/

Time

4
G

1:
Cycle 1.--"R

4'.

Gro3S Regional

Product"

Q
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TABLE IV-9: REALITY STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION: CYCLIC COMPONENTS

qicle el:

Generating Element: 44k

'R4. dross regional product .(GRP) .(or per capit\lncome).

Remaining Ilements:

V

yl. Popula ion (P). N'

112. 7 Basic' mployment (number of .manufacturing jobs).

3. Service em
t

ploymenti(number of service-rOated Sobs).

Technological factors (IF).
#.

8. AVera e travel time from home to work trip,(minvtes)
4

R9. Avera e travel time from hot7 to shop trip (Minutes),

duality JO rapid transit.
R *
12. Number and loca,tion,of power plant(s)

R
14. Number of vehicle on the roadiworking day.

R
15. Extent of telecommunication-based gervices.

,4..

R
16. capita travel (PCT) (Intercity 'travel/miles/person/year)

Cycle.C2:

Genera g Element:

R
5. Social commitment or identification with the metropolis

(community.spirit).

RemainingElements:
or,

R
13.

R
18.

R
23.

R
24.

R
25.

R26

Cycle C3:

Generating Element':

411

A

rcent of metropolitan area assignei$ to lir open sOace..

Air pollution indelt

Water pollution index (WPI).

-Splid wastes index (SWI).

Noise pol tion index (NPI).

Enviro ntal quality indTc (EQI).

.

R
22. Extent of recycling af maieria)s ( ),

Remaining Element:
w,

R
21. Extent of use of disposal containers (DC).



phiatiorSte5:Inventiotland
Se ection of Altérnat.l

Ii

In this step the class needs to-search for policy interventions that will

increase the probability of achieving the goals stated in Step 1. Again, the

teacher can use an NGT to generate a set of policY :Initiatives similar to those

identified in Table IV-10.

I I

Following the NGT, an ISM vercise can be,performed _using the relation'

. sUpports . . The resulting structure will indicate the degree off.

interaction among the various policy instruments, perhaps identifying'bundless!

of policies which are mutually reinforcing.

Following the completion of Steps 1 through 5, the class, with the help

of the teacher acting as a facilitator, should try to generate an oyerall

sYnthesis that could then be documented by one or two students acting in the

role of group rapporteurs.

s

TABLE I1-10: IDENTIFICATION or OLICY INITIATIVES FOR IMPROVING THE
ENVIRONMENTA quALITy INDEX OF A METROPOLIS

Reduccd taxes on low-em ssion fuels.

Develdiment of efficien public transportatioilt system.

Introduction of bus iane. on urban highways'to encourage
public transportation and carlooling.

Staggered work hours and four-day work weeks.

Charge for total effluent discharges, encouraging recycling
in industries and conservation at home.

P6. Charge foradischarge of Ontreated wastes into waterways.

P7 /Diversion 3* aircraft flight patterns rom residential neighborhoods.

Construction of landscaped or otherbuffer zones .along all major
highways.

P
9, Government subsidy for using recyclable contaisers.

P
10. A levy on total quantities'of.trash and solidliastes gen ated.

r11 Introduction of new technology .for recycling of solid'wastes.
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CONCLUSIONS:

By means of the two examples,presented'in this Chapter we have tried
.G\

to demonstrate the meaningfulness and utility of studying human settlements

through the use ofthe collective inquiry techniques *cussed in Chapter,

III. The learning approach adyocated in.both of the cases emphasizes the

response'of thefloarners. In this type of a learning atmosphera the teichet

serves the role of the discussion leader and moderator instead of the teacher.
,

being perceived as the "archive of .knowledge".

,!

The introduction of the EkIstiás, framework, together wit the

policy perspectiVe,.helps students to organize their 4en lee and exp riences

an human settlement phenomena. The system for inquiry a proach* cou ages the

in
students and the teacher to do more than just "examine e facts . Aey are

invited to generate ideas regarding their perceptions of a problem situation ,,

to structure these ideas and.present them graphically, and to explorelkhe type

of human actions or policies that would contribute fb the'resolution of the

Problem situation.

By basin the tnquiry approach to the study of human settlements on sysems:j

and futures'-oriented thinking we are helping students understand the,coiplex

nature of societ,al problems, and tq appreciate the role of the human agent

in terms of inventing policies for problem resolution.

Additional examples, stmilar tb those discutsed in this report, will need

'to be worked out in order to better,demonstrate andicQmmunicate the utility of

the approach. 'In addition to'such techniques as ISM and NGT, other methods,

Vwill need to be designed in a way that they can be easily implemented by

high school edutators.



CHApTER

A SYSTEMIC ASSESSMENT AND APPLUATION OF THE EKISTIOS TYPOLNY

ATRODUCTION

After we applied the systems of inqui6 to two illustrative cases,.t

P
i

appeared desirable to investigate the degree to which the Ekistics taxoflopy as
,

,

used.in Chapter IV captures the "gniverse of divourse" of the field of Environ-

mental Education. In -order tb obtain some tnformation regarding this issue;
0

we chose to analyie a sample of papers published by'scholars.and praetit)oners,

of EE in the Journal of Environmental Education;,

. Existing organizations of knowledge are largely the result of, evolAtion,

rather than of careful analysis and synthesis.
(1) i

Such knowledge organizations
r

can be tolerated when they are insufficiently developed because they contribute

to broader purposes than their own construction.. When it is necessary to assim-,

ilate knowled6e across organizational structures, it becomes important to struc-

ture knowledge through careful analysis and synthesis.

The state of Awlution of a field oficgowledge can be identified by means

of a library literatUre survey. Index terms (key words) provided in publications

in the field can be used in the categorization of literature in the library.
a

In a given paper, index 4erms as a grouWshould optimally characterize the.pape.r.

rhdex terms do not have any standardized terminology and,thus they fail to
.

.

furnish)the essence of the papers in manY cases. For example, one paper starts.

;(::)d

th. . . this paper is neither &put biology flor about anthropology', but about'

seneral systems.thinking and how it was used to bridge the gap between well
. ,

developed models in one field (biolo gY) and a new model in the other (anOropology)

. and the "index terms" given are 'adaptation', Ahierarchy', 'cultural
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anthrgpOlogy', 'inheritance' . :To diminish this conceptual confusion,,some.

sort of analysis of.organSzations of knowledgOwould be beneficial. 1

in the,last three decades, several organizations of knowledge hive emerged

and are trying to establish themselves as separate diSciplines. In some cases,

various branches of a particular knowledge organization are tvolving spontaneously

and.lndividually, wit.hOut any'significant coordination. No specific contents of

the theory.are given. An example is given for general Systets theory.

What is general systems theory?. What are the contents of this theory?

Many experts An the field have defined general systems theory in different ways.

Unfortunately, a careful analysis of'the 9ontents of the general systems theory
,

does not exist in the present literature. According to Klfr,
(2)

"general

systeMs theory in the'broadest sense refers to a collection of,general concepts,

I .

principles, tools., Iroblems, methods and techniques associated with. 'systems.

Although the'name''system' mayll \ve different meanings under diffirent circum-

stances and for different people, it ordinarily stands for an ari-angement of

certain components so interrelated as to form a whole. Diverse types of coMponents

and their interrelations represent.different syslems-:"--Pgt are these concepts,

principles, tools and techniques?

One way to know about general systems theory is to analyze the research'

work which-has been'done in this irea. A first\effort involved a content_analysis

of several issues of the International journal of General:Systems ln an attempt

to *larate the content into an array of relatively independent subjects. This .

.0
study provi4Rd a structure for general systems theory.

It was foumd that'the .ksues Of the Journal that Were examined could be

(described using s4x koad descriptors; mathematical theory, philosophical/

'theory, systems theory, systems methodology, soCiaiipheorrand general theory.

Each of thel'e broad de.scriptors could be further categorized to le,nd specificity.

EVboration appears,in C3].
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1

Eklstics has been pOOPosed'by C. A. Doxiadis n an attempt to. develop a ...

science for.human sett1ements.
(4)

His rationale iS based on the realization

that human settlements are complex systems requiring the application 0 know-
.

ledge from many disciplines properly organized and integrateeunder the rUbric'..

of one science, namely Ekistics.

The Ekistics Journal ho attempted to establish a standardized terminolo6
kI

for the categorrzation of papers in the-Joutnar. Analysis of the ekistics

typology (the one used in the Ekjstics Jourgall is discussed later on in this

so.chapter.

STANDARD EKIST . TYPOLOGY

The articles in the Ekisics,JournaT arecoded by the stale of a human

settlement and-an aspect as represented by a particular ekisttc element. The

,content If each *article is c;essified within the eklstics grid as f011ows:

The,scale of the settlement(.$) relevant to the

article is.svlected from among 15 ekistics units,

luch as: .

.t- Anthropos 1
Room 2

Ecumenopolis 50,000 mgllion

A tree-like categorization of ekistics; as used,in.the

.Ekistics Journal, is represented by the hierarthY 5hown

in Figure V-1. TM-Phenomena dealt with in eachlarticle

are selected from among the subheads of the five ekistics

elements: Nature, Anthropos, Soolety, Shells-and Netwo'rks

(see FigUre V-1): Contents of each article are'41sesented

,4

.4
1 t).4i
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graph4cal1y in the Aistics, grid by,iAentifying the
r

ekA5tics elements and the scale of settlements

addressed. Synthesis sf these elements is alsOt

represented in the ektstics grid.

Crit,iqwe Of the Typology

This approech ft grap41c4Presentation ofAile content of an artiCle'

assumes an."idealize " read:4r (or subscriber to Ekistics Journal) who can ,

at a glance visuallyAetermine his or her interest in the materials presented

.41 the particularlarticle: it is suggested that Very few Ekittics Journal

readers develo0 adequate sensitivi* to the ekistics grid so that by scanning

the'graphic, representation they can make a meaningful interpretation of .the

categorizetibn as performed unilaterally by the editor of the EkisticsAoyrnal.

-Ekistits is ,sub-divided up to a third level in the hiererchy shown in

Figpre V-1. -It appears that some of the elements at the third level include

several/concepts, which make the ekigtics grid non-trayslatable*. Consider an

element At the third level qfransportation systems: rrad, rail, airo,

f this element.is given in the ekistics grid fOr an rticle, it doet not say

.1

whicii particular transportation system(s) is,covered n the afticle,

S.

14

* The substantive complexity of a complex system o
diminished by the introdliction of structural comple
that system or issue. No new complexi les should b
a consequence of the graphics, other han those tha
to be inseparable from the graphics A graphic is
can be converalkunambiguously in
discussion.

issue can be

itY to describe
introduced atp

have !leen shOwn

ranslatable it t

prose. See UR for..a detailed
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FORMULATION OF A TYPOLOGY

in this section we will briefly describe a method to deVelora typology

for a.knowledge organization. For this, we define the fol owl-rig;

ELEMENT: A concept which is necessary to describe the ssence of

a'field of.a knowledge organization. It may not be sufficient.
,

SET OF ELEMENTS: A collection of elements which ji,sufficient to'

describe the universe of discourse of the knowledge organization.(5)

Let us refer to the set of elements comprised in such,a universe of

, discourse, as the set D. Now, if our typology contains a classificatory or
I ,

categorical concept Mi (W,2,3,...N), applicable to some-tiut not all the

membersof D, then, by employing Mi we pay divide p into N subsets. Let N

be equal to 2. Then we-may divide D into twoSubsets: one containing each

member of dIthat M1 is true.of, or applies to, and one containing each membe

of'D thqt M1 is not true of or M, is true of. Also, elements (or members of
*

categorical concepts can themselves be categorical concepts. A transitive

relation R is also i(dentified (such as an, inclusion relation) that determtnes
)11

an ordering among categorical concepts and their members.

Let 0.= a knowledge organization

D PID1, D2, D3, 04, D5, 05)

M
1,

M
2

and 02 are three categorical concepts.

The hierarchy for D, is shown in Figure V-2.

196
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In.summary, a typological system should contain at least the following;

a. A concept determining the typology's universe of discourse

(e.g. human settlements)

b. A set of elements for the typology's universe of discourse

c. Some categorical concepts . .

d. A transitive relation R (e.g. an inclusion retation) that

determines an.ordering among categorical concepts.and their elements

'e. A graphic used to present the contents of an article that is
^

translatable

ving an eistics Typolog'y

In accordance with the discussion above on formulating typologies,

we embarked on the derivation of an ekistics typology by analyzingthe con--

tents of the following two references:

(1) C. A. Doxiadis' book titled "Anthropolis"(6) and

(2) A report lpy4he Stanford Research Institae, funded by the

National Science Foundation, titled'"City Size and the

Quolity. of Life.."(7)

Both these references address aspects of human settlements. We are

making the,astuption that ihe aboie two. references exhauststhe universe of

discourse: After e\ebntent herlysis of the two references,-we extracted the

most important concepts as listecr.in Tables 1/7.1 and V-2.

, 'The concepts cah1 109_Drganized in different ways to develop one or more

hierarChical Structures. An alternative approach is to analyze the standard
#

ekistic typrogy as splayed in Figure V-1 in the light of the extracted

concepts and; yhen modif the typology if necessary. .Jhis approach leads to

the following observatiOns.based on the use of the transitive relat1o0 'is

,inCluOd asi'shown in41gure V-1.
,

,4
/

4 it

19 ,

414,
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Table '1./ -1

Concepts Eictracted from. C. A. Doxiadis' 'book titled "Anthropoids" [6]

CONCEPT

1. 'Human Cities 33. ihiman Contacts

2. Human Development , 34. Creativity

3. Soil, Air, Food,. Water,,Trees, Houses 35. Garden

4.1 Contacts with Social Groups. 36: Neighbors
A

5. Protective Space 37. Courtyard'

6. Safety and HlippinesS 38. Home Streets

CONCEPT ,

7. Human Life 39. Transportation

8. Villages 40. Schools, College, University

9. Urban Systems 41. Car, Airplane

10. Design of Rooms 421 Health .

11. Urban Change 43. Shopping Centers

12. Transportation 44. Physiological Needs

13. City Change and Growth 45, Land,Use
.0

Pollution 46. Complexity

15 Quality of Life 47. Intolerant of Boredom

16. Popylation 48. .Generation Cap

17. Noise 49. Ecology

18. Energy 50: Perception

it

19. Population Growth 51. Animals

1

20. Was Water, Sewers 52. .Monumental Buildings
IIe

21.: Eco omy 53. Segregated Communities (by age grout

22. \Society

%

54. Character of Work Places

II23. Culture -
, 55. Density

,

24. Crime 56. Communication

25. Social Interaction g ,57. Biological Heritage
)11

,

26. Factories .58. PsychologicalHeritage

27. Senses, Mind, Sold. 59. Language. II

1

28., Cultural Groyps, Ethnic, Racial 60. Work Place
1,

Physical Environment of Access to Nature29, the City 61.

30.* Environmental Problems 62.

31. Employmenti 63.

32, Plants 64,

4
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Concepts Extracted from

CONCEPT

1. City Size

2. Quality of Life

3. Urbanization

14. Metropolitan Areas

5. topulation

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

(713.

N14.

Urban Prob1ms

ConM6n
lution

Health

Crime :

Loss of Community

.Government Fragmentat

.Urban Growth

Land Use Programs

o
lable V.72

The Stanford Research.Institute Report

CONCEPT.
A

Food Crisis

PopulationAnstribut
1,

Security

'Survival

Human Life

Social-psychological
'4

Race-

Income

AlcohOlism..

MigratiOn

Water

Parks, Trees

1

15. Economic Growth

16. GeOgraphic Distribution.

17. Population Grciwth

,311$(, Population Balance

Cultural.Opportunities

O. Life-styles

Resources

Complexity

Environmontll Quality

21.

Z3.

24 Air Pollution

25. ,Noise'Pollution

26. Traffic Deaths

27.N.Waste' Treatment

28. Sewer Systems

29. 'Employment

30. Economic Forces

31. Institutions

32. Energy

a 4.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38..

39..

41.

41.

44.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

52.-

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

Air

Cultural Daersity

Social Pathology

Technology.

Transportation

Communication

Politics -

Ecology

WAlfare

DeMocracy

'Industry

Universities

.Racial, Problems

Drugs

Violence

Technology

'Economics

Medicine

Agriculture

Mining

$0

[z]

Attributes O.
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A
s A careful analysis of the standard, ekistics typology and the

concepts,given in Tables V-1 and.V-2 shows that the typology co'vers

thost cof thh concepts directly and some implicitly. On the other

hand, there are a few elements in the ekistics typ

?

logy which,

h nOt explicitly listed in Tables V-1 and V 2,,appear to

, .

(..,

r.

be imPlicitl?included in [6] and [7)% Orily the "phases of

-

arithopos life" a'r'e not covered in the'ekistics typolbgy.
1

: :tonppui suCh as faqories and population'included in Tables
4

.,
V-1 and-V,2 are

,
explicitly cover;ed in the ekisttcs typology,

0

while such:concepts as air popution and water pollution seem

'.: to be.covered fthplititly by the subheadi4 "envtronmental .

,,"

analysiS" shown in Figure V-1 as linked to the eicistic elem4nt
.

(,, 1,"Nature."

L.:4 Previously we said that the grapliics used in the Ekistics

ex,

Journal are non-trinslatable. The graphics can be made

translatable by extending the 3-level ekistics tree (Figure V-1)

to a 4-level tree, for example, a third level element

'environmental analysis' gan be categorized as shown in

Figure V-3.

If we choose to compromise between extreme generality and extrethe akail

or specificity, it appears that the Ttrnd0distic typology is useful 'and

meaningful for the construction of a science'of,-biuman settlements. In other

words, on the basis of our systemic assessment of le ekistics tAo1ogy, we

conclude that the classical)typology used in the Ekistics Journal is accept-

able. However, it is still an open question whether or not 'phases of anthropos

sbotild be introduced as a distinct concept in the typology.
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VIRON ENTAL EDUCATION

. Though environment 1 eduation (PE) habeen in existence for a

number Of years, people c inue to debate what 4nvironmental education

is andior,shouild be. The Environmentpl Education Act of 1970 defined

environmental education to mean "the educational cess dealing with

man s relationship with his natural and manma'de s rroundings, and

includes the relation of population, pollution, resource allocation and

depletion,.conservation, transportation, technology and urban and rural

planning to the total Oman environment."
.

While the Environlental Education Act gave a definition for

environmental educ tion, it needed glaboration to put it in the

context of educ o . For this purpose a study,[8] was carried

out to create.a normative model (also called 'Big Map' in [8])

to display graphically what concepts lould be included,,according

to educato s, legislators and researchers, in the domain of education

dealing wi h environmental issues.

The big map of EE is discussed in [8] and in Volume 3 of this

report. Elements (about 160) for the model came ftom r9], [10], the

EE Act, and products of grants sponsored by the Office of Envihnmental

blucation, HEW. The relation used to structure the elements was
,0

"should help achieve." The large number of elements led to a big

normative model (given in

subsets of related ileme

. ThiS model can be visualized as seven

1.0



. . ,

J)lanning,lies at the bas'e of- the map and Ais into motion/the

developmenilf coip themes,*funding and in$titUtional.support.,

2. learning Systems Design is largely Concerned with developing'

. and modifying curricula and community education approaches'

to meet knvironmental education objectives.

3. Personnel Development provides fdr training of teacheri.and

community, education facilitators.

. 4.
4. learning Activities is the.actuarconduct of programs latd

/4

out tn Learning Systems Design.

5. Learning Outcomes is the.realization of the various environ-

meital goals set forth in the Act and elsewhere.

6., Delivery Systems and Support includes activities that wili

institutio e environmental education, and provide for
3

disseMination.o newp developed materials and roachel%
. .

7.. EvalUation, ;like delivelsystemS and sup is a continuing

set.of activities that intermesh w the first fAve subsets.

The struttUre for the-seven subsef is giveji,in Figure V-4 and this

represents the educational domain. Detailed,struttures for each subset

are given in [8]. Figur4-4J5 shows the detail of one of the seven

subsets, 'Learning Optcomes'.

e
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LEARNING /
OUTCOMES

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

PERSONNEL,
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LEARNING
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DESIGN

A.

/11.0.

4

j.

et,

9.19.69.999911,

4

EVALUATI(

, Figure V-4. .,Schematic of Normative* Model Showing Superstructur,e
(The arrow represents "should help achieve") Er ."
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Environmental Education Typology

A careful literature survey shOws that no typology exists for environ-

ment0 education. A typology is desirable for the analysis of the existing

literature and for planning the 'future evolution of tIlis field. By using the

procedure discussed earlier, a typoloiy for.environmental eduCation can be

constructed.-

On the basis of our research, and,findings reported here we feel confi-

dent to impute that the universe of discourse for E can be, obtained by com-

40ning the superstrUcture of th'e big map with.the 1istics typology. The

rationale.for proceedtng in thfs.fashion is based on the'pretUpposition

'that 'the ideas encompasse'd by the §uperstructure are a good representation
4

of the educational domain. On the other hand, the subject matter of environ

ment, at least as it relatei to human habitation, should be captured by the

ekistics typology derived earlier.

Thus, We carst say an EE typology consfsts of: (a) the environmental

domain and (b).the educational domain. Graphically, the two domains are

represented separately in Figures V-1 an V-6, respectiOly. In Figure

V-6 we have transformed the superstruc ure representation into a tree,

using the relationship "is included ," in order to make it symmeirical

, to the earlier transformation of t e ekistics grid to an ekistics tree.
1*

4

*
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Application of.nvironmental Education llypolo

This section discusses,content-analyses of sixteeh Issues of The Joule)

of Environmtntal Education to deterMine the similarity betweell the conceptual

and'termt61-6glcal orientation of the articles'in'these 1' and 'the
4.,

universe of EE discourse as identified above. ,We selected a sample of

issues of the Journal as.specikied in [11].

- r

1

A careful content analysis of each paper was perfo med in order to

identify the most mpdrtant elements used tn the pa er. Contents of each

net

paper were analyzed with resppcto,differen elem nts f the 'environmental .

4

-domain' and._the_.'educational domain' (Figures.V-1 nd 6), anii the relevant
4

concepts were identifiedNfor the paper. Elements cove ed, y each paw. are

,
presented in Table V-3. Eall paper is represented\ty ourl numbers.

First number: Volume number of Journal if Enviro me tal EducOon

Second number: Issue number of the volume

Third number: Year of publicationof the Jourrial

Fourth number: Starting page number\ of,the paper
f

For example a paper represented by 9.4.970.4 is fromffolume 9, Number 4

of the year 1978 and it starts on page number 4.

We believe that the issues of the Journal considered ih this study

are representative of the research published in-all issues of The Journal

"of Environmental Education. It appears froMiour research that a majority of

papers in the ues of the Journal analysedcover elements falling'in the

-'-educational d . It is sugge,sted that mOrp:papers should be published

to cover the nvironmental domain' for the Jotirnal of EnVironmental Education

.to be representative of.the organization of EE knowl,edge reCommended in this

report.
V.

ksk

20
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Paper Number

5.1.1973. 1

5.1.1.973. 4

5.1..1973.'13

5,1
,,u..tional Analysis /

5l.1973'P1a2ing
ation

uation
anning,

iable V-3 (
Analysis 'of Papers Published in .

Journal ofenvironmental 'education Ell]

. . ,
filTent,(s)

Planning
Planning, Environ-
mental An)al ysi s
P1anning4 Environ-
mental /Analysis
Plannlrig, Recrea-

tva,
5.1,1973..23
5.1.1973.31 '.P

Comunicatten/
5.1.1973.37 , Planning /.
5.1,1973.41 '/Planning,'-5/ology
5,1.1973.43 /,'Pla.nning
5.1.1973,45 ..f,jvaluation,

Commynicatjon
5.1.1973.51 Evaluatio?t,

Communication
5.1.1973.58 Communication'

/41k

5.2.1973. ) Planping,,
5.2.197, Learnirtg Systems

besign .

5..2.1973 .5 ,* 'Evaluation
5.2.1973 '9 'Evaluation .

5.24,1921,13 Learning tystems Design 5.4.1974.21
5.2.1073.20 /' Learning Systems Design 5.4.1974.25

423 / Ecology, Diversity 5.4.1974.29
L 2 8 Evaluation

Paper Number Element(s).

5.3.1074. 1
6.3.1974, 8
5,3.1974.12
5.a.1974.15
5.3.1974.19

5s.3.1974,24
5.3.1974.27
5.3.1974.29.

5.3.1974.33
5-. gT4.432-4.
5.3.1974.42
5,311974.44
5.3.1974.47

5.3.1974.53
5.3,1974.56
5.3.1974.58
5.3.1974.61

5.4.1974. 1

5.4.1974. 4

5,4.1974. 8
5,4.1974.14
5.4.19744

5.2.197
5.2.197
5.2.19 31
5,2,19
5.2.15 .3
5.2.1
5.2.1 ,

5.2.1
5.2.1
5.2.1.73/.52 Evaluation '5.4.1974.54
5.2.103,61 *Lear'ning Systems Design

ri ,

3 3

g.
3

13

5.4.1974.31
,Learning Systems Design

4 Learning Systems Design 5 4.1974.34
Learning Systems Design 5 4.1974.37

5.4.1974.42
5.4.1974.46
5,4.1974.48

8 Planning.'
0 Planning

43 Evaluation
49 Attitude

f

2Oi

Evaluation
Evaluation

'Learning Syftems Design
Learning Sy tems Design
.Personnel D elopment,
Learning Sy ems Design
Evaluativt
Learning SyStems Design
Evaluation, Learning
Systems Design '.
Planning
Personnel Development
Learning Systems Design
Cultural Ecology
Evaluation, Environmental
Analysis'
Economics
Learning Systems Design
Learnkn Systems Design
Planning

Delivery Systems and Support
Learning Systems Design
Communication
Evaluation
Learning Systerris Design
Evaluation
Learning Systems Design
Evaluation, Attitude
Evaluation, Learning
Systems Design
Evaluation
PoPulation, Evaluation
Evaluation
Learning Systems Design
Planning, Learning
Systems Design
Evaluation, Attitude



Paper Numblr

/.2.1975.
/.2.1975.
7.2.1975.11

11975.71

4.16.1975.27

71975 32
7. 1975 44

7.2.19/ 48 /

7.2197 54(

7.2..1975.591

7.0.1976. 2
7;3.1976.11
.7r.3.1976.20

7.3.1976.28
0,7.3.1976.34

7.3.1976.38
7.3.1576.51
7.3.1976.61

7.3.1976%66

8.1.1976. 2
. 8.1.1976.10

8.1.1976.19
8.141976.26

8.1.1976.32
8.1.1976.36
8.1.1976.48
8.1.1.976.52.
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Table V4 (cont.)'

,paP;r Pumber

Cwomics
valuation-
lanning, Learning
Systems Design
Evaluation
Learning Systeths Design
Social Ecology
Learning Systeths

Design, Wild Food
Evaluation

Recycling, Evaluation,
Learning Sys s.Design
Evaluation

A

Learning Systems Design
Economics
Environmental Quality,
fvolutionary Theory
Ecdlogy.

Evaluation g
Evaluation,

fvaluation
Evaluation
Behavior Objectives,
Elluation

EcologY .

Evaluation, Knowledge,
Attitude
Evaluation

Evaluation, Value
Judgment

Evaluation
Evaluation

Evaluation, Attitude
Evaluation

8.2.197. 2
8.2.1976.12
'8.2.1976.19
8.2.1976.26

8.2.1976 41.
8.2.1976 52
8.2.197 60

8.3.1977. 4
8.4.1977, 7
8.3.1977.11

8.3.1977.17

-8.3.1917.26
6.3.1977.32
8.3.1977.40

8:3:1977.48

8.3.1977.54
8.3.1977.60

8.4.1977. 4
8.4.1977. 8

8.4.1977.18
8.4.1917.27
8.4.1977.35

8.4.1977.43
8.4.1977.57

911.1977, 4
9,1.1977.23

9.1.1977.31
9.1.1977.44
9.1.1977,50

21.0

Eleme5is)

Planning
.

Evaluation

Planning r'-)

Evaluation
Evaluati
Learning Sy tems.Design
Learning S tems Design
Oral History

Planning
Planning
Learning Systemis Design,
Personnel DevOopment
Land Use, Plannling,

Learning Systels_Oesign___
Evaluatton
Evaluation 0

PlannIng, Personnel
Development .

Learning Systems'Design,
Computer 411100

Learning Systems'Design
Mass Communication

c..

Piychology
Learning Systems Design,
EnergY
Evaluation
Evaluation
Planning, Evaluation,
Population
Population, Evaluation
EvaluatIon

Planning'
Evaluatfon Recreation

Evaluation
, Evaluation
Evaluation

do

a

. 4
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Paper Number

vow

Table

Element(s)

V-3 (cant.)

Paper Number Element(s)

9.2.1978. 5 Value Judgment, 10.1.1978. 2 Evaluation
Learning Systems 10.1.1o78.12 Evaluation
Design 10.1.108.16 Learning Systems Design

9.2.1978.18, Food 10.1.1978.19 Learning Systems Design
9.2.1978.20 Evaluation 10,1.1078,23 Evaluation
9.2.1978.24 Evaluatton 4, . 10.1.1978.32 Evaluation
9.2.1978.37 Planning, Leakiing 10.1.1978.35 Values, Evaluation

Systems Design . 10.1.1978.41 Evaluation
9.2.1978.49 Evaluition, Attitude. 10.1.1978.44 Planning,

9.3 1978. 2 Evaluation 10.2,1978. 3 Delivery Systems and
9.3.1978.12 Evaluation Support
9.3.1978.18 Evaluition, Planning 10.2.1978. 7 Evaluation,,Value Judgment
9.3.1978..28 Evaldtion 10.2.1978.12 Evaluation
29.1.1918_35 _EconomLics_,
9.3.1978.40 Evaluation

10t2.1978,18
10.2.1978.24

_Evaluation
Planning

9.3.1978.50 Evaluation, 10.2.1978.30 Learning Systems Design,
9.3.1978.58 Planning Value Judgment

10.2.1978.35 'Evaluation
10.2.1978.43 Evaluation, Mass

9.4.1978. 4
9.4.1978.10

Knowledge
Evaluation

Communication Systems ,

9.4.1978.20 Evaluation
9.4.1978.30 -Evaluation
9.4.1978.36 Evaluation
9.4.1978.41 Attitude, Knowledge,

Evaluation
9.4 978.51 Evaluation

Value Judgment

20%,.

s1
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CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter'we undertook a study o explore the meaningfulness

and viability of the standard ekistics t ology by: (a) empliying

theoretical ideas about.the use of typologies in the construct

of'social theory;(5) and (b) reviewing a selected sei of materials

in the fields of humrn settl.ement phenomenology and eitNnmeptal"

__education._

A review of [6] and [7] was undertaken in order to ctract

most,signifiCant concepts from these two pu.blications.,/rhe.st

lekistics typology was assessed, using a systemic appro ch and

comments are made for improvements of this typology,

1

A typology for environmental education is also propos

Contents of sixteen issues of the Journal of Environmenta

were an lyzed and a. suggestion is made for improvement

organ ion of this Journal in order for it to be mor

to tile proposed EE g'rganization of knowlectge.
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'APPENDIVIr

. 'AN:INTRODUCTION TO

,ENVIRONAENTAL EDUCATION TfACHER TRAINING RESOURCES .

.1

the'Far Wett Laboratorpfor,Ehucational Research and Development,
supported by the U. S. Office ofInvirwimental Education, developed a
set of environmental'education teachr training resputOes with an

.energy-focused perspective. The design and developmet of these
resources mts based on.a conception of environmental education that
is consistent with the Environmental Education Act of 1970.(P.L. 91-516
and P.L. 93-278; as amended):

.o Environmental Education should be holistic and integrated...
focusing.on and clarifying the complex relationships (

existing between natural and human systems; and examining
the many aspects and interdependenries of both.

o Environmental Education should be interdisciplinary...
.utilizing information from a variety af 'fields Or
.disciplines (including the natural sciences, social
sciences, and humanities) in order to deal adequalely
with the natural, social, aesthetic, and ethical
dimensions of environmental issues.

o Environmental Education should emphksize problem-solving

and decision-making..: presenting learners with reel
environmental problems Or issues that are broad enough in
scope to have regional, national, or global significance.
It should engage learners in, values clarification,

problem-solving, planning, and decision-making activities
that prepare them for dealing with enwironmental problems
and issues.that affect individuals and Society.

The resources developed are of two kinds: teacher-training models
and teacher-training materials. 'The models are conceptual documents
whose purposes are to describe the various dimensions and priorities
of an environmental education teacher training program. The teacher-
training materials are idesigned to be used in secondary preservice or
inservice programs, continuing education programs, or utilized by

(' small groups of teachers who wish to increase their understanding of,'
and competence in dealing'with energy and environmental issues in the
classroom.

The Environmental Education Teacher-Training. Models

Four Environmental Education Teacher Training models were-developed,
each targeted to a different group of educators: high school teachers,
natural Science teachers (grades K-9), social science,4ete,bers (grades
4-12), and community leaders (in environmental education).

. 0
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Each model contains sections that define, character4ze, or describe
the following asOects'of an environmental education teacher-training
program: a rationale an0 definition of environmental ducation,
general behavioral objectives,, the curriculum content, general
instructional management arrangements, and implementation processes
and#activities. EaCh of the four models was designed to address
the following basic user concerns:

o What general knowledge, skills,, and atti.tudes am I to acquire?

. 017

o What EE cohtent.do I need to. know?
0

o What instructional or learning arrangements are needed?

.o What physical and lpgistical arrangements are needed?
,.

The Content Sourcebook.

The Content Sourcebook presents an elaborated and alloo.4ted
'discussion of the Content Specifications gi'Ven in each of the models,
and is intended to provide a more detailed understanding-of the
resources needed to develop a "holistic and transdisciplinary"
environmental education curriculuM.

The Content Sourcebook elaborates on 4e following curriculum content
areas: a systems approach; problem-solving and decision-making;
energy/environmental career-related decisions; holistic lifestyle
assessment; ideal environmental worldviews; fundamental concepts,
of energy; energy,resource delivery systems; forecaiting, planning,
and policy formation; and futures thinking.

.

The Content Sourcebook also provides a good deal of supportive
mdterials, including: .

o .THE USER STRATEGY--describes applications of the EE training I*

models for their in ended users; describes the components*of

ii

.an.EE curriculum.

o :ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION ENTITIES--describes 12 key concept/topic
areas interpreted from the EE Act of 1970 and other, Office of
.Environmental Education documents.

ISSUES OF NATIONAL PRIORITY--presents narrati* descriptions
of ten major energy or environmental issues that can provide
the basis for the development of EE curricula.

o SUBJECT MATTER/CUI.TURAL PROCESS MATRIX--provides a structure
for thinking about EE currOcula content in termi of: (a) EE

principles and concepts; (b) instructional learning resources;
and (c) competencies (for the environMentally aware and literate
citizen) for.each of the various curriculum content areas.

o A BIBLIOGRAPHY for each of the curriculum conten&reas, and a

GLOSSARY are provided.
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The Energy-Focused Environmental Education Teacher Trainingk,Units
Oh'

'i/The four units (or "modules") in'this series comprise a'
basic set of intro uctory materials consistent with tht need
described in the EEkAct. These units were derived from ,the High School
Teacher Training Mb el--described above,that was developed by the
Tar West Laborator in 1977. This model provided a rationale and
guideline for developing teacher training materials that foster a
holistic understandlng of.our natural- and human-fashioned environment and
for presenting this understanding in the context of environmental
issues rather than as a s1mp1e,preseritation of subject matter.
Integratedwithin the fbur module§ are the learning procestes that
allow teachers to explore the numerous interactions between the systems
of humanity and nature and; in so doing, promote their
environmental awareness as citizens. Eachlraining unit,in tKe
series deals with a different environmental issue. These are
described below:

Optimal Use of Finite Land Resources

Teachers will use a Carrying capacity methodology to examine
'finite land resources, population dynamics, and available
energies that'must be in dynamic equilibrium in order to'
maintain a stable balance between the needs of urban, and

0 agricultural systems as they develop and grow, and the
ne.eds_of natural systems to maintain ecological integrity,

Energy-Intensive Urban Growth and the Quality of Life

Teachers will examine the 'pattern of U. S, urban rowth
as influenced by economic and other consideratfops and
compare these With considerations for enhancing the
quality of life.. They will examine the potent4a1 of
current urbanization to reverse its present trend ,

towardjligh edtrgy costs with decreaiing.quality of
life for urban society, They Will.also examine the
implications of envisioned future patterns or urbanization
on energy costs.and,the quality of life..

.,

Energy-Conserviag Resource UtilizatiOn

Teachers v111 compare'a variety of energy conservation
strategtoi and their contributions in terms of a stewardship
approach to resource utilization and conservation. They

11 analyze the conservation recommendations of the ,

Na ional Energy Plan and act as a Task Force Committee to
propose conservation measures f6r a local community.

2,;
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fner9y Resource Deliverfand Use

Teachers will examine the role of energy #1 changing cultural
contexts. They will study the nature and'uses of

. various, conventional and nonconventional energy resources;
examine the dimensions of eRergy policy making, and eValuate ,

the implications of differing means of energy delivery
in terms of technical efficiency, and environmental and
social impacts. They will also apply holistic Criteria
to the evaluation of an energy policy plan.
4

*

Each training unit or module.follows a similAr presentation format:

o An INQUIRY section that presents theActs, concepts, and
principles associated with an energy-environmental issue.
This section.includeshext, readings, and activities.

o An INTEGRATION section that presents a planning and decision-
making simulation involving the issue in a practical setting.

o An APPLICATION section that presents a set of general guidelines
forllanning and implementing instructional units emphasizing
the issue.

Further Information

For further information on any of these,documents or ierials,
write to:

0

Bela H. 'Banathy
Executive Research Director
Far West Laboratory for Educatio al Research and Developmen

1855 Folsom,St.
San Francisco, CA 94103

Ordering Materials

To order materials, write to

National Teaching Systems'
1137 Broadway
Seaside, CA, 13955

Approximate Prices

IE Teacher Training Models:

High SchOpl Teachers
Natural Science Teachers.
Social Science Teachers

, Community Leaders

220

$6.00

$6.00

$6.00
$6.00 4-
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EE Content Sourcebodk $12.00

Energy-Focused EE Teache'r-Training Units

,

'Optimal Use of Finite Land Resources
, $8.00

Energy' Intensive Urban Growth and Quality of Life $8:00
Energy-Conserving Resource Utilixation $8.00
Energy Resource.Delivery Use $8.00.

1 . .

to

4' The foregoing section (with minor editing) was furnished bY
The Far West Laboratory for Educational'Research and Development.
We appreciate their furnishing this material.
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINI&

School of Engineering and Applied Science'
,

The University of V Inias School lof Engineering and Applied Science has an undergraduate
enrollment of approximately 1,300 students with a graduate enrollment of approximqely 500. There are
125 faculty members, a riajority of whom conduct research in addition to leaching.4

. Research is an integral part of the educational program and interests parallel academic specialties., ,
. These range 'from the classical engineering departments. of Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical and

Aerospace to departments of , Biomedical Engineering, Engineering Science. and Systems, Materials
Science, Nuclear Engineering and Engingeripg Physics, and Applied Mathematics and Computer Science,
In addition to these departmentS, there are interdebartmental groups in the areas of Automatic Controls and

PPlied Mechanics. All departments offer the. doctorate; the . Biomedical and Materials' Science
partments grant only graduate degrees..

w
.

4.
.

.

The School of Engineering and Applied Science is an integral part.of the University (approximately
1,530 full-time .faculty with a total enrollment of abohq 16,000 fulktime students), which also has
professional schools of Architecture, Law, Medicine, Commerce, and Business,Administration. In additions
the College of Arts and Sciences houses departments of Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and others
relevant to the engineering research program. This University community provides opportunities for
interdisciplinary work in pUrsuit of the basic 'goals of education, research, and public service.
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